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1 Executive Summary
Key factors influencing whole life cost and reliability of switch and crossing (S&C) systems are
presented in this report. Existing knowledge relating to damage mechanisms and failure has been
reviewed and enhanced by further research into root causes, current asset whole life costs and
failure frequencies. Areas offering scope for improvement through enhanced design have been
identified and prioritised to establish the potential for the greatest benefit for further research in
terms of enhanced reliability, availability, maintainability and safety performance and life cycle cost.
A Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis has been developed, to identify the prioritised areas
for improvement, by identifying the failure modes that can be eliminated through enhanced design.
In addition, an S&C failure mode catalogue has been produced, to provide a common understanding
of the failure modes and complement the damage catalogues currently available.
The main areas for improvement of S&C were found to relate to the elimination or minimisation of
failures caused by rail deformation, wear and rolling contact fatigue; optimisation of switch rail
profile; greater understanding of the effects of S&C support conditions; and enhancement of whole
system monitoring, to reduce the requirement for visual and manual measurement to monitor and
control remaining failure modes. This forms the basis for the research presented in deliverable
documents D2.2 and D2.3 of the IN2TRACK project Work Package 2.
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2 Terms, acronyms and abbreviations
2.1 Terms
Infrastructure manager is the organisation responsible for the management of railway lines and
related structures.

2.2 Acronyms and abbreviations
ALD

Actuation, Locking and Detection

AMS

Austenitic Manganese Steel

BOEF

Beam on Elastic Foundation

DIC

Digital Image Correlation

DST

Decision Support Tool

EMGTPA Equivalent Million Gross Tonnes Per Annum
FAKOP

Fahrkinematische Optimierung

FCAW

Flux Cored Arc Welding

FFU

Fibre-Reinforced Foamed Urethane

FM

Failure Mode

FMEA

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

FMECA

Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis

FMS

Fault Management System (Network Rail infrastructure)

IM

Infrastructure Manager

IP3

Innovation Programme 3 (cost-efficient and reliable high-capacity infrastructure)

IRR

Internal Rate of Return

ITD

Integrated Technology Demonstrator

JU

Joint Undertaking

KGO

Kinematic Gauge Optimisation

LCC

Life Cycle Cost

LPT

Liquid Penetrant Testing

LVDT

Linear Variable Displacement Transducer

LWR

Long Welded Rail

MMA

Manual Metal Arc

GA 730841
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MTTF

Mean Time To Failure

NDT

Non-destructive Testing

NHPP

Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process Model

NPV

Net Present Value

PMF

Probability Mass Function

QI

Quantity of Interest

RAMS

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety

RCF

Rolling Contact Fatigue

RCM

Reliability Centred Maintenance

S&C

Switches & Crossings

TD

Technology Demonstrator

TSI

Technical Specification for Interoperability

UBP

Under Bearer Pad

USP

Under Sleeper Pad

VTI

Vehicle Track Interaction

WEL

White Etching Layer

WP

Work Package

GA 730841
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3 Background
This document “Identifying and Understanding Core S&C Issues” D2.1 is the first deliverable within the
IN2TRACK project Work Package 2 (WP2) ‘Enhanced Switches and Crossings’ (Grant Agreement No.
730841).
IN2TRACK WP2 is positioned within the Technology Demonstrator 3.1 (TD3.1), which focusses on
enhancing the existing S&C system, and hence forms part of the Integrated Technology Demonstrator
(ITD) for the “Enhanced Track System”.
The work follows on from previous Shift2Rail project founder member and open calls and is taken from
the Multi-Annual Action Plan. The position of WP2 within TD3.1 and the overall Shift2Rail programme
is shown in Figure 1, and links to both TD3.2 (IN2TRACK Work Package 3) and “S-Code”, the first Open
Call project for Next Generation S&C.

WP2: Enhanced S&C

S-CODE
Open Call Project

Figure 1

IN2TRACK's position within IP3 of the Shift2Rail programme, showing the Integrated
Technical Demonstrators (ITDs)

WP2 involves three key tasks, which are structured as demonstrated within Figure 2, each relating to
a final deliverable document. This first deliverable D2.1 presents the findings of Task 2.1, which sets
out the current status of knowledge of core S&C issues and identifies areas for further research within
Tasks 2.2 and 2.3.

GA 730841
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4 Objective / Aim
The overall objective of Work Package 2 is to build upon the whole-system evaluation of existing
European S&C systems, drawing on data from previous and ongoing EU projects, such as INNOTRACK,
Capacity4Rail and In2Rail. The aim is to improve both RAMS performance, LCC enhancements for
maintenance approaches and to serve the parallel Shift2Rail project IN2SMART.
This deliverable sets the foundations for targeting key areas of S&C enhancement. Current knowledge
has been drawn upon and enhanced, to develop a thorough understanding of how key influencing
factors and root causes of failure modes affect the whole life cost and reliability of existing and new
S&C systems.
Experience has shown that establishing the root causes of failure can be a highly complex problem,
which requires sophisticated analysis of accurate data. This information is not often recorded by
infrastructure managers. Therefore, this deliverable focusses on areas deemed to provide the largest
benefit, building on existing knowledge gained within previous EU projects, other research and
development projects and from within the IN2TRACK partner organisations. This provides a foundation
for later RAMS and LCC assessment of potential solutions, simulations and deterioration analyses and
links to the enhanced data and information requirements presented within the other deliverables
within WP2.

GA 730841
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5 Existing knowledge cross mapping
This chapter brings forward the existing knowledge on core S&C issues in two domains. The first is the
area of damage catalogues where a review of existing catalogues is presented and the state-of-the-art
reference documents for S&C damage and its classification are selected. The second concerns root
cause identification for failures and the subsequent prioritisation of mitigation efforts. Here the Failure
Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) (CEN, 2006) analysis is used as a tool for the
identification and understanding of the current functional failure modes of S&C in European railway
networks. This effort can therefore be seen as a knowledge cross-mapping exercise in that it compiles
existing knowledge from the European railway community.

5.1 Existing damage catalogues
The most recent comprehensive damage catalogue for S&C comes from the Capacity4Rail (C4R)
project, (Capacity4Rail, 2014). It is an enhancement of a previous failure catalogue compiled in the
INNOTRACK project that was never published. The C4R catalogue is structured according to the
definitions of the main S&C components of EN 13232-1, (CEN, 2004). Compared to the INNOTRACK
catalogue it therefore covers more component types such as check rails, sleepers and driving and
locking devices. It also distinguishes between moveable and rigid crossings.
The descriptions of rail defects in the C4R catalogue is aligned with the UIC Rail Failure Catalogue UIC
712 R, (UIC712, 2002). The UIC 712 R contains only defects that are found on the rail itself, and these
defects can appear on all rails in Switches & Crossings just as on rails in plain line. The purpose of UIC
712 R is to provide a structured categorization for reporting and evaluation of rail defects with the
target to develop a statistical picture of the status and improvement in rail product quality. Defects
are classified by the location on the rail and distinguishes between rail ends, rail body and the position
on the cross-section of the rail profile. It also contains damage to welds and considers damage by faulty
handling, manufacturing and other unintended events.
The purpose of the UIC Codex UIC 725 Treatment of Rail Defects, (UIC, 2015), is to add
recommendations for inspection and maintenance methods to the rail defects listed in UIC 712 R. It
was revised in 2015 to include state-of-the-art treatment of rolling contact fatigue (RCF) defects. It
contains three chapters on basic factors of inspection, defect classification (according to the UIC 712
R) and minimum actions required as well as methods of detection. The three annexes give information
on crack growth, damage management and requirements for qualification of personnel as well as
authorization of equipment.
A comprehensive review of rolling contact fatigue damage was developed under the lead of the
Canadian National Research Council by collecting the expertise of a large number of track experts from
the US and Canadian railways. The report is published as (FRA, 2011) and (Magel, 2011). The report
only contains information on rolling contact fatigue defects. The intention of this report is to share and
spread information between railway operators, researchers and practitioners on RCF and its treatment
in order to improve safety, reliability, availability and to reduce costs.
It reviews the types of RCF defects on wheels and rails, causal mechanisms, and monitoring and
maintenance practices for the purpose of identifying gaps and the most pressing areas for research
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and development. Although it does not refer to the document, it uses much of the UIC 712 R
nomenclature for the RCF defects listed.
The “Guidelines to Best Practices for Heavy Haul Railway Operations: Management of the Wheel and
Rail Interface”, (IHHA, 2015) published by the International Heavy Haul Association with the same
intention as (FRA, 2011) for practitioners and researchers, covers many more aspects of wheel-rail
interaction and its management. Among other chapters, one describes wheel and rail defects
organized by their point of origination and is more narrative than committing. It must be noted that
the nomenclature is different to UIC 712 R as well as to most of the FRA Review.
Defect catalogues of individual European railways refer to the UIC 712 R and UIC 725 catalogues
although they may not address all defects listed there. The main purpose is to give more precise advice
on inspection methods and intervals as well as defect management as compared to the UIC, which
rather give recommendations than advice.
The conclusion from this survey of existing damage catalogues, European as well as North American,
is that the Capacity4Rail damage catalogue and the Rail Failure Catalogue UIC 712 R are the state-ofthe-art damage catalogues for categorizing damage in S&C.

5.2 S&C FMEA framework
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is defined as a systematic procedure for the analysis of a
system to identify the potential failure modes, their causes and effects on system performance.
Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) is an extension to the FMEA to include a means
of ranking the severity of the failure modes to allow prioritisation of countermeasures, (CEN, 2006).
FMECA is generally carried out at the design stage of a product, to identify potential reasons for failure
and implement mitigation or removal of the failure mode early in development. Since 2013, Network
Rail (NR) has applied the FMECA procedure to its railway infrastructure asset management, as part of
the reliability centred maintenance (RCM) process for determining the maintenance needs of existing
assets, (NR, 2017). The aim is to eliminate or mitigate the consequences of equipment failure, by
adopting the most appropriate maintenance regime, defined to meet local operating conditions and
requirements.
As part of the RCM process, NR has developed a template FMEA for application at a local level, where
operating context specific analyses are undertaken. The template covers a broad range of operational
assets, including those associated with switch and crossing (S&C) systems. This template was used in
the IN2TRACK project as a framework, to identify the functional failure modes of S&C systems
experienced within European networks and to develop a deeper understanding of the root causes. This
is further discussed in chapter 7.

GA 730841
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6 Analysis of rail damage considering rail grade, profile and
maintenance
This chapter evaluates how S&C rail damage is influenced by rail grades and machined rail profile. It
discusses existing types of S&C rail component materials and presents the findings of trials of higher
grade steel components and rail profiles within previous research and development projects.

6.1 State-of-the-art material choices for turnouts
6.1.1 S&C functional structure
A turnout consists of a number of different components and can be structured into three functional
panels, see Figure 3.

Figure 3 Turnout components
The switch rail panel consists of two half sets of switches formed by a switch and a stock rail. The switch
rail is machined to a blade forming the tip that transfers the wheel from one rail to the other. While
the stock rail is usually made from a symmetric Vignole profile (CEN, 2017), the switch rail can be both
an asymmetric or a nearly symmetric rail profile (CEN, 2011).
The closure panel connects the switch panel to the crossing panel which separates the vehicles from
the tangent to the deviation.
The main part of the crossing panel is the crossing where a number of different designs exist.

GA 730841
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6.1.2 Materials used in the crossing panel
Due to the gap in the running surface of the crossing paths, dynamic forces are dominant that damage
the tip of the crossing by deformation, wear and fatigue caused breakouts. Check rails (CEN, 2010)
guide the axle across this gap in the crossing area. The shape of the transition area plays an important
role in the magnitude of these stresses and is addressed in 9.1.2. Depending on axle load and speed,
different crossing designs are used.
Cast manganese steel crossings (Figure 4) are more or less standard for European mainlines and heavy
haul. The microstructure is stabilised to austenite by a carbon content of 0,95 to 1,30 % and
manganese content of 11,5 to 14 % (X 120 Mn 12). It has a high toughness and potential to work harden
from as-cast 200 BHN to more than 550 BHN after a few wheel passes. For highly stressed applications,
the work hardening is anticipated during manufacturing by explosive hardening of the contact patches,
particularly the crossing tip, where a hardness of min. 321 HB for European mixed traffic and min.
350 BHN for heavy haul can be achieved.

Figure 4 Cast manganese steel crossing with welded-on pearlitic rail ends
The austenitic material cannot be welded directly to pearlitic steels due to the big difference in the
alloying contents. A buffer layer of stainless steel is welded between the two materials, approx. 20 mm
wide. The rail ends are usually from R350HT rail steel, where joining to the closure panel and track rails
by aluminothermic welding is a standard procedure.
For low axle loads and speeds in European railways and also in metro systems, rigid compound
crossings (Figure 5) are usually made from a small rolled or forged block of steel, which can be pearlitic,
pearlitic heat treated (R350HT) or bainitic (e.g. 51CrV4). The rails used for the wings and the closure
rails are usually from R350HT rail steel.

GA 730841
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Figure 5 Rigid compound crossing
A different bainitic metallurgy is used in Germany. Deutsche Bahn (DB) Systemtechnik has developed
a chromium-type bainitic steel with a strength of more than 1400 MPa that is used for the crossing in
two main designs (see Table 1 for the properties). The first design is as shown in Figure 3 with a forged
CrB14 block with CrB14 wing and transition rails. The second design is unique with an electron-beam
welded crossing point from CrB14 rails.
The CrB14 steel is non-heat treated but requires stress-free annealing after welding and machining
due to the high ratio of yield to ultimate tensile strength, which leads to high residual stresses at the
bending points of the wing rails.
Table 1 Main characteristics of DB’s chromium-bainite CrB14 (DB)
Chemical composition % by mass

CrB14

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Mo

V

0,34
to
0,37

0,80
to
0,88

0,65
to
0,75

2,65
to
2,75

0,30
to
0,35

0,10
to
0,12

Yield
strength
MPa

Tensile
strength
MPa

≥ 1050

≥ 1400

Elongation Hardness
%
of running
surface HBW
≥ 11,0

420 to 480

CrB14 crossings show a twofold improvement against wear and deformation by impact (Zoll, 2011) as
compared to R350HT crossings. This leads to significant increase in service life at low maintenance
costs. On the other hand, it must be noted that both the material costs as well as the costs to
manufacture any of the two designs are much higher than for any other rigid compound crossing.
Different to others, DB uses this CrB14 compound crossing preferentially in mainlines instead of Mncrossings, which are not allowed at DB by limitations in the non-destructive inspection of the as-cast
austenitic structure.
Due to concerns on residual stresses, and in order to avoid more complicated welding processes for
joining the crossing panel to the plain line track, the wing and transition rails were replaced by R350HT
rails at a later stage.

GA 730841
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For high speeds and high axle loads, crossings with moveable points allow reducing the dynamic loads
at the crossing point because the gap at the point is avoided by spring-loaded rails, similar to a switch
set. According to the TSI, their use is mandatory in Europe for speeds higher than 250 km/h.
There are three main designs:




The spring-loaded tip is made from a forged R350HT block with Vignole wing rails
The spring-loaded tip is made from R350HT or R260 Vignole rails and the wing rails are
formed by a cast manganese block
The spring-loaded tip is made from R350HT rails and the wing rails are tongue rail profiles in
R350HT as well

In heavy haul, there is a trend to change the rail steel from R350HT to R400HT to provide additional
increase in service life at low maintenance requirements.

6.1.3 Materials used for all other rails in the whole turnout
Due to the high contact stresses along the switch blade and in the curved rails performing the
deviations, the rails are damaged by wear and rolling contact fatigue developing head-checks and
different types of breakouts (Figure 6). The most critical part is the tip of the blade that can be
deformed so much along the stock rail that long parts break off (Figure 7).

Figure 6 Gauge corner wear and chipping on a switch rail in deviation

Figure 7 Deformation and break-off of a tip of the switch rail

GA 730841
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Same as in tight curves, high-strength rail steels are considered the better option for both improving
service life as well as to reduce maintenance costs along the life cycle of a turnout. All rails used in a
turnout are from pearlitic rail steels as specified in the EN13674-series.
For Vignole and tongue rail profiles used in S&C in European railways and metros, R350HT has
become the standard steel grade because it can at least double the service life as compared to the
R260 steel grade (Ossberger, et al., 2015). For heavy haul applications, even harder rail steels are
used because of the larger contact stresses, reaching a hardness range above 400 BHN.

6.2 Track tests of R400HT wing rails in mixed traffic conditions
The test was done in a mixed traffic track in Latvia from 2009 to 2012. Traffic was mainly oil tank cargo
at a speed of up to 80 km/h having an annual load of approx. 30 MGT. A total load of 120 MGT was
accumulated on 60E1 300 1:11 turnouts made from different crossing materials.
A forged R350HT crossing with R350HT wing rails was used as a reference. The test crossing (Figure 8)
was from cast manganese with R400HT wing rails. Profile measurements of the wing rails were done
close to the crossing tip, see the left hand photo in Figure 8 that shows both crossings at approx.
120 MGT. Visual inspection shows wear and little deformation but neither rolling contact fatigue nor
breakouts.

Figure 8 Test crossings after 120 MGT
In Figure 9 the wing rail profiles measured at the beginning of the test (original profile) and the profiles
taken at 80 and 120 MGT. The advantage of the R400HT rails compared to the R350HT rails is clearly
evident, although a quantification of the improvement factor cannot be done due to the different
crossing tip material used.
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Figure 9 Profile measurements of the wing rails close to the crossing tip

6.3 Use of R400HT in switch sets
From the good experience of R400HT switch sets in heavy haul, the use of R400HT rails in turnouts for
European mixed traffic was proposed. While the use of R400HT stock, wing and connector rails is
straight forward, its application for switch blades was questioned. Due to the fact that the blade is
moveable and not fixed along its entire length, concern was raised whether there is any additional risk
to rapid failure when the material strength is increased, assuming that toughness properties may
decrease with increasing strength.
The topic was analysed and a method for the assessment of high strength materials in switch
components was developed in a COMET K2 MPPE project (Comet, 2013). It applies state-of-the art
concepts of endurance and fracture mechanics to compare different materials when used as a switch
blade. It considers surface roughness and residual stresses from manufacturing. The most important
factor and the target of the study was to understand the development of small defects at the rail foot
into macroscopic cracks, which can break spontaneously. Small cracks with a size of the order of a
tenth of a millimetre may appear both from production as well as from events during service. They are
difficult to detect in service because of the accessibility of the foot edges and bottom for inspection
and present a risk of failure.
The method is summarised in (Kolitsch, 2017), using examples for pearlite, fine pearlite and two types
of bainite. The experimental data used for the calculations of the failure risk are tensile tests, static
and cyclic fracture toughness tests and crack growth tests, all done on samples taken from the rail foot,
see Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Sample positions for tensile (left) and fractured toughness/ crack growth (right)
The tensile test results (see Figure 11) show little difference between R400HT and R350HT, since the
rail foot is not heat treated for both steel grades. The tensile strength of the R400HT is slightly higher
because the steel contains more carbon. The difference in elongation as measured on the tensile test
sample is reduced when scaled to the real strain. Considering some statistical spread in composition,
the tensile test results are treated as being equal for R400HT and R350HT, which is the reference.

Figure 11 Tensile test results scaled to measured strain (left) and scaled to true strain (right)
The static fracture toughness of R400HT is smaller compared to R350HT when measured at room
temperature (see Figure 12). At low temperatures, the difference is negligible. The static fracture
toughness is only of importance for macroscopic cracks, i.e. at the final stage before a fatigue crack
produces the fracture.
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Static fracture toughness depending on temperature

The cyclic crack growth data was measured at different stress ratios between R = -1 (mean stress is
zero) and R = 0,7 (positive mean stress representing e.g. residual stresses). The results shown in Figure
13 demonstrate little difference between the data of R400HT and R350HT.

Figure 13

Cyclic crack growth data depending on the stress ratio

Summarising the material tests, the behaviour of R400HT and R350HT is similar with little differences
in the data which are important to understand the growth of small cracks in the rail foot. The reason
is that the rail foot is not heat treated for any steel grade, having a similar pearlitic microstructure
despite the different carbon content.
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For the calculation of the endurance limit, the stress based design concept using the Smith diagram is
applied, assuming the surface roughness from the production process (Figure 14). The R400HT rail
steel has a higher endurance limit, as derived from the tensile tests. At the same mean stresses, the
acceptable cyclic stress amplitude is practically identical for R400HT and R350HT.
The longitudinal residual stresses from manufacture must be considered for the present level of the
mean stress. They are limited to 250 MPa in the European standard EN13674-1, measured in the centre
of the rail foot. The residual stresses depend on the yield strengths of both the rail foot and the rail
head. Whereas the foot properties are similar for the two steel grades, there is a significant difference
in the rail head. As a consequence, R350HT has approx. 130 MPa of longitudinal residual stresses in
the centre of the foot, while R400HT has approx. 170 MPa. This gives a difference in the acceptable
stress amplitude of less than 5 %, as can be derived from the Smith Diagram. It must be noted, that a
reduction from these stress levels to a stress free state of the rail foot can yield only approx. 10 % of
the endurance limit.

Figure 14

Smith diagram for R350HT and R400HT

Using the fracture mechanics approach for a damage tolerant design, the Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram
is applied, where the admissible stress range depends on the micro- and macroscopic crack length. The
data from this diagram was transferred into the Smith diagram with the flaw size as a parameter (Figure
15). The flaw reduces the acceptable strain amplitude, but no difference in behaviour is expected
between R400HT and R350HT because the stress limits in the area of interest (below 250 MPa mean
stress) are nearly the same.
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Smith diagram for different flaw sizes

All data show that the relevant material properties of R400HT were demonstrated equal or better than
the ones of R350HT. The analysis based on different methods to assess the risk of failure showed a
comparable or even lower risk to failure when these steel grades are used in a switch blade. R350HT
switch blades are more or less standard components for European railways and show negligible failures
with respect to small foot defects. Concluding, this can also be expected for R400HT switch sets when
used at the same conditions.
After presenting this study as a basis for the risk assessment, track tests were started in 2017 at ÖBB
on selected turnouts to quantify the advantages of R400HT when used as a switch blade. At the time
of this report, the total load at the test turnouts was still too low for conclusions, but the
demonstrators planned in the following Shift2Rail calls will utilise R400HT rails throughout the whole
turnout.
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6.4 Comparison between R260 and R350HT switch blades and stock
rails in a suburban passenger track
This SNCF site is close to the Corbeil railway station in the Paris suburb, with double decker commuter
trains (Figure 16). The tracks are equipped with 50E6 rails and S&C is manufactured with 50E6A1 and
50E6A2 rails. The steel grade is the standard R260 grade. The S&C is incorporated in curves with 350
m to 390 m radii. The trains change track very often and on a short distance, with large lateral
displacements.

Figure 16

Corbeil railway station

These harsh conditions accelerate the wear of the switch blades and stock rails. The lifespan of some
switch and stock rail assemblies was limited to 1.5 years.
Another issue was that the large lateral displacements of the trains produce large steel flakes at the
surface of stock rails (Figure 17). These flakes come off the rail and sometimes fall onto glued insulating
joints, shunt the joint and stop the traffic.
In order to solve these issues heat treated R350HT switch and stock rail assemblies were installed in
the most worn S&C.
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Figure 17

Steel flakes on stock rails

The main characteristics of the R260 and R350HT grades, according to the EN13674-1 standard, (CEN,
2017) are given in Table 2.
Table 2

Main characteristics of R260 and R350HT grades
Chemical composition % by mass

Tensile
strength
MPa

Elongation
%

Hardness
of running
surface
HBW

C

Si

Mn

R260

0,62 to
0,80

0,15 to
0,58

0,70 to
1,20

880

10

260 to 300

R350HT

0,72 to
0,80

0,15 to
0,58

0,70 to
1,20

1175

9

350 to 390

The oldest R350HT S&C is 59 months old and displays limited wear (as shown in Figure 18 ) and
moderate rolling contact fatigue defects (Figure 19).
Figure 18 shows the superposition of measured profiles (switch blade and stock rail) with 23 months
between the 2 measurements. The wear is very low.
Figure 19 shows a stock rail with a smooth surface, without any steel flakes. The switch blade displays
moderate steel chipping on the gauge corner, which does not yet limit the rail life.
The move from R260 to R350HT rails solved the wear and steel flakes issues. All the new S&C in this
area is manufactured with R350HT rails.
These results are consistent with results obtained from plain line track measurements, where the
improvement for the head hardened grade R350HT compared to standard grade R260 is about three
times for wear and at least two times regarding RCF (INNOTRACK deliverable D4.1.5 Definitive
guidelines on the use of different rail grades).
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Figure 18

Measured profiles of R350HT switch and stock rail assembly

Figure 19

R350HT switch and stock rail assembly

R350HT rail leg-end extensions have also been welded to austenitic manganese steel crossings (Figure
20) and display good wear and RCF performance compared to R260 legs.

Figure 20 R350HT rail leg-end extension welded to AMS crossing
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6.5 Comparison between R260 and HP335 check rails in a suburban
passenger track
In the same location, close to the Corbeil station, the lateral wear of check rails is very high (up to 5
mm /year). Since the maximum acceptable wear is 10 mm, these check rails must be replaced every
two years. The steel grade is the standard grade R260.
In order to reduce the wear, check rails in a harder grade (HP335) were installed Figure 21.
The HP335 grade is a non-heat treated hypereutectoid grade designed by British Steel. The process of
introduction of this grade in the European rail standards is ongoing.
The main characteristics of the R260 and HP335 grades according to EN13674-1 are given in Table 3.
Table 3

Main characteristics of R260 and R350HT grades

C

Si

Mn

V

Minimum
tensile
strength
MPa

R260

0,62 to
0,80

0,15 to
0,58

0,70 to
1,20

-

880

10

260 to 300

HP335

0,88 to
0,95

0,77 to
0,95

0,80 to
0,95

0,05 to
0,14

1150

7

335 to 375

Chemical composition % by mass

Figure 21

Minimum
elongation
%

Hardness of
running
surface
HBW

Check rail in grade HP335

Taking into account the strong correlation between the wear resistance and the hardness of pearlitic
rails, the higher hardness of the grade HP335, we expect a doubled wear resistance compared to R260,
but the accumulated traffic is still too low to be able to draw any conclusion.
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6.6 Comparison between R260 and B360 mobile points in a highspeed track
Crossings with movable points are used in the SNCF high-speed line between Paris and Lyon. The
R260 60E1A4 movable points rails are affected by head checks defects along 3 m at the location
indicated by the arrow in Figure 22 (in front of the counter point tip). Figure 23 (left) shows typical
head checks at this location.
Bainitic counter points and movable points, grade B360, were installed in this crossing and in the
adjacent crossing. The B360 grade is a non-heat treated carbide free upper bainite bainitic steel,
designed by British Steel. The main characteristics of the R260 and B360 grades are given in Fel! Hittar
inte referenskälla.. Figure 23 (right) shows the B360 movable points (at the location indicated by the
arrow in Figure 22) after four years in track. When the movable point was removed from track after 12
years and 250 MGT of traffic, the surface condition was the same, smooth, without any RCF defect.
The point was removed because of cracks in the cradle, not because of issues with the B360 rails.
The wear resistance of the B360 grade is around 30% higher than the grade R260. The wear resistance
of bainitic grades is lower than the wear resistance of pearlitic grades of the same hardness.
Due to the excellent resistance to head checks of the B360 points, all the French high-speed line
movable points are now machined in B360 rails.

Figure 22
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Figure 23

R260 and B360 movable points

Table 4

Main characteristics of R260 and B360 grades

Rail
Type

Chemical composition % by mass

Minimum Minimum Hardness
tensile
elongation
of
strength
%
running
surface
MPa
HBW

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Mo

R260

0,62 to
0,80

0,15 to
0,58

0,70 to
1,20

-

-

880

10

260 to
300

B360

0,25 to
0,35

1,00 to
1,50

1,40 to
1,70

0,30 to
0,70

0,10 to
0,20

1200

13

350 to
390
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6.7 Comparison between R260 and B360 switch blades and stock
rails in a suburban passenger track

Figure 24

Turnout in Pantin

This SNCF turnout is close to the Pantin railway station in the Paris suburb, with commuter trains
(Figure 24). The tracks are equipped with 60E1 rails and the turnout is manufactured with 60E1T2 rails.
The steel grade is the standard R260 grade. The trains climb an uphill gradient.

Figure 25

R260 blades

The curved switch blade (on the left) was affected by severe head checking (Figure 25 left) after 3.5
years and the straight blade (on the right) was affected by severe RCF cracks after 8 years, similar to
head checking but higher on the rail head (Figure 25 right).
Both R260 blades have been replaced by bainitic blades, grade B360.
After 4 years the curved B360 blade showed no RFC defect (Figure 26 left), especially no head checks,
except a flaking defect as discussed in section 6.8.
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B360 blades

After 6.5 years the straight B360 blade displays a smooth surface, without any head checking (Figure
26 right).
A squat defect was detected at the extremity of the B360 straight blade, close to the aluminothermic
weld to the R260 running rail (Figure 27 left).
Squats were also detected on the adjacent R260 running rail, a few metres after the aluminothermic
weld (Figure 27 right).

Figure 27

Squats on B360 and R260 rails

The uphill gradient makes the initiation of squats easier at this location.
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6.8 Influence of machining profile and rail grade in the initiation of
flaking defects in switch blades

Figure 28

Flaking defect on the curved B360 blade

The B360 curved blade described in section 0 was affected by a discrete flaking defect (Figure 28). The
flaking defect is located in a ledge at the intersection of machining facets indicated by an arrow in
Figure 28.
The wheel rail contact takes place above and on this ledge. One can see a small plastic deformation of
the ledge.
Figure 29 (left) is a transverse section on the right side of the defect. It shows that a crack has initiated
from the gauge corner surface in the ledge and propagated at a shallow angle to the running surface.

Figure 29

Transverse section of the flaking defect and micro-cracks on the ledge

Micro cracks have been observed on the ledge 5 cm away from the flaking defect, initiating on the rail
surface (Figure 29 right).
No white etching layer was found anywhere on the rail sample. No rail manufacturing defect (e.g. nonmetallic inclusion, abnormal structure etc.) was found in the vicinity of the flaking defects.
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Profile measurement of the switch blade

Profile measurements showed that the bainitic blade displayed no measurable wear. On the contrary
the R260 blade which was in place before the bainitic blade quickly displayed significant wear and
plastic flow (Figure 30).
From these observations and from observations of similar flaking defects the proposed initiation
mechanism is as follows.
A linear area on the rail surface, at the intersection between two machining facets experiences high
stresses during a long period of time for the following reasons:




The machining rail profile is not conformal with the mean worn wheel profile and leads to a
localised wheel-rail contact
Lubrication is heavy, so the conformation of the rail profile to the wheel profile is slow (very
low wear), and the wheel-rail contact remains localised during a long time
The B360 rail hardness is high, so the conformation of the rail profile to the wheel profile is
slow (very low wear and plastic deformation), and the wheel-rail contact remains localised
during a long time.

This area will thereafter be prone to fatigue and cracking. Cracks will initiate on the rail surface and
subsequently develop into flaking defects.
The third reason explains why the B360 blade displayed flaking defects and no flaking defect was found
on the R260 blades.
Flaking defects will be further discussed in D3.1 §5.2 “influence of rail steel grades and maintenance
in RCF defects”.
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6.9 Influence of maintenance on S&C rail damage
S&C rail damage can be minimised significantly by the implementation of an appropriate inspection
and maintenance regime, which optimises the life of the asset and, therefore, the lifecycle cost (LCC).
As described earlier, the design and use of materials play an important role in managing S&C
effectively. For example, manufacturing switches and crossing check rails from optimal grades of rail
steel for the operating conditions and potential damage mechanisms, has been shown to reduce wear
and rolling contact fatigue. However, the design of S&C with moveable parts, drive mechanisms,
detection and interlocking makes it particularly susceptible to component and system failures, when
compared to less complex plain line track. UK studies have shown that service affecting failures are
over thirty times more likely in S&C than in an equivalent length of plain line. Forces are often higher
in S&C, with higher dynamic forces around the wheel transfer area of crossings, leading to wear and
batter. In turn, this results in higher vertical dynamic forces, causing a further increase in wear and
batter. The higher dynamic forces also lead to higher rates of ballast attrition which can lead to
deterioration in support conditions at critical positions under the crossing.
Similarly, switches are often installed in tight radius curves or have a tight turnout radius by design,
leading to high lateral forces with increased wear and deformation. This results in a shorter life and
greater risk of flange climb, particularly in tighter radii facing switches. When wear or damage becomes
severe, there is an increased risk of derailment due to incorrect guidance of a wheel by the switch or
crossing, as a result of either the wheel climbing up the side of the switch or striking the front of the
switch or crossing nose, potentially taking the wrong route. If switches are not adequately secured and
detected in the correct position, there is also a high risk of derailment where part or all of the vehicle
may be incorrectly diverted onto the wrong route at an excessive speed.

6.9.1 Inspection
Due to increased risk and criticality, S&C is generally subject to enhanced or specific inspections
compared to plain line. For example, in the UK, visual and ultrasonic inspection is typically carried out
at twice the frequency for plain line running at a similar speed and tonnage. In addition to this, specific
targeted inspections may also be undertaken to identify and manage particular risks, such as the profile
and wear of switch blades or the level of wear and batter in the wheel transfer area of crossings. These
inspections are intended to trigger more proactive and less reactive maintenance, to reduce the risk
of service affecting failures and increase the life of these critical assets.
The two main S&C track inspection regimes that are carried out are as follows:




Inspection of crossings: an evaluation of the crossing to determine the level of risk, which
provides the inspection timescale and the criteria for inspection, with associated actions and
remedial timescales; and
Inspection of switches: similar to the inspection regime for crossings but with more detailed
and prescriptive inspection and remedial action criteria, due to the increased risk. As
switches are considered high-risk components, particular emphasis on inspection and
maintenance of these critical assets is required

The use of ultrasonic testing to determine cracks in cast austenitic manganese steel (AMS) crossings
and heavily machined sections of switch blades cannot be carried out with standard procedures and
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equipment, but non-destructive testing (NDT) in the form of visual inspection and liquid penetrant
testing (LPT) can be undertaken for surface breaking defects on AMS crossings and switches, although
the use of rolled AMS switches has now been largely superseded, primarily by the use of switches
manufactured from pearlitic rail steels, as discussed in Section 6.1.3.
Visual inspection of S&C presents a greater challenge to carry out than that associated with plain line
inspection, primarily as a result of reduced track access availability. However, visual inspection is
necessary, due to the limitations of some automated train based inspection methods, such as train
based ultrasonic inspection or video recognition. In some cases, the train based systems can inspect
through S&C but will only normally be effective on half the components, unless the train is planned to
cover both the through and turnout route, making inspection planning more difficult.

6.9.2 Maintenance
Maintenance of S&C aims to minimise wear and deformation and rectify any damage within the
optimum timescale. Damage can often be most successfully and effectively treated when it is
undertaken well before any safety limit is reached. Activities such as S&C grinding can have a greater
benefit on asset life when it is undertaken as part of a preventative maintenance regime. This is
preferable to waiting until an actionable defect is identified, which may cause a service affecting failure
and will require more significant repairs or replacement of the key components, shortening the overall
asset life. Also, the provision of effective lubrication is key to controlling the levels of wear, particularly
on tighter radii turnouts in S&C and on check rails where crossings are installed in curved track.
Grinding is a proven method of maintaining and extending asset life for S&C layouts. Both the switch
and crossing inspection regimes include actions for grinding, if there are signs of damage or wear.
New crossings should be inspected within the first few weeks following installation, to determine
whether grinding is required. This is paramount to ensure the removal of excess work hardened
material and initial lipping, which allows the crossing to bed in correctly and prevents early defects
arising. In the UK, after initial grinding, most crossings do not require further attention (other than
routine inspection) until a weld repair is necessary.
Switches are extensively ground throughout Europe as the main method of maintenance. The UK
carries out limited weld repairs in order to extend asset life in the short term, whilst replacement
switches are procured. The most common grinding is removal of lipping which is a prime cause of crack
propagation and breaking out of rail material. The consequence of using grinding as the main source
of maintenance is the reduced life of the switch and the need to have a more proactive replacement
strategy.
Damage to crossings can be rectified by weld repair, which is a highly skilled role, with two main
methods:



Manual Metal Arc (MMA)
Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)

With the constraints of resource and track access availability, the weld repair/maintenance of switches
and crossings tends to be reactive rather than proactive. There is a need for an automated, innovative
and quicker welding process, which would assist in proactively planning maintenance welding, rather
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than carrying out repair welding in response to an actionable defect. For example, if maintenance
intervention is planned when the crossing becomes worn by 6mm, only one or two weld pads would
be required, which only needs short possessions, typically of five hours duration. Repairs are by nature
more serious defects which have been allowed to propagate (by time or design) and require multiple
shifts to complete.
Currently, arc weld repairs to crossings are carried out across Europe. However, the arc weld repair of
switches is only carried out within the UK and to a very limited degree. This is primarily to allow
temporary repairs to be undertaken whilst replacement switches are ordered. Switch welding is purely
based on the inspection action, which is time based and is usually a grind or weld repair based on
component condition (NR/L2/TRK/053, 2017). All arc repairs are considered by the UK to be temporary
in nature but are an intrinsic part of the maintenance strategy and allow extension of asset life.
Maintaining the geometry through S&C and in particular its support conditions, will also have a
significant impact on improving reliability and increasing asset life. Poor support conditions can lead
to greatly increased dynamic loads, increasing the risk of fatigue damage, particularly in the foot or
base of components. This cannot normally be repaired in the same way as surface damage, leading to
premature failure and the entire replacement of expensive components. This is discussed further in
section 7.2.
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7 S&C damage FMECA analysis
This chapter presents the development of a FMECA, which draws on the output of the reviews
described in Chapters 5 and 6. Existing knowledge of S&C system failure modes is enriched with a
deeper understanding of root causes and failure frequencies, together with operational consequences
and existing control measures. This is then used as a framework to help identify areas of scope for
improvement, through further research.

7.1 Functional failure modes
7.1.1 S&C whole system failure modes
In order to identify key S&C whole system failure modes, a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
was carried out for the switch and crossing (S&C) system, using as a basis the NR FMEA framework
described in Section 5.2. Failure modes affecting other European railway systems were incorporated
into the FMEA, as identified by the Capacity4Rail project, (Capacity4Rail, 2014a), to form a structure
for further analysis of the root causes of S&C failures and to link these to operational consequences.
As the FMEA was to be extended to form a FMECA, for consistency FMECA terminology was used
throughout the analysis.
The S&C system was broken down into its three key sub-systems; namely, the switch, crossing and
closure panels. These were further broken down into their individual components which were then
analysed, as a failure mode effect at a component level could cause a failure mode at a sub-system
level. The sub-systems and S&C components are shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32.

Figure 31
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Section through track and track bed NR (2015)

The scope of the FMEA is illustrated in the block diagram in Figure 33, which defines the boundaries of
the S&C FMEA analysis and the interfaces between sub-systems and / or components. Initially, the
scope was restricted to the switches and crossings, bearers and associated components, as it had been
decided to exclude components common to both S&C and plain line track. However, the sub-structure
was later added, as it was considered that failure of the sub-structure components could contribute to
deterioration of other S&C components and should be investigated further, as part of the S&C whole
system analysis.
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Figure 33

S&C FMEA scope

The FMEA analysis was carried out at workshops attended by subject matter experts from within the
IN2TRACK consortium, including infrastructure managers and component manufacturers. The original
template was extended to include 318 identified failure modes which were then analysed, to establish
the most common failure modes experienced throughout the European network which could be
eliminated or the effects minimised through component re-design. Although it was acknowledged that
modern designs may offer the most benefit for further research, older designs were included in the
analysis, as it was considered that there may be scope for improvements, given the number of such
layouts still in operation.
The following assumptions were made:





The S&C components and sub-systems were of an approved design
The S&C had been installed correctly i.e. any failure modes present as a result of installation
error were not considered, as they should have been identified and corrected prior to
commissioning. This is based on the assumption that the installation process had been carried
out by suitable, trained personnel using procedures considered reasonable to apply without
undue complexity
ALD was initially considered and typical failure modes recorded. However, ALD was then
excluded from the scope at this stage, due to the number of types specific to a single or a
minority of infrastructure managers
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The functions performed by the components associated with the failure modes included in the FMEA
are given in Table 5, together with the functional failures considered.
Table 5

Functions of failure modes included in FMEA

F Ref

Function (F)

FF Ref

Functional Failure (FF)

1

To support and guide trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

A

Unable to support and guide trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

B

Unable to support and guide trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA (Clamplock)

C

Unable to support and guide trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA (Points Machine)

D

Unable to support and guide trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA (Mechanical)

A

Unable to operate up to 56°C

B

Unable to operate normally in wet weather

C

Unable to operate in winter conditions

A

Too little rail/wheel adhesion (slippage)

B

Too much wheel/rail adhesion (friction)

A

Track circuit shows occupied when clear (right side failure)

B

Track circuit shows clear when occupied (wrong side
failure)

2

3

4

To continue to operate in all local weather seasonal
variations

To provide a suitable level of wheel/rail adhesion

To facilitate the use of electrical track circuits for the
purpose of detecting the absence of trains

8

To control noise levels & ground vibration to
acceptable levels to lineside neighbours

A

Noise or vibration levels unacceptable to lineside
neighbours

9

To provide an acceptable level of comfort to
passengers

A

Ride quality is unacceptable

10

Not to pollute the surrounding environment

A

Surrounding environment polluted

11

To support ancillary equipment including signalling
equipment or contact systems equipment

A

Unable to support ancillary equipment

Seventy-six failure modes were identified for further analysis. The majority of these were associated
with components present to support and guide trains with the published axle load, line speed and
equivalent million gross tonnes per annum (EMGTPA). Of these, twenty-seven were failure modes of
similar stretcher bar components associated with different types of ALD and were, therefore, grouped
together by component failure mode type. A further fifteen failure modes were discounted, as they
were either duplicates, not specific to S&C or were the result of process failures. The remaining thirtyeight failure modes identified for further analysis are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6 Failure modes identified for further analysis
Component

Failure Mode (Cause)

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Sideworn stock rail associated with little used switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Stock rail and switch rail both sideworn

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Stock rail headwear associated with a less head worn switch rail

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Switch rail damage

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Switch rail with a sharp gauge corner profile

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Rail defect through the machined length of the switch blade

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through machined length of switch rail

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Lipping on switch and stock rail

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Debris in the switch flangeway

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails
Closure rails
Crossing (frog) unit

Defective arc weld repair

Crossing (frog) unit
Crossing (frog) unit

Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail due to wheel
impact/contact (Cast)
Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail due to wheel
impact/contact (fabricated & part fabricated)

Crossing (frog) unit

Cracks in cast crossings from defects or damage

Crossing (frog) unit

Tri-metal weld defect

Crossing (frog) unit

Wear/damage to newly installed cast crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

Debris in crossing flangeway

Crossing (frog) unit

Cast crossing defects due to squats, wheelburns, batter,
flaking/shelling, metal breaking out of wheel transfer area

Check rails

Crossing check rail worn out

Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars

Cracked/broken stretcher bar, bracket or gooseneck (fixed stretcher
bar)
Cracked/fractured/broken stretcher bar or bracket (adjustable
stretcher bar)

Stretcher bars

Loose/missing bolt (fixed stretcher bar)

Stretcher bars

Loose/missing lock nuts (fixed stretcher bar)

Stretcher bars

Loose/missing bolt (adjustable stretcher bar)

Stretcher bars

Loose/missing lock nuts (adjustable stretcher bar)

Stretcher bars

Loose/missing fastenings (tubular stretcher bar)

Stretcher bars (ALD)

Snow compacts around switches and ALD

Slide plates

Switch rollers seizes

Slide plates

Phosphor bronze insert pins lift up and block switch

Slide plates

Contaminated slide plates
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Component

Failure Mode (Cause)

Base plates / inclined wedges

Broken/ineffective baseplates within moveable length

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Concrete bearer fails

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Loose shroud on modular concrete layout

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Timber bearer fails

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Warped/twisted (crippled) bearer

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Worn gauge stop

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Loose glued housings on concrete bearers

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Timber bearer unable to support ALD equipment

Ballast

Ballast degradation under switches

For each failure mode, the consequence of the failure on the system was determined by expanding on
the effects included in the original NR FMEA framework, for application to other European networks.
All local, higher level and end effects were included, as this information was deemed beneficial when
considering the areas for further research. In order to make sure that there was a common
understanding of the nature of each failure mode, the individual failure modes were referenced to the
Capacity4Rail damage catalogue, (Capacity4Rail, 2014b) as recommended by the review in Chapter 5
and a glossary of terms provided. As several failure modes were outside the scope of this catalogue,
photographs were provided for the remainder and additional images included for the others, as an
enhancement to the existing damage catalogues. This was then used as a basis to create a Failure
Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA), following further research into severity and frequency
of the identified failure modes, causes and effects. This is discussed in Section 7.5.

7.1.2 Derailment risk due to mechanical deterioration
“D-rail” derailment risk analysis
In the EC-funded project D-rail, simulation based parameter studies were performed to determine
the most influential parameters on the risk of flange climb derailment in S&C using a freight vehicle
model equipped with Y25 bogies. The most influential parameter groups as presented in (D-Rail,
2013a) (D-rail, 2013b), were found to be friction coefficients, skew loading and track irregularities.
Friction coefficients
The most influential parameter group was found to be friction coefficients. The wheel-rail friction
coefficient was found to be the most influential friction coefficient (as can be expected from Nadal’s
criterion), but also the friction coefficients in the primary and secondary suspensions were
influential. This is because they, among other vehicle properties, affect the yaw stiffness. The
magnitude of influence for the different friction coefficients depends on the load state of the vehicle
as the damping in a Y25-bogie is axle load dependent.
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Skew loading
Skew loading (off-centre positioning of cargo that leads to uneven wheel loads) - especially combined
lateral and longitudinal skew loading - was shown to increase the risk of derailment. It was also found
that chassis twist and longitudinal skew loading can interact in a non-linear way when they both
strive to unload the same wheels. According to DB measurements (Chapter 3 of D3.2), diagonal load
imbalance for tare state wagons in traffic can be significant which indicates the existence of
significant chassis twist for wagons in traffic.
Track irregularities
Track irregularities, and especially track twist, was shown to influence the risk of derailment. In the
study a strong interaction was found between track twist and lateral alignment. If the track twist
unloads the outer wheel (reduced vertical load Q) and the lateral alignment pushes the same wheel
inwards (increased lateral load Y) the resulting increase in Y/Q is larger than what can be expected
from the sum of the contributions that these parameters add if they are varied one-at-a-time.
Also, traffic in the facing move of the turnout was found to record the largest Y/Q-ratios and
therefore the derailment risk is expected to be largest for this direction of travel.
Studying the influence of cargo load state, it was concluded that a tare state wagon generates larger
Y/Q-ratios than a laden wagon when the payload is centred. If the skew loading is large, a laden
vehicle can generate larger Y/Q-ratios than a tare state vehicle.
As can be observed from the discussion on the most influential parameters above, a derailment can
result from a combination of poor vehicle and track status. For example, a skew loaded vehicle in
combination with a track twist could cause a derailment. One aspect of derailment risk that was not
covered in D-rail and links to deterioration of track is the risk of derailment due to worn rail profiles.
For flange-climb derailment considered in this study, the nominal wheel profile is typically the most
critical as it features the lowest flange and the shallowest contact angle.
“In2Rail” derailment risk analysis
Within the In2Rail project, studies were performed that investigated the risk of flange climb derailment
for freight traffic in the diverging route of a small radius switch and the risk of interference contact
between the tip of the switch rail and passing wheels. The investigations were performed using
dynamic multi body simulations and simulations of geometrical wheel-rail compatibility. The studied
switch geometry was based on 60E1 rails. The full study can be found in (In2Rail, 2017).
According to the presented simulation case a rather large lowering of the nominal switch rail, at least
9 mm, is required to provoke a flange climb derailment for a two axle freight train with nominal S1002
wheel profiles. For reference, the largest lowering that can be tolerated by Swedish maintenance
standards for the studied geometry is 5mm. The nominal wheel profile poses the greatest risk of
derailment due to its low flange height and shallow flange angle compared to a worn profile. The result
therefore suggests that there is plenty of margin against derailment in these standards. It should be
noted though that in this study a worn switch rail is mimicked via the lowering of a nominal switch rail
which can mean that the rail profile geometry might not be the worst case scenario for a given profile
height.
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The presented dynamic and kinematic studies have shown that the maximum gap that can be allowed
between switch rail and stock rail is in the order of 2-3 mm if interference contact between the switch
rail tip and passing wheel flanges is to be avoided. The study was performed for the worst case worn
wheel flange as referenced by UIC 716R, (UIC, 2004).
The results are in agreement with the regulations of, for example, The Swedish Railway Administration
which state that the maximum allowable gap between stock rail and switch rail tip is maximum 2 mm
at inspection, (Trafikverket, 2013)

7.2 Failure root cause severity rating
Experience dictates that establishing the exact root cause of S&C failures is highly complex and requires
extremely accurate data and information that is often not recorded by Infrastructure Managers. This
section specifies a process and data requirements to enhance knowledge and enable accurate S&C
failure mode root cause analysis to be undertaken.

7.2.1 S&C Sub-structure degradation
Existing knowledge
The work presented in this section summarises and builds on aspects of work previously presented in
In2Rail under Work Package 2; specific references to relevant In2Rail deliverable reports are
introduced where appropriate.
Current S&C layouts on ballasted railway track follow similar overall designs with the length of rail
needed to change tracks varying depending on the linespeed. While the points motor systems can be
sourced from a number of suppliers and the precise rail bearer specification may vary these typical
ballasted track designs of S&C retain common characteristics for how they transfer load onto the
trackbed (sub-structure). Typically this is through the provision of longer bearers and rails of varying
properties compared to plain line. These common plain line track and S&C features ensure that the
bearers at S&C perform the same primary roles as for plain line. These are to:



Tie the rails together retaining track gauge
Provide a stable support transferring the train loading from the rails and bearers onto the
sub-structure

However, at S&C the requirement to maintain gauge over the various paths a train may take means
bearers must support greater numbers and types of rails over longer bearer lengths compared with
plain line sleepers. This leads to complex and changing loading support demands on the sub-structure
as a function of location beneath the S&C bearers. These complex features make evaluation of the
likely loading onto the trackbed relative to location beneath the bearers very difficult to quantify other
than by complex numerical modelling methods that are usually valid under idealised conditions. A key
weakness in modelling is the lack of inherent ability to take account of the plastic differential
settlement taking place across the track width and length over millions of cycles of axle load passes.
This is because elasto-plastic constitutive models for soils able to account for the changing yield
thresholds of soils under cyclic loading are complex, their accuracy with millions of cycles of load
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unproven and their use prohibited by the unavailability of the computing power required. Progress has
been made in developing vehicle track interaction (VTI) models for the prediction of differential
settlement on a plain line (e.g. Grossoni et al., 2018, Suiker & de Borst, 2003) and on S&C, (e.g. Li et
al., 2014). These types of VTI models apply relatively simplistic predictive functions of differential
settlement external to the model in an iterative procedure which then re-imposes the accumulation
of differential settlement at selected numbers of cycles (i.e. avoids the need to run all cycles). As was
discussed in In2Rail D3.3 these predictive VTI iterative modelling tools require further development
and suffer from the major shortcoming that the settlement equations currently available for use tend
to consist of empirical relationships determined based on particular case studies which are not
generalizable as they do not take account of all the possible variables (e.g. sleeper spacing, variation
in load, different ballasts and/or subgrades and more).
The following sections consider:





Bearer design
Maintenance
In service performance
Alternate bearer material

Alternate long S&C bearer designs
The current requirement for long bearers at S&C is met in a variety of ways. Previously, timber bearers
could be sourced of longer length but in the relatively recent past this practice has largely given way
to the use of longer concrete bearers. Longer timber or concrete bearers share similar cross-sectional
properties to standard plain line sleepers. There are also a number of proprietary designs for the
joining of shorter lengths of bearers to create suitable overall bearer lengths at S&C. Figure 34 shows
one common design used in the UK, in which shorter bearers are joined together by a bending stiff
metal shroud.

Figure 34
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The use of bearers that can be joined together on site is advantageous in that modular sections can be
constructed in standard sizes of track panel for rail or road transport and joined together on site greatly
reducing the time needed for track possession.
There are a variety of long bearer designs in use globally, with differing designs accepted for use within
different rail authority regions. Different options exist for the joint design. Typically, in the UK, a
bending stiff metal shroud is used for the joint (e.g. see Figure 34). An alternative is to provide a pinned
(or pinned–pinned) joint to retain the relative gauge of the tracks but permit some difference in level
between joined tracks. An example of one such bearer design is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35

Pinned-pinned long bearer joint detail (Image courtesy of Calvin Lamb,
Progress Rail)

Other joint details use sandwich elements to maintain the gauge with resilient layers to limit the
transmission of high frequency vibration between sleeper elements as shown in Figure 36. This detail
is likely to be less rigid than a metal shroud and may affect the interaction between the shorter bearer
elements.

Figure 36

Vibration damping joint (VAE)

The use of long or modular bearers has implications for both maintenance and in-service performance
as a maintenance activity or a train passing on one line may affect the other. The choice of a stiff,
pinned or a less rigid dynamically isolated joint will change the relative movement between the shorter
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elements and the behaviour of the long bearer as a whole. The impact of this for maintenance and inservice performance is not well understood.
Maintenance Considerations
Track maintenance at S&C attracts disproportionate costs. Publicly available cost records are not
usually readily available but a 2010 reference showed that S&C accounts for less than 1% of route
length in the UK, but about 20% of maintenance costs (Bouch, et al., 2010). The relatively high cost of
S&C maintenance is likely to be common across different countries/rail authorities and can be
explained by the particular difficulties associated with S&C. At S&C the need to transfer the wheels
between switch rails and main rails leads to more complex loading patterns with enhanced dynamic
loads at the crossing nose and at the switch blade tips. In particular, the increased track stiffness at the
crossing nose combined with the wheel trajectory on the switch rails/main rails transition zone, are
responsible for the development of elevated impact forces. These increase the wheel load by 30% to
50% for a smooth transition and to double this for a geometrically irregular transition (Andersson &
Dahlberg, 1998). Interactions with points motor equipment, which is sometimes housed within hollow
bearers and/or supported on elongated bearer ends, can have an adverse effect on the trackbed and
lineside equipment. Trackside field measurements taken at an S&C site in Sweden for In2Rail
(Deliverable 2.4) confirmed irregular/more onerous substructure interaction at the points motor
equipment, switch blade tips and crossing nose. Variability in the distribution and magnitude of loads
across the S&C means that even with an initially uniform support, differential ballast settlement will
occur. The resulting irregular geometry leads to a cycle of ever increasing rates of track geometry
deterioration that eventually requires maintenance. The design of the rail geometry and wheel/rail
interaction is considered elsewhere in this report and in the other deliverable reports from this work
package. However, the substructure interaction and the difficulties associated with its maintenance
are often neglected or overlooked, perhaps because they appear to be less obviously controllable
through design or are thought to be relatively insignificant.
At S&C the more complex track form tying multiple routes together introduces new complexities such
that maintenance methods need to be modified from those used for plain line (Cope & Ellis, 2001a &
b). The method of maintenance most commonly adopted is restoring line and level by the use of
mechanical tamping machines (using specialised S&C movable tamping banks, see Figure 37). Also,
localised manual packing may be used to correct isolated track faults if they occur within the S&C.
The tamping lift that may be applied to one track of the S&C is restricted by the requirement to
maintain a close level between connected tracks. When tamping maintenance incorporates a need to
restrict the lift this is commonly referred to as a design tamp rather than a maintenance tamp.
To avoid the creation of connected tracks being at different levels following design tamping, best
practice is to either carry out parallel tamping operations using two machines, one on each route or to
use a single tamping machine to go over both routes during the same shift.
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S&C machine tamping

In service behaviour of long bearers at S&C
Long bearer performance measurements were recently carried out on an S&C site in the UK where the
bearers included under sleeper pads (Le Pen et al., 2014). The under sleeper pads exaggerated the
magnitudes of bearer movements that are believed to be commonly present at S&C and the
measurements give insights into potential mechanisms of track geometry degradation particular to
S&C (it should be noted that following assessment of their performance at this site, stiffer under
sleeper pads were approved for all future use on the UK Network).
Figure 38 shows long bearer movements as a train passes on one side of the two tracks connected by
long bearers with a metal shroud joint in the middle. These measurements highlight the potential for
loading on one side of the two tracks to cause movements on the adjacent unloaded track. In this
graphic total bearer movements under load are reported – these include any contribution from the
USP and any voiding that may be present (although in this case no voiding is believed present). Similar
behaviour was observed in measurements carried out for In2Rail at an S&C in Sweden, and are
reported in deliverable 2.4.
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Long S&C bearer deflection during train passage after Le Pen et al., (2014)

At the site high speed camera filming was also used to measure absolute track level at one end of a
long bearer. These measurements, shown in Figure 39, highlighted that the track was rocking from
side to side with the at rest position dependent on the side of the two tracks most recently loaded.

Figure 39

Long S&C bearer resetting after Le Pen et al., (2014)

While the magnitudes of movements measured may appear small (less than 3 mm in Figure 38 and
less than 0.5 mm in Figure 39), over millions of axle passes these movements lead to the differential
settlement that eventually requires maintenance intervention. Crucially the two mechanisms
identified shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39 would not normally be present on plain line.
Further evidence for the predominance of these types of behaviour at S&C can be gained using
numerical modelling. The settlement behaviour in a S&C was simulated by Li et al., (2014) using an
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iterative procedure combining a dynamic vehicle track interaction model, a finite element model to
calculate the sleeper-ballast stresses and an empirical settlement model. The simulation showed that
long bearers at the crossing nose experience outward rotation, owing to the lower support stiffness of
the outer rail compared to the inner one in combination with the lateral offset between applied load
and turnout.
Finally, it is worth noting that ballast permanent deformation is greater in the proximity of the ballast
shoulders, where the confinement is smaller, as evidenced by the laboratory tests on composite
bearers described in In2Rail D2.6 and also other laboratory testing programmes (e.g. Le Pen et al.,
2016b). While on plain line track this can lead to sleeper centre-binding (where the relative ballast
settlement is greater at the sleeper ends and the loaded shape becomes progressively more 
shaped), in S&C, where the vertical load is applied asymmetrically, it contributes to the rotation of
the long bearers with binding in non-symmetric locations.
Different bearer materials
Another potential way to improve the performance of S&C bearers is to use alternative materials. The
change from timber to concrete bearers that has been widely rolled out on modern railways has
provided much longer sleeper/bearer lives. However, the use of concrete has introduced a hard
interface between ballast and bearer with higher contact stresses and greater potential to damage
ballast. Ballast damage (e.g. by crushing, attrition, smoothing) occurs most obviously at locations
where the dynamic loads are high, such as at S&C leading to localised ballast damage which may be
evident at the surface as “white spotting”. One way to reduce high contact stresses at the interface
with concrete bearers is with the use of under sleeper pads. Another possible means to reduce contact
stresses is by using a more compliant composite bearer with bearer/ballast contact behaviour more
similar to the timber used in previous years but with the advantage of a substantially longer design
life. A variety of composite bearer products is commercially available in various regions of the world;
one such product is shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40
Composite FFU bearers manufactured by Sekisui being installed in
Switzerland, (Railway Gazette, 2014)
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Most, if not all, of the composite bearer products available reproduce the rectangular cross section of
the timber bearers they are modelled on. Bending stiffnesses (EI) vary depending largely on their
parent material, but are generally similar to soft/hard woods and substantially less than comparable
concrete bearers. The change in bending stiffness is potentially significant, as this influences the
distribution of stresses transferred from the superstructure (from the wheel/rail interface) onto and
through the trackbed.
The use of composite plain line bearers was investigated as part of In2Rail D2.6 using numerical
modelling and laboratory testing. Results showed that the lower bending stiffness of the composite
plain line sleeper, which is similar to that of hardwood, led to a tendency to centre bind with cycles
and up to 25% more settlement overall. However, the composite bearer had more ballast/sleeper
contacts of greater area leading to more uniform stress transfer. The tests are also caveated in that
field conditions may vary and installation maintenance practices can be implemented to reduce the
tendency to centre bind.
Knowledge gaps in S&C system performance and potential for field monitoring
This section briefly reviews the categories of S&C failure, describes existing field measurements that
have provided insights into sub-structure interaction at S&C and evaluates current field monitoring
techniques. Recommendations are made for future field monitoring research to identify the most
effective monitoring methods and evaluate the performance of alternate S&C designs. However,
further field monitoring is outside the scope of IN2TRACK.
S&C failures are generally categorised as superstructure component failures. In2Rail D2.7 (Self
Inspecting Adjusting S&C Systems) presented data that grouped S&C failures according to several main
categories, which were reported in different ways in different countries. These categories included
superstructure component failures of:






Point machine (actuation)
Heating system
Detection system (detection)
Switch panel
Crossing

Network Rail included a category of “external factors” for S&C failures in its statistics reported in
In2Rail D2.7 which included as causes: “Ballast within the points which then requires the switch to be
adjusted” and “Poor Track Quality which requires the switch to be adjusted”. However this category
was not specific and may not have always captured substructure interaction related failures.
Where a superstructure component has become damaged / inoperative this may perhaps provide an
obvious explanation for an S&C failure. However, there is the potential for poor support conditions to
be the underlying cause.
Gaining insights into mechanisms of S&C performance through track measurements
To better understand the performance of S&C and substructure interaction, measurements of vertical
and (more rarely) lateral accelerations, velocities and/or displacements of track elements such as
positions on bearers under train loading can be carried out using a range of techniques (see for
example: Bowness et al., 2007, Wheeler et al., 2016, Paixão et al., 2014, Le Pen et al., 2016a, Lamas-
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Lopez, et al., 2014 & Kaynia, et al., 2000). It should be noted that these types of measurements are
relatively specialist and are not routinely carried out. Most, if not all, rail authorities use specialised
vehicles as a primary means of monitoring track geometry. Data from these vehicles may be analysed
to determine rates of geometry deterioration for maintenance planning. Where track measurements
are made, excessive dynamic displacements can be considered as indicative of a loss of substructure
support and these performance measurements taken at different periods of the life cycle of an S&C
could provide improved understanding of the mechanisms of behaviour that ultimately lead to
geometry loss.
There is literature concerning what may constitute “good” vertical track displacement of sleepers on
plain line track (in the order of 0.5 to 2.0 mm, e.g.: Wheeler et al., 2016, Paixão et al., 2014, Le Pen, et
al., 2016a, Kaynia et al., 2000 & TSWG, 2016). However, at S&C, there is a knowledge gap due to the
more complex processes taking place. More field measurements are required similar to but building
on those carried out by Le Pen et al., (2018) to establish the usual displacement of S&C bearers and
identify locations where conditions are most onerous.
A greater understanding of the mechanics of S&C substructure interaction could also provide insights
to aid in the development of new and novel S&C trackforms. For example by redesigning the bearer
joints or more radically altering the rail support.
Field monitoring techniques that could be suitable for this include the use of the types of sensors
shown in Table 7.
Table 7

Summary of field monitoring methods modified after TSWG (2016)

Instrument and
parameter
measured

Attributes, advantages (+) and
disadvantages (-)

Geophone:
measures velocity

+Simple to deploy
+Requires only one stage of integration
and filtering
-Train principal vehicle passing frequency
must be above geophone natural
frequency (typically 1 Hz)
-Signal processing requires skill and care
+Micro Electrical Mechanical devices
(MEMs) are low cost
+Simple to deploy
-Requires two stages of integration and
filtering
-Less reliable at lower frequencies
(typically < 3 Hz)
-Signal processing requires skill and care
+Can be used for any realistic speed of
train
+Accurate at lower speeds where
accelerometers and geophones tend to be
less reliable

Accelerometer:
measures
acceleration

Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) of
high speed filming:
measures
deflection
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Suggested train
speed range most
suitable for use if
determining
deflections
> 50 kmph

References for
further reading

Bowness, et al., ,
2007
Priest et al., 2013
Le Pen et al.,
2014

>100 kmph
Lamas-Lopez et
al, 2014

0 to 60 kmph
(may be used at
high speeds but
groundborne
vibration likely to
become an issue)

Bowness, et al., ,
2007
Le Pen et al.,
2014
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Multi depth
deflectometer:
measures
deflection
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-Susceptible to vibration at the camera
location (groundborne and wind), although
methods to correct for this are available
-Line of sight may be problematic
-Sensitivity to lighting conditions
As for DIC although differing processing
methods may result in differences in
accuracy

+Will give an absolute measure with no
zero shift and will in principle measure
permanent settlements
-Requires fixed datum at depth
-Can be problematic to install

Murray et al.,
2014

0 to 60 kmph
(may be used at
high speeds
groundborne
vibration)
All train speeds
provided logging
capabilities are
adequate

Paixão et al, 2014
Kim et al., 2014

Gräbe & Shaw,
2010
Priest et al., 2010
Mishra et al.,
2014

While these sensors could be used to establish movements of bearers and possibly stiffness, their
deployment at all the bearers present at an S&C would be prohibitively costly on a routine basis.
Therefore while extensive research class deployments are needed to establish the key locations for
ongoing measurements, it is expected that research grade work would lead to long term condition
monitoring with a more selective approach to sensor number, type and location.
Data processing and recommendations for future field monitoring
The data obtained from track mounted sensors may be evaluated to determine acceleration, velocity
or deflection with time traces and frequency spectra. Recently it was shown that for plain line the
analysis of the frequency spectra enables estimates to be made of the system support modulus
without the need to know the train loading (Le Pen, et al., 2016a, Milne, et al., 2017). The variability of
track support stiffness is considered a key driver of track quality deterioration. In this section a brief
overview of the frequency spectra evaluation to determine support system modulus is presented and
its possible application to evaluating S&C bearers considered using, as an example, modelling
calculations and field measurements taken at an S&C in Sweden for In2Rail. A more site specific
commentary was also provided in In2Rail D2.6.
In the methods developed by Le Pen et al., (2016a) & Milne et al., (2017), the beam on elastic
foundation model (BOEF), (Timoshenko 1927) was used to develop relationships between frequency
spectra and a particular definition of support stiffness the track support system modulus for known
train properties. The validity of the method was further confirmed by comparison to estimates of track
support system modulus determined using axle load from a nearby weighing in motion system and
measurements of deflection (Le Pen et al., 2016a). Using the BOEF model Figure 41 shows the
theoretical time/deflection trace for an X2 train commonly used in Sweden for two values of support
system modulus using publicly available information on the train properties (e.g. axle spacing and load)
(Kaynia et al., 2000).
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Time/deflection trace for the rail using beam on elastic foundation model

A lower support stiffness leads to greater deflections and more mobilisation of bending stiffness in the
rail. The BOEF model may be evaluated to determine frequency spectra. Figure 42 shows the
theoretical velocity frequency spectra for three values of support system modulus. The frequency
spectra have been evaluated for a train travelling at 24.95 m/s for the convenience that integers on
the frequency axis correspond to multiples of the vehicle passing frequency. It can be seen that the
relative magnitudes of prominent peaks in the frequency spectra change with system support
modulus. The most prominent frequency peaks having a strong relationship with system support
modulus. For trains of typical geometry the most prominent peaks correlating with stiffness are usually
the 7th and 3rd (7th/3rd), although this is dependent on the axle spacing for the vehicle in question. It is
apparent from Figure 42 that the relative magnitude of these peaks for the X2 is likewise sensitive to
changes in support system modulus.

Vehicle
passing
frequency
Relative change
between 3rd and 7th
peaks

Figure 42
Theoretical velocity frequency spectra for X2 train travelling at 24.95 m/s for
three different values of support system modulus
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Figure 42 shows how the ratio of the peaks at the 7th and 3rd multiples of the X2 primary vehicle passing
frequency in the acceleration, velocity and deflection spectra vary with support system modulus as
experienced by the rail (including the contribution of the railpad and the trackbed).
The ratios of frequencies present measured by sensors located on the rails or sleepers can be used to
infer support system modulus using Figure 43 for X2 trains provided the frequencies have been
normalised in relation to the vehicle passing frequency (1 Hz in Figure 42). Similar calibrations can be
prepared for any train of known geometry and axle loads.

Figure 43

Calibration for support system modulus

However, the BOEF cannot be used in closed form for cases where the rail section stiffness changes
(e.g. at the crossing Vee) so further consideration is needed to determine the frequencies present at
key locations on an S&C and to determine how they could be interpreted to infer substructure
performance metrics (such as support stiffness). The methods summarised here were applied to the
data obtained from the measurements taken at the Swedish site. Full data was reported in In2Rail
D2.6. Selected data is shown in Figure 45(a) and Figure 45(b) for sensors that were located on a long
bearer supporting the crossing Vee and on a sequence of bearers located near to the switch tips.
Figure 45 shows data from three geophones placed along the length of a bearer labelled 20
supporting the crossing vee as a train travelled along the mainline. Figure 44 shows a Figure taken
from the In2Rail deliverable 2.4 to indicate the general track layout and measurement locations. The
data reported in Figure 45 was for geophones located towards the far side of the mainline track (V1)
with further tracks beyond this location, the middle geophone (V2) was located close to the crossing
vee but just towards the cess side of the mainline rail, and the final geophone (V3) was located close
to the cess side of the two merging tracks as indicated in Figure 44.
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Figure 44

Sleeper numbering adopted and locations of geophones (vertical (v) and
horizontal (h)), filming targets (D), crossing vee situated above bearer 20

Figure 45

Process data for train as it passes the sensors located near to the crossing vee
(a) Velocity frequency spectra (b) Time/deflection trace after In2Rail D2.6

Figure 45(a) shows that the primary spectral peaks follow a similar pattern to the theory (Figure 42)
despite the presence of the varied rail section. It may also be inferred that the speed of this train is
approximately 38 m/s [primary vehicle length/ (1/vehicle passing frequency)]. Arrows mark the 3rd and
7th multiples of the vehicle passing frequency which could be used to infer support system modulus for
uniform rails. Figure 45(b) shows the time/deflection traces for the geophones near the crossing vee.
Figure 45(b) shows that the uneven bearer response identified by (Le Pen et al., 2014) is also present
at the Swedish site with the movement of the loaded side of the merging tracks greater at the far
loaded end (V1) than in the middle (V2) or on the unloaded track (V3).
Figure 46 shows the mid bogie range of trackbed movements for the cess side (nearest end to the
ballast shoulder) of sleepers near to the switch tips. There are particularly large movements on
sleepers either side of the hollow bearer labelled 97, which houses elements of the crossing motor.
The hollow bearer showed evidence of high frequency movement (rattling) and the geophone data for
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this location was determined to be unreliable owing to the presence of frequencies unsuited to the
sensor type and logging rates and so is not presented.

Figure 46

(a) Characteristic mid bogie deflection range, cess end, near switch tips (b)
System support modulus

This work further confirmed that there are key locations where mechanisms of S&C behaviour is most
onerous. These are:


On long bearers near to and supporting the crossing vee where relative movements are very
different beneath the rails on either side of the track



At hollow bearers with points motors

Targeted monitoring at these selected locations offers the potential to identify substructure support
issues as they develop and plan remediation appropriately. The measurements also highlight the
potential to redesign the support systems at these locations to design out problems before they
develop.
However, this work also identified that the types of sensors and the way in which they are mounted
onto track elements such as sleeper ends requires more careful consideration and some of the data
from the suite of sensors used at the site had to be discarded. This was for a range of possible reasons
summarised as:








Wheel flats, giving rise to dynamic high frequency content above the logging frequency
Sensors going off scale - e.g. due to large movements
The sensor not being well fixed to the sleeper/bearer
The sensor not being well fixed within its housing
Rail irregularities, giving rise to dynamic high frequency content above the logging frequency
Resonances within the bracket/housing
Erratic or unreliable data can itself be an indication that the train/track interaction is not
optimal

While mechanisms of behaviour and locations where sensors can be located to continuously monitor
behaviour have been identified, more field monitoring covering different common designs of S&C on
well and poorly performing track are needed. The types of sensor most suitable and how these should
be logged also requires optimisation. This will enable a detailed understanding to emerge of the critical
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trigger levels at which preventative maintenance could most effectively be implemented and to
evaluate the relative merits of alternate designs.
Laboratory and numerical modelling of individual bearer performance
To better understand the performance of individual long S&C bearers of differing designs laboratory
testing and numerical modelling techniques are available. This section describes currently available
testing equipment and numerical tools that may be used in such an investigation.
Test rig descriptions
To further understand the influence of bearer joint design on S&C performance, comparative testing
of different types of long bearers and joints may be carried out. Tests can be carried out using a full
size testing rig used for plain line bearers with adaptations applied to accommodate the greater bearer
lengths at S&C. One such existing testing apparatus is the Southampton Railway Testing Facility (SRTF).
The SRTF is a laboratory representation of a single sleeper (or bearer) bay of track in plain strain
conditions. The apparatus comprises two “rigid” vertical sides, 6 m long and 0.65 m high, constructed
from heavy steel sections and panels. These are located on a strong floor and held at a fixed distance
of 0.65 m apart, which is representative of bearer spacing. A rubber layer placed at the bottom of the
rig is representative of the subgrade and its thickness calibrated to obtain resilient deflections similar
to those observed on real tracks. The testing rig was previously used to study the performance of plain
line sleepers (~2.5 m long) (Le Pen & Powrie, 2011) (Le Pen, et al., 2016b) but can be rearranged to
test longer bearers. A picture of the testing rig and a schematic representation of the test set-up for a
3.8 m long bearer are shown in Figure 47 and Figure 48 respectively. Figure 48 is an illustrative sketch
for a particular length of bearer having a joint at a particular location. There are a large range of
potential bearer lengths, material properties and joint locations. However, initially to retain a realistic
number of tests the scope of any testing plan must focus on bearers of particular lengths, materials
and joint locations.

Figure 47
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Schematic representation of test set-up (dimensions in mm)

Testing protocols developed to retain repeatability and comparability of testing results are already
proven for plain line bearers so tests on longer bearers could follow similar protocols. These may be
summarised as:
(1) the testing rig is manually filled with ballast to a depth of 300 mm up to the level of the intended
sleeper base;
(2) the ballast layer is compacted by a total of 22 passes of a 26 kg, 400 mm by 320 mm plate vibrator
with a 5 kN compactive force
(3) the bearer, crib ballast, loading beam and LVDTs (linear variable displacement transducers) are
placed.
Each test is started within 24 hours from completion of test preparation, to mitigate the influence of
any creep. The applied load is sinusoidal, with a typically maximum applied force of 98.1 kN, which is
representative of a 20 tonne axle. This is somewhat higher than most passenger trains (10 to 15
tonnes), but less than maximum freight axle loads on the European network ~25 tonnes. Reported
tests on plain line sleepers have typically run to 3 million load cycles at 3Hz representing approximately
2 years use on a busy line. Tests on longer bearers could be to reduced numbers of cycles. For complete
repeatability of initial conditions ballast is ideally replaced for each new test. However, if the ballast
remains largely undamaged it may be suitable to simply repack the ballast to regain its initial density.
Testing on S&C bearers could assess the performance of different types of joint and behaviour for
differing jointed locations for example:





Continuous bearer, i.e. no joint
Bending stiff metal shroud
Vibration damping coupler
Pinned-pinned joint

Differing support conditions may also be imposed using ballast mats to soften the support locally or
loosening/lifting the ballast may be applied to simulate non-uniform maintenance operations.
Instrumentation may be installed to assess the behaviour of bearer, ballast and their interaction.
Typical test outputs are:
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Bearer vertical deflections
Measured by means of vertical linear displacement transducers (LVDTs), installed on the top surface
and distributed along the bearer, especially where greater deformation is expected.
Longitudinal pressures in the ballast
Measured by means of load cells hidden behind steel plates installed into the sides of the rig. Each
plate is relatively large (300 mm x 250 mm) to engage a sufficiently large number of ballast grains. The
pressures are expected to vary with load cycles, joint type and support conditions.
Sleeper/ballast contact
Pressure sensitive paper installed at the interface between the sleeper base and the ballast at selected
locations can be installed to evaluate the number and area of sleeper/ballast contacts.
Ballast grain deterioration
Assessed in terms of mass loss and number of broken grains. The former is representative of abrasive
wearing and the latter of corner breakage/grain splitting. The evaluation of particle degradation
requires a statistically relevant number of selected ballast grains to be placed at selected locations
beneath the bearer. Grain breakage is usually marginal in laboratory conditions but might be greater
in critical areas, where ballast stresses are greater.
A numerical modelling tool for individual bearer performance assessment
To aid with predicting field behaviour and specifying/interpreting laboratory tests a relatively simple
modelling tool based on a finite difference approach is available. A similar approach was used in D3.3
and D2.6 of In2Rail to illustrate the importance of varying sleeper shape on load transfer and varying
material properties. The approach is based on the well-established mathematics of a beam on an
elastic foundation (BOEF). The basis for this approach is shown in Figure 49; the BOEF model is
described in many texts for example (Timoshenko, (1927), Raymond, (1985), and Esveld, (2001)). The
approach is implemented using the software Matlab. The numerical tool can be adapted for longer
bearers and more general application of asymmetric loading.
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Variable
support
stiffness

The

Figure 49

governing
differential
equation can be set up by
considering
a
beam
element of finite width dx.
Implementation in a finite
difference code permits
the support stiffness to be

Beam on elastic foundation model applied along a sleeper length

To explore the potential outputs from the numerical tool an example simulation series has been run
based on a 6 m bearer jointed at around 2.5 m. Each bearer was simulated with 40, 80 and 160 kN rail
seat loads for both full contact (foundation resists uplift) and loss of contact (LC). Simulations for a
continuous EI and where EI is reduced by a factor of 8 (half height) are shown in Figure 50

Figure 50
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Simulation series using finite difference tool for 6 m bearer jointed at 2.5 m
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Figure 50 shows that significant uplift is only possible with some loss of contact (or reduced resistance
to uplift). In this model reducing the joint stiffness allows more rotation at the joint resulting in greater
uplift.

7.2.2 S&C mechanical damage mechanisms
The major mechanical damage mechanism involved in rail and wheel materials is rolling contact
fatigue. Rolling contact fatigue is a type of damage that occurs due to the repeated application of loads
in conjunction with rolling contact between materials. The shear stresses experienced by the rail
exceeds the yield strength, causing the material in the topmost layer of the rail head to plastically
deform, which leads to hardening and realignment of the pearlite microstructure below the surface.
The result of this repeated loading and plastic deformation is the formation of cracks in the top layer
of the rail, since the anisotropy of the microstructure weakens the rail in certain directions, creating
paths with reduced resistance to crack growth, by which cracks propagate more easily. This fatigue
process is becoming more frequent with increased traffic, accelerations/decelerations, and loading
conditions in the railway industry, which is potentially causing serious safety and economical risks.
Different types of loading conditions in service result in different RCF defect types, some examples of
which are shown schematically in Figure 51 from (Ekberg, et al., 2014). The resulting fatigue type
depends on the loading conditions, and the size, shape and location of the contact patch between the
wheel and the rail, which varies with the wear and with profile changes of the components.

Figure 51

Different types of contact loading and resulting crack formation. Modified
from (Ekberg, et al., 2014)

In the last few decades, the increased occurrence of a service-induced defect has raised awareness to
so-called “squats”, some examples are shown in Figure 52. The name originated from the apparent
shape of the crack formation on the surface of the rail, which looks as though a heavy gnome squatted
on the rail, leaving an indentation of two lobes of similar size. The two-lobe form on the surface of a
rail suggests a planar crack network below the surface, causing internal wear within the crack, which
in turn causes the rail surface to sink and get a darker appearance due to less surface wear.
Metallographic cross-sectioning shows an initial crack growing at small angles, around 10° to 30°, from
the surface of the rail, then deviating to propagate nearly parallel to the surface within a shallow depth,
(Eden, et al., 2005). In early stages of growth, cracks originating from squats resemble commonly
occurring cracks often referred to as ‘head checks’ (Figure 53a). In some cases, such as those shown
schematically in Figure 53, the crack can branch upwards towards the surface as it progresses, (Wong,
et al., 1996) causing spalling (far right image in Figure 52 and Figure 53b) which leads to increased
impact loading on further traffic. The crack growth can also deviate into a downwards angle leading to
risk of rail break (Figure 53c) (Li, Z. et al., 2008).
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Squats are surface-initiated defects, thought to originate due to local plastic deformation of the surface
from RCF loading, including dynamic wheel-rail contact forces, (Grassie, 2011a). Some types of squats
that grow smaller and where local thermal damage on the rail surface is believed to affect the initiation
mechanism, is often referred to as a stud, (Grassie, 2011a) and (Grassie, et al., 2011b). This topic will
be discussed further in IN2TRACK Deliverable D3.1.

Figure 52

a

Examples of squats of different severity in field, as well as an example of
spalling (far right).

b

Figure 53

c

RCF cracks on rail surface, (a) head checks, (b) spalling, and (c) rail break.

Thermal loading, or damage, can have a general effect on RCF crack formation. White etching layer
(WEL), for example, can form during excessive braking or acceleration. When the temperature in the
wheel/rail contact goes above 700 degrees (the austenite temperature) then is rapidly cooled, a thin
layer of martensite can form on the surface. Due to the resistance to Nital etching of this thin layer, it
appears white (unetched) in optical microscopy. For this reason, it is commonly called white etching
layer (WEL). WELs are harder and have more brittle behaviour than the bulk material, which increases
risk of RCF defects initiating at the site. Crack initiation related to WEL is a common problem in the
railway industry. There are generally two types of associated cracks: growing at the interface of the
WEL and the bulk material (Figure 54b), and growing through the WEL (Figure 54c). Figure 54b shows
the tendency of cracks to branch at the interface and propagate perpendicular to the original crack,
along the bottom of the WEL.

a

Figure 54
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b

c

Cracks in WEL (taken from the field): (a) no cracks, (b) growing at interface of WEL
and bulk, and (c) growing through WEL
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7.2.3 S&C root failure causes and whole system modelling
The FMEA analysis revealed the major failure function as “Unable to support and guide trains with the
published axle load, line speed and EMGTPA”. This failure is related to several components, namely:
crossing (frog) unit, check rails, stretcher bars and switch and stock rails. However, having the failure
in common the root causes are different. Table 8 associates the causes with the listed components.
Table 8

Extract from FMEA

Component

Failure Mode

Crossing (frog) unit

Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(Cast)

Crossing (frog) unit

Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(fabricated & part fabricated)

Crossing (frog) unit
Crossing (frog) unit
Crossing (frog) unit
Check rails
Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars
Switch (forged transition and
weld) and stock rails
Switch (forged transition and
weld) and stock rails
Crossing (frog) unit
Check rails

Cracks in cast crossings from defects or damage
Tri-metal weld defect
Wear/damage to newly installed cast crossing
Crossing check rail worn out
Missing stretcher bar
Cracked/broken stretcher bar, bracket or gooseneck (fixed stretcher bar)
Missing stretcher bar
Cracked/broken stretcher bar, bracket or gooseneck (fixed stretcher bar)
Missing stretcher bar
Cracked/fractured/broken stretcher bar or bracket (adjustable stretcher bar)
Rail defect through the machined length of the switch blade
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through machined length of switch rail
Debris in crossing flangeway
Crossing check rail missing

The main causes in Table 8 might be summarised as wear, (plastic) deformation and crack
initiation/growth due to (rolling contact) fatigue and related failure. This relates also to section 7.2.2
where the underlying mechanical damage mechanisms are described.
The mechanisms and components mentioned before shall be included in the Whole System Model.
Section 7.2.2 already indicates the available scientific basis for modelling these mechanisms and
failures.
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7.3 Failure rate analysis and predictions
7.3.1 S&C component failure / degradation time distributions
This section is intended to provide a data analysis and modelling methodology to establish the failure
or degradation time distributions for the components of the S&C system. The failure and degradation
time distributions established take into account the different designs (types of S&C defined by length).
This has been split down into two areas as follows:




Lifetime assessment methodology development: Determine an analysis methodology to
establish the failure time distribution for S&C components from historical data indicating the
occurrence of failures. This should account for the design, operating and maintenance
conditions experienced, where this is available. This task will use the NR S&C Decision
Support Tool (DST) as a platform to: (1) Obtain available S&C data sources for data analysis
and (2) Develop methodologies to enable detailed S&C component failure rates and lifetimes
to be established
Use the established available lifetime assessment methodologies to predict the remaining
useful life of the S&C components: Determine an analysis methodology which takes the
available ageing parameter information (age, use, condition) and relates this to the time
(remaining useful life) at which failure can be expected to occur

Analytical Methodology
The key objective of this study is to develop a modelling approach which can use the available data
types collected from the railways to deduce the deterioration / failure distributions of the individual
components of switches & crossings (S&C). The methodology would then be capable of application to
any of the European Railway infrastructure operators to predict the lifetime of their S&C components.
Previous studies have analysed S&C units as a complete unit (Nissen, 2009); however, to better
understand the lifecycle of S&C units it is advantageous to study them at component level. S&C failure
data was obtained from Network Rail’s Fault Management System (FMS) database and analysed to
understand the failure trends and lifetimes of the S&C components. The initial step was to clean and
manipulate the FMS data, it was then used to find estimates for the lifetime of S&C components. Due
to the vast variation in the S&C components, their function and the substantial variations in the type
and quality of data available it became apparent that to provide the best understanding of their failure
processes a range of different approaches would be needed. Components are then analysed according
to the assumptions used in each of the approaches and the data available. The main methods
considered are (i) Weibull analysis, (ii) the Poisson Process model and (iii) the Non-Homogeneous
Poisson Process (NHPP) model.
The methods reported will enable the deterioration and failure of S&C components to be expressed in
terms of any ‘ageing’ parameter – this can be age, tonnage number, number of train passages, number
of operations etc. The reason time was chosen as the ‘ageing’ parameter to illustrate the methodology
was due to the type of data made available during the study. Should information on any of the other
factors which are considered to contribute to the failure of this asset then these could also have been
incorporated into the analysis performed. An additional consideration that makes time an acceptable
parameter to relate the failures to concerns the usage that can be made of these results. It is commonly
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used within an asset management modelling approach, as developed in In2Rail WP6.2 and WP6.4,
where the deterioration distributions are combined with the maintenance strategy to predict the
future asset state. A common unit is required for both the ageing and the duration of repairs and this
really needs to be time.
Switch and crossing units
Switches and crossings (S&C) are made up of electrical and mechanical components. Figure 55 shows
a schematic of a standard turnout S&C, in which there are eleven key components. The ballast, as in
plain line track, is the select crushed granular material placed as the top layer of the substructure in
which the sleepers are embedded (Selig & Waters, 1994). As a consequence of repeated loading the
ballast can become fouled and waterlogged. This means that the ballast is unable to support the S&C
correctly. Poor ballast can lead to horizontal and vertical geometry faults. The sleepers are embedded
in the ballast and their main function is to transmit load to the ballast and subgrade and keep the rails
at the correct gauge. The sleepers used to support switches and crossings are often called bearers as
they are normally larger than standard sleepers. Wooden sleepers are still widely used in S&C design
as they are much easier to customise than concrete or steel sleepers. There are two main rails in the
S&C: the stock rails which are fixed and the switch rails which move. In addition, there are check and
wing rails used to guide the train wheels and ensure the train stays on the right track as it passes over
the switch. The section where the two rails cross and there is a gap in the rail is called the crossing (see
Figure 55). Stretcher bars are used to join the two switch rails together and ensure the rails are kept
at the correct distance apart. Failure of stretcher bars can lead to derailment. The rails are attached
to the sleepers using a fastening system. There are a wide range of fastening systems used on the UK
railway network, the most common being Pandrol ‘e’ Clips. The switch rails are moved using point
operating equipment (ALD). The ALD can be electric, hydraulic or pneumatic (Rama & Andrews, 2013).
As the switch rails move slide plate / chairs are used to guide them. In this study eleven components
are considered as listed in Table 9.
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Figure 55

Switch and Crossing Components

Table 9

Switch and Crossing Components
S&C component types
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

GA 730841

Ballast
Check and wing rail
Crossing
Fastening
Settlement geometry
Point operating equipment (ALD)
Sleepers
Slide plate / chair
Stretcher bars
Stock rail
Switch rail
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Available data
Data was made available by Network Rail which related to the inventory of S&C on the UK Network
and historical occurrences of failures recorded in the Fault Management System (FMS) database. The
database was initiated on 1/1/2002 and data was extracted from 1/1/2002 to 1/4/2017. Specifically
the database contained:
 Failure time: The date the failure occurred was recorded (in the period 1/1/2002 to
1/4/2017)
 Type of switch and route
 Type of failure; the failures were classified based on the component(s) that failed
 Description of the fault and the rectification action
The database contained approximately one million entries; the information was largely recorded
qualitatively, with a written description of the component failure, asset type and rectification action.
After data cleaning it was possible to identify all the faults that were associated with S&C and then
group them into the eleven failure modes described in Table 9.
Data limitations
The ageing factor which has been used for the S&C components has been time. There could be other
ageing factors such as: speed of trains passing, tonnage of trains passing, number of trains passing and
number of switch operations. However, this data did not exist in the required form to enable
investigation over the duration of the analysis. It can however be seen that depending on the S&C
component some of these factors could be influential in the wear.
Lifetime assessment methodology development
The objective is to use the information in the FMS database to assign either failure time distributions
or failure rates to the S&C components. This information will provide a better understanding of the
degradation of S&C allowing the prediction of when failures will happen and enable maintenance to
be scheduled more effectively. Due to the diverse range of components used within switches and
crossings and the characteristics of the data which is available a range of techniques are needed to
predict the service lives. Three methods are used to estimate the lifetimes of the S&C components;
Weibull Analysis, Poisson Processes Model and Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) Model.
The Weibull distribution is employed extensively in the analysis of equipment lifetime data. The
method takes the complete and censored lifetime data available and establishes the parameters for
the Weibull distribution which provides the best fit to the data. Its flexibility makes it attractive to
reliability engineers, having the ability to accommodate decreasing, constant, and increasing hazard
rates. The confidence in the parameters obtained is dependent upon the number of complete lifetime
samples available (Andrews & Moss, 2002).
The Poisson distribution assumes a constant rate of failure and establishes this from the number of
failure events which occur in specified periods. It is quite often easier to count the number of failures
for items such as sleepers and clips where the data collected does not identify the specific sleeper or
clip that has failed.
The Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process has the ability to consider components which fail with an
increasing rate and also are not returned to the ‘as good as new’ state on repair.
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a) Weibull analysis
The Weibull distribution (O'Connor & Kleyner, 2012) is perhaps the most widely used model in the
analysis of failure data. Its flexibility to model increasing, decreasing, and constant failure trends
makes it attractive. The Probability Density Function (PDF) and Cumulative Probability Distribution
(CDF) for the Weibull distribution are given in equations (1) and (2) respectively:
𝑓(𝑡) =

𝑡
𝛽 𝑡 𝛽
−( )
( ) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝜂
𝑡 𝜂

𝐹(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝛽

𝑡 𝛽
(−(𝜂) )

(1)

(2)

where t is failure time, 𝛽 is shape parameter, and 𝜂 is scale parameter/characteristic life (the time
taken for 63.2% of the original population to fail). The β value is the shape parameter. A value of 𝛽 <
1 indicates decreasing failure rate, 𝛽 > 1 indicates increasing failure rate, and 𝛽 = 1 indicates
constant failure rate (which is the exponential distribution).
The hazard rate, h(t), is then given by:
𝛽 𝛽−1
𝑡
𝜂𝛽

(3)

𝑅(𝑡) = 1 − 𝐹(𝑡)

(4)

ℎ(𝑡) =
The reliability is then:

and the Mean time to failure (MTTF) is equal to the mean of the distribution:
1
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 = 𝜂 Г(1 + )
𝛽
where Г is the gamma function.

(5)

In the case of S&C, the Weibull distribution can be utilised to model the lifetime of certain S&C
components which have experienced failures within the observation period. The observed lifetime
of the component could be complete or censored. A complete lifetime is a length of time (in days)
between two successive failures of a component recorded within the observation period. An
incomplete lifetime is observed when one failure event occurs during the observation period and its
previous or successive failure event occurs outside the observation period; such incomplete
observations are called a censored lifetime and we know that the lifetime was at least this length.
Figure 56 shows examples of complete and censored lifetimes. Components A and B have
experienced only one failure in the observation period and other unknown failures would happen
before the start and after the end of the observation period; such observations are called left
censored and right censored observations, respectively. In the case of component C the first failure
is incomplete (censored lifetime) as information before 2002 is unavailable, the second and third
failures are complete lifetimes as both the first and successive failure occurred within the
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observation period. The final lifetime (t4) is also censored as failure four happens outside the
observation period.

Figure 56

Complete and censored lifetimes

The following assumptions are implied when using a Weibull analysis:





A failed component is rectified by repair or replacement
The repair or replacement process restores the component to the ’as good as new’ state
A component can be either in the operational state or the bad, failed, state
The time to repair is insignificant compared to the time between failures

The maximum likelihood method is used to estimate the parameters for the Weibull distribution. For
analysis with no censored data the likelihood function, L, is defined as:
𝐿 = ∏𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑓(𝑡𝑖 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … )

(6)

Where f(t) is the probability density function, a1,a2,… are the distribution parameters and ti is the ith
component failure time. In the case of the Weibull distribution the PDF is given in equation (1) and L
is therefore defined as:
𝛽𝑁

𝒕

𝑵
𝜷−𝟏 − ∑𝒊=𝟏( 𝜼𝒊)

𝐿 = 𝜂𝑁𝛽 ∏𝑁
𝑖=1 𝒕𝒊

𝜷

𝒆

(7)

However, there can be a significant amount of censored data. To take account of censored data the
maximum likelihood estimate is adjusted as shown below;
𝑁
𝐿 = ∏𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … ) ∗ ∏𝑖=1[1 − 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … )]
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Where F(t) is the Cumulative Distribution (equation(2)). By taking the natural logarithm and
differentiating with respect to β and η, a system of non-linear, partial differential equations is
obtained which can be solved to find 𝛽̂ and 𝜂̂ . In this study the Weibull++ software (Weibull++, n.d.)
was used to implement the maximum likelihood method to find 𝛽̂ and 𝜂̂ . The confidence intervals
were determined using the Menon software (Phan & McCool, 2009). For comparison, alternative
methods to fit the parameters, Rank Regression on X and Rank Regression on Y were also explored
to determine the values of 𝛽̂ and 𝜂̂ , the regression methods gave slightly higher but similar values for
𝛽̂.
b) Poisson Process Model
The Poisson Process is one of the most widely used stochastic models (Casteneda, et al., 2012). It is a
discrete distribution used to predict the probabilities for the number of times an event will occur
during a set period of time given the mean occurrence rate.
The probability mass function (PMF) for a Poisson distribution, the probability of xi occurrences in the
time period with mean occurrence rate µ is:
𝑝(𝑋 = 𝑥𝑖 ) =

µ𝑥𝑖 exp(−µ)
𝑥𝑖 !

𝑥𝑖 = 0,1,2 …

(9)

Where µ is equal to the mean which for this distribution is equal to the variance as shown in
equation(10).
µ=E[X]=Var[X]

(10)

Assumptions of the Poisson distribution are:



Failures are independent
Failures occur at a constant rate

Hence the number of failures in a given interval Τ occurring from n components each with failure rate
λ follows a Poisson distribution with mean µ=n.λ.Τ. In the case of a constant failure rate the time
between failures for any component follows an exponential distribution Exponential(λ).
The maximum likelihood method was used to calculate an estimator, µ̂, for the distribution parameter
µ. The likelihood function for the Poisson distribution is shown in equation (11).
L(λ)=∏𝑁
𝑖=1

µ𝑥𝑖 exp(−µ)
𝑥𝑖 !

(11)

Then by taking logarithms and setting the derivative equal to zero the maximum likelihood value is
obtained and hence our approximation for µ is obtained as shown in equation (12).
𝑑𝑙 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖
=
−𝑛 =0
𝑑µ
µ

(12)

Where l is the log likelihood function. From equation (12) it can be seen that our estimator µ̂ is simply
equal to the mean 𝑋̅.
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c) Non-homogeneous Poisson Process Model
The third method presented is the Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) model.
The Non-Homogeneous Poisson-Process is used for repairable systems where the condition after
repair is as bad as old; that is, the repair rectifies the problem experienced but does not change the
underlying condition of the component (Krivstov, 2007). In the NHPP the rate of occurrence of failures,
λ, is a function of time λ=λ(t). The number of failures is now dependent on the location and the length
of the interval. This property makes it fundamentally different from the Weibull analysis presented
earlier as in the NHPP after a failure the component does not return to the ‘as good as new’ state. One
of the most common choices for λ is:
(13)
𝜆(𝑡) = 𝑎𝑏𝑡 𝑎−1
This choice was proposed by (Crow, 1975) and is known as the Power Law Non-Homogeneous Poisson
Process or Power Law Process. The Power Law Process is a counting process.
The data requirements of the NHPP also differ from the Weibull distribution as in the NHPP the
parameters are determined based on the time between when the observation began and the time that
the failure occurred; however in the Weibull distribution the time between successive failures of the
same component is needed. Figure 57 shows the difference graphically. In this respect there are two
favourable characteristics of the NHPP process; firstly the method can still be used even if there are
no instances of the same component failing multiple times, and secondly it is no longer required to
have data which provides the identity of exactly which individual S&C failed. All that is required is the
time between the failure and the start of observation.

Figure 57

GA 730841
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Observing over a period of time 𝑇 . If the failure events occur at successive failure times 𝑡 = 0 <
𝑡1 <…<𝑡𝑖 <𝑡𝑖+1 …< 𝑡 = 𝑇. The probability density function for a failure at ti given a failure event has
occurred at time 𝑡𝑖−1 is:
𝑎

𝑎

𝑓(𝑡𝑖 |𝑡𝑖−1 ) = 𝑎𝑏 𝑡𝑖 𝑎−1 𝑒 {−𝑏(𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑖−1 )}

(14)

From equation (14) it is clear that the failure rate depends both on the location and the length of the
interval. Similarly to the Weibull distribution the parameters are capable of representing an increasing
failure rate, a>1, constant failure rate, a=1, and decreasing failure rate, 0<a<1. As the failure rate now
depends on when the previous failure occurs the NHPP does not assume the component returns to the
‘as good as new’ state after repair. This makes the NHPP very good at modelling components such as
ballast which, following maintenance such as tamping, is not returned to the ‘as good as new’ state.
Assumptions of the NHPP:
 A failed component is rectified by either repair or replacement
 Rectification process restores component to its ‘as bad as old’ state
 The time to repair is insignificant compared to the time between failures
 The failure time of components is known
 All of the failures are recorded
As in the case of the Weibull analysis and Poisson distribution the Power Law NHPP parameters 𝑎 and
𝑏 were estimated using the maximum likelihood method. The likelihood function L for failure time data
model is:
𝑛
𝑛

𝐿 = 𝑏 𝑎 𝑒𝑥𝑝

−𝑏 𝑇 𝑎

∏ 𝑡𝑖𝑎−1

(15)

𝑖=1

where, T is the termination time of observation or test. Differentiating ln(𝐿) with respect to a and b
yields the following estimators for the parameters as:
𝑎̂ =

𝑛
(16)

𝑁(𝑇)
𝑛 ln(𝑇) − ∑𝑖=1 ln(𝑡𝑖 )
𝑛
𝑏̂ = 𝑎̂

(17)

𝑇

where, 𝑁(𝑇) is the cumulative number of failures until time 𝑇.
From the parameter estimators 𝑎̂ and 𝑏̂ we can glean key information about the components;
The instantaneous failure rate at each cumulative time point is:
𝑏̂𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 ) = 𝑏̂ 𝑎̂ 𝑡𝑖 𝑎̂−1

(18)

Instantaneous mean-time-between-repair (MTBR) at each cumulative time point is:
MTBR (𝑡𝑖 ) =

1
𝑏̂𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 )

(19)

Long-term average failure rate is:
𝑙(𝑇) = 𝑏̂ (𝑇)𝑎̂−1
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Cumulative failure event is:
𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑏𝑡 𝑎

(21)

Application to Available Data
This section describes the application of the three methods described in the previous section to the
available data. This demonstrates the methodology developed.
Each component in Table 9 was checked against the assumptions of the different approaches and the
most appropriate approach for that component identified. For a small number of components, with
very special characteristics, it was noted that an alternative method may need to be applied. The
details of which methods are considered the most appropriate are shown in Table 10.
Table 10

Methodologies to analyse each component failure

Components

Modelling technique

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ballast
Check and wing rail
Crossing
Fastening
Settlement geometry
Point operating equipment (ALD)

7
8
9
10
11

Sleepers
Slide plate / chair
Stretcher bars
Stock rail
Switch rail

NHPP
NHPP
NHPP
Poisson Process
NHPP
Alternative method such as
condition monitoring (Vileiniskis,
et al., 2016)[13]
Poisson Process
Weibull analysis
Poisson Process
Weibull analysis
Weibull analysis

The details of the application methods are given in the next sections.
Weibull
The filtered failure data and engineering knowledge of each of the S&C components was used to
assess which of the components listed in Table 9 meet the list of assumptions required for a Weibull
analysis. It is also required that a good number of complete lifetimes have been recorded in order to
give sufficient confidence in the Weibull parameters derived. It was this last requirement that was
the hardest to meet as an exploratory analysis of the failure data available in the FMS database
showed that most S&C components have failed just once in the observation period 1/1/2002 to
1/4/2017. Therefore for some of the components there were zero or a very small number of complete
life observations and whilst in theory this approach is appropriate it cannot be implemented
practically.
The slide plate / chair, stock rail and switch rail, were considered to fit the Weibull assumptions;
following repairs they were returned to a near new condition and hence the number of repairs would
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not affect the failure rate. Repairs were normally completed within a day and there was complete
lifetime information.
Table 11 summarises the data on censored and complete lifetimes for each of the three
components examined using Weibull analysis: the slide plate / chair, stock rail and switch rail.
Table 11

Data sample sizes
Number of censored
lifetimes
5254
892
5823

Slide plate / chair
Stock rail
Switch rail

Number of complete
lifetimes
2822
95
3174

Table 12 shows the results of the analysis. From the analysis it can be seen that the worst performing
component is slide plate / chair with a MTTF of 5065 days (13.88 years) and stock rail is the best
performing component with a MTTF of 6725 days (18.42 years).
Table 12

Weibull parameter estimates
Parameter

Slide plate
/ chair
Stock rail
Switch rail

95% CI
lower
limit
4.84

𝛽
𝛽̂

𝜂
𝜂̂

4.95

95% CI
upper
limit
5.07

95% CI
lower
limit
5492.86

5519.90

95% CI
upper
limit
5546.61

4.60

4.90

5.23

7235.13

7332.94

7435.41

4.66

4.75

4.86

5560.40

5586.80

5614.04

Mean time-tofailure (MTTF)
(days/years)

5065.17
(13.88)
6725.01
(18.42)
5114.36
(14.01)

Figure 58, Figure 59 and Figure 60 show the results of the analysis graphically for the slide plate / chair,
stock rail and switch rail respectively. Each of the figures has a series of three plots, the first shows a
probability plot which is used as a visual tool to assess the goodness of fit between the data and the
distribution. The data points are plotted against the linearised Weibull distribution, 90% confidence
intervals are also shown. The second shows the hazard rate for each of the components in equation
(3). The final plot shows the reliability of the component, which is calculated as:
𝑡 𝛽

−( )
(22)
𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑒 𝜂
From the probability plots it can be seen that for the stock rail, switch rail and slide plate / chair the
Weibull distribution fits well to the data.
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Probability plot, hazard rate and reliability for the slide plate /chair
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Figure 59
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Probability plot, hazard rate and reliability for the stock rail
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Probability plot, hazard rate and reliability for the switch rail
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Poisson Process Model Analysis
The components where the data did not meet the requirements of the Weibull distribution were
considered for application of the Poisson distribution.
The main issue with the sleepers and their fastenings is that information recorded in the maintenance
records will not identify the individual sleeper or fastening on which work has been carried out. It is
impractical to do so. As such, it is not possible to reconstruct the life histories of the individual items
and so the lifetimes required for a Weibull Analysis cannot be established. The number of
maintenance activities can however be recorded on any section and the component population on
that section can be deduced.
Maintenance performed on sleepers is a renewal; hence the assumption of ‘as bad as old’ is also
inappropriate and therefore rules out the Non-homogeneous Poisson process.
For these components the Poisson process is the most appropriate methodology.
According to the FMS database the majority of maintenance performed on stretcher bars is
replacement, so again the Non-homogeneous Poisson process assumption for ‘bad as old’ repair is
not met. There were 337 instances of repeated stretcher bar failure within the same switch unit;
however, it was not possible to identify individual stretcher bars. (There are multiple stretcher bars
in an S&C unit, the number depends on the switch size.) Therefore it was not possible to produce
the input data requirements for a Weibull analysis and again a Poisson process is the most
appropriate model. In total there were 3140 stretcher bar failures recorded in the FMS database in
the period 01/05/2004 to 01/10/2017. Noting that there were 161 months in the observation period
it can be expected that there would be 19.50 failures per month. Hence the number of stretcher bar
failures that occur per month can be estimated as following a Poisson (19.50). The PMF for this
distribution is shown in Figure 61.

Figure 61

GA 730841

The PMF for a Poisson distribution with λ=19.5
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The FMS database was also used to assign Poisson distributions to the occurrence of failures of
sleepers and fastenings.
In the FMS database it is possible to distinguish between clip faults that occurred on plain line track
and faults that occurred at switches and crossings. In the database in the observation period 1/10/2004
to 1/10/2017 there were 229 clip failures of S&C recorded. Observing that there are 156 months in the
observation period it can be calculated that the expected number of failures in a month is 1.47. Hence
the number of clip failures that occur per month can be estimated as following a Poisson (1.47). The
PMF for this distribution is shown in Figure 62. The sample size can be increased if it is accepted that
the data from S&C and plain line track can be combined.

Figure 62

The Poisson distribution with λ=1.47

Sleeper failures are also analysed using a Poisson distribution. There were 356 sleeper failures
recorded in the period 01/01/2002 and 01/10/2017. In this interval there are 186 months hence the
mean number of failures per month is 1.91. The number of sleeper failures occurring in a month was
modelled as a Poisson (1.91). The PMF for a Poisson (1.91) is shown in
Figure 63. As with the fastenings, the sample size can be increased to estimate the Poisson parameter
if it is accepted that there is little difference between S&C and plain line track.
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The Poisson distribution with λ=1.91

Non-homogeneous Poisson Model Analysis
It was concluded nonetheless that NHPP would be appropriate for modelling components such as
ballast and geometry faults as maintenance of these faults would not return the S&C to the ‘as new’
state. The crossing and check and wing rails were also concluded to meet the assumptions of NHPP
as the FMS database revealed that these components were not often renewed following failure.
The NHPP was used to analyse the failure time of ballast, geometry, check and wing rails and crossings.
The parameter estimators were obtained from equations (16) and (17) and are summarised in Table
13.
Table 13
Components

Parameter for the NHPP
Number
of
failures

Parameters

𝑎̂

MTBR

𝑏̂

Instantaneous
failure rate at

Average failure
rate

T= 5569

(1 Jan 2002 to 1
Apr 2017)

(1 Apr 2017)
723

1.512

0.0015
7

5.10

0.196

0.130

54

1.035

0.0071
6

99.62

0.0100

0.00970

3 Crossing

400

0.989

0.0791

14.08

0.0710

0.0718

4 Geometry

187

1.658

0.0001
16

17.97

0.0557

0.0336

1 Ballast
2

Check and
wing rail
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Other analysis methods
The ALD is a component where its condition can be monitored and other methods are available in
such circumstances.
For the ALD, a review of literature (Zhou, et al., 2002), (Silmon & Robert, 2010) revealed that
condition monitoring of current supplied to the motor within the ALD can be effective at predicting
when failures will occur (Vileiniskis, et al., 2016). It was concluded therefore that the ALD lifetime
estimators would be best obtained using condition monitoring and hence ALD is not presently
considered in this study.
Predicting remaining service life
Once distributions have been assigned to the components, it is then possible to make inference about
the remaining working life based on the component’s current condition. For example, if it is known
that a component has worked for 10 years, then how long can it be expected to continue to function
for. This sort of information can also be used by asset managers to help predict how likely a
component is to fail and be used to prioritise renewals. The conditional probability formula can be
used to calculate this information and is defined in equation (23).
𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) =

𝑃(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵)
, 𝑃(𝐵) ≠ 0
𝑃(𝐵)

(23)

This can be used to find the probability that a component does not fail until time t1 conditional on
the fact that it has survived until t0. As shown in equation (24).
𝑃(𝑡1 |𝑡0 ) =

𝑃(𝑡0 ∩ 𝑡1 )
, 𝑃(𝑡0 ) ≠ 0
𝑃(𝑡0 )

(24)

Weibull Distribution Service Life Prediction
However in the case of the Weibull distribution the component is assumed to be non-repairable,
hence the probability it does not fail after 𝑡1 and does not fail after 𝑡0 is simply the probability it does
not fail after 𝑡1 . Hence equation (24) reduces to:
𝑃(𝑡1 |𝑡0 ) =

𝑃(𝑡1 )
, 𝑃(𝑡0 ) ≠ 0
𝑃(𝑡0 )

(25)

Using equation (25) it is possible to predict the remaining useful life based on the current condition
of the asset. Figure 64 shows a plot detailing the probability that a component works for 15→29
years given it has worked for 10 years. The slide plate / chair and switch rail have 44% and 46%
chance of still working after 15 years given they were working after 10 years, respectively. However
there is <5% chance these components will work after 20 years. Therefore these components could
be replaced before they reach the age of 20 years. The stock rail has a longer MTTF and has >80%
chance of working after 15 years given it was working after 10 years. Based on the cost of failure and
cost of repair it would be possible to perform a cost benefit analysis to determine the percentage risk
of failure that was acceptable.
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Probability of components working for years 15 to 30

Poisson distribution service life prediction
In the case of the Poisson process the time between failures is governed by the exponential distribution.
As the exponential distribution is memoryless previous failures provide no information on when the
next failure will occur. The probability that a component will survive from time t to t+s given that it
was working at time t (the reliability) is equal to:
𝑃(𝑋𝑖 > 𝑠 + 𝑡|𝑋𝑖 > 𝑡) = 𝑒 −𝜆𝑠

(26)

When Xi ~exponential (λ). Hence the survival of the component from time t to t+s is independent of t.
Consequently for the components modelled using the Poisson process information on how long the
component has been operational for is irrelevant in predicting the remaining operational life.
Non-homogeneous Poisson service life prediction
In the case of the NHPP with intensity function as described in equation (13), the probability of a
component surviving from time t to some later time t+s given it was working at time t is:
𝑃(𝑋𝑖 > 𝑠 + 𝑡|𝑋𝑖 > 𝑡) = 𝑒 −𝑏[(𝑡+𝑠)

𝑎 −𝑡 𝑎 ]

(27)

From equation (27) it can be seen that the survival is now dependent on the time t. In particular if
0<a<1 (failure rate decreasing) then the reliability is increasing. If a=1 then equation (27) reduces to
equation (26) and we return to the standard Poisson process and if a>1 (failure rate increasing) then
the reliability is decreasing. For values of a >1, it can be observed that the longer the component has
survived the more likely it is to fail such that:
𝑃(𝑋𝑖 > 𝑠 + 𝑡1 |𝑋𝑖 > 𝑡1 ) > 𝑃(𝑋𝑖 > 𝑠 + 𝑡2 |𝑋𝑖 > 𝑡2 ) >
(28)
𝑃(𝑋𝑖 > 𝑠 + 𝑡3 |𝑋𝑖 > 𝑡3 )
For constant s and t1<t2<t3.
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The 𝑎̂ and 𝑏̂ parameters calculated in Table 12 are for the whole system rather than a specific switch
and crossing, nonetheless equation (27) can still be used to analyse the network. Figure 65 shows the
probability of there being no failures in the interval t to t+50 given the network was operational at
time t, for the ballast, check and wing rails and geometry. The probability of survival (for 50 days)
decreases as t increases, this is expected as these components have a>1 meaning they have a
decreasing failure rate and as time passes they are more likely to fail.

Figure 65
Probability of no failure on the network between time t and t+50 given
network operational at time t, for various components

7.3.2 Possibilities of monitoring and prediction of deterioration rates
Overview of previous work in Capacity4Rail
In the European project Capacity4Rail, significant efforts were put into examining the possibilities for
monitoring and predicting deterioration rates. This incorporates results from Capacity4Rail. In
particular, results from Capacity4Rail of relevance for monitoring and prediction of deterioration of
S&C are extracted. Additional elaborations and investigations are also carried out to provide more
information of relevance in the current context.
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The work in Capacity4Rail was presented in three deliverable reports. The reports (D41.1, D41.2 and
D41.3)
can
at
the
time
of
writing
(June
2018)
be
downloaded
from
http://www.capacity4rail.eu/results.
Capacity4Rail D41.1 (Capacity4Rail, 2016a) contains a brief overview of critical components and
systems. Here, there is a dedicated S&C section. The description of critical components and systems is
followed by a chapter on current and upcoming monitoring systems. In this chapter there is a
dedicated S&C section which focuses on interlocking monitoring.
Capacity4Rail D41.2 (Capacity4Rail, 2016b) focuses on which monitoring data are relevant in the sense
that they relate to key parameters that affect safety, reliability, efficiency and environmental impact.
Possibilities to obtain such monitoring data either directly or indirectly are investigated. Chapters of
interest for the current context are mainly "Monitoring status of vehicles and wheel/rail interaction",
"Monitoring of track". These concern track (and vehicles) in general, but most content is relevant also
for S&C. There is also a dedicated section "Condition monitoring for Switches and Crossings –
additional parameters" where topics that are not relevant for plain line track are discussed. Note that
these discussions also include e.g. signalling and electrification issues that are not relevant in the
context of this section.
While Capacity4Rail D41.3 focused on identifying relevant monitoring data, (Capacity4Rail, 2017)
focused on cost–benefit analysis of monitoring actions. Here costs are divided into purchase costs,
maintenance costs, cost of potential non-availability, and the potential cost of erroneous
measurements. The latter two are crucial for S&C since non-availability or erroneous detection e.g.
regarding locking renders an S&C non-functional. Benefits are divided into improved safety, improved
maintenance planning, improved operational control, and improved environmental control.
Key phenomena related to deterioration rates of switches & crossings
In the following we will focus on mechanical deterioration. This is a gradual presumption where the
damage (in a broad sense) increases over time. This is not compatible to the common presumption of
"non-ageing" related to electronic components. Consequently, deterioration of signalling and
electrical equipment is here presumed to relate to mechanical deterioration for example of
connectors, whereas the electronic components are presumed not to age. Often, the resulting life
distribution is then presumed to be bath-tub shaped, see (Lai, et al., 2001) and/or it is presumed to
follow a statistical distribution as discussed in section 7.3.1.
The mechanical deterioration of mechanical components (e.g. connectors and moving parts) of the
signalling, power and communications etc. is strongly affected by vibration levels induced by the S&C
operation. To predict this influence in detail (i.e. to establish a link between vibration levels and
deterioration rates of these mechanical components) would require a detailed analysis that accounts
both for the overall loading of the S&C and the particular details of the component in question. Such
an analysis is outside the scope of the current study since it would be related to very specific
circumstances and render limited knowledge that is transferable across Europe. It may however be
noted that small alterations may have significant effects. An example where this is the case is
connections where insufficient fastening forces may lead to significantly increased risks for crack
initiation and/or wear due to fretting, (Vingsbo & Söderberg, 1988). Further, loose fastenings will be
subjected to even higher vibration levels that may tend to loosen the fastenings even further,
eventually leading to detachment. This is an issue in fastenings of electronic components, but it is also
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an issue in fastenings related to the S&C structure. One example leading to severe consequences is the
derailment at Bretigny-sur-Orge, see (Ministère de l’Écologie, 2015). From picture 3 in the report
(which is in French), it is evident that the derailment occurred due to pivoting of the fishplate, which
was possible since three of the four bolts had detached.
In addition to (accelerating) detachment of components, mechanical deterioration of S&C may broadly
be categorised into settlement, plastic deformation, wear and cracking. Here settlement includes all
forms of geometry distortion that is not related to material wear and detachment. Plastic deformation
includes all material displacement that is not related to a net loss of material. Wear relates to gradual
removal of material. Cracking relates to crack formation and subsequent material fall-out. Note that
the distinction between categories may not be clear-cut (the distinction between wear and cracking
mainly relates to the scale of the detached material, and settlement is essentially a form of plastic
deformation if the strict definition of plasticity as induction of permanent deformation is taken). In the
context of this section, this is not an issue since the categorisation is introduced to facilitate the
definition of key performance indicators and related monitoring targets and prediction possibilities.
Settlement
Monitoring of current status
Settlement here relates to the generation of permanent displacement of the track structure that does
not relate to plastic deformation, wear or material fall-out of the rail material (in a broad sense
including e.g. the crossing nose). In the literature, settlement is commonly divided into two or three
phases: an initial rapid phase occurring just after construction or major maintenance actions, and a
slower phase as the ballast has settled. In the latter stage, there is a (fairly) linear relationship between
settlement and number of load cycles in a log–log-scale. Some references also consider a third stage
where the rate settlement increases. In In2Rail Deliverable D3.3 (In2Rail, 2017) describes this and also
contains a comprehensive summary of existing settlement equations in its section 4.2. All of the
equations incorporate the logarithmic relation between settlement magnitude and number of load
cycles (although with variations such as lin–log relations or relations expressed in terms of natural
logarithms). If loads were included, they referred to the vertical load in terms of axle load, contact
pressure, induced strain or principal stresses.
The settlement equations reported in In2Rail D3.3 relates to vertical settlement of the track. Thus, the
vertical load is employed and any coefficients in the equations will relate to the stiffness and resistance
of the track with respect to vertical deformation and settlement. Similarly, lateral settlement that
results in lateral track geometry faults, will relate (mainly) to lateral loads and lateral track resistance,
a topic dealt with also in the context of track buckling, see e.g. IN2TRACK D3.2, (In2Track, 2018b) .
As described in Section 7.2.1, monitoring of settlement can be (and is commonly) based on track
geometry measurements. Here it is usually not the absolute track position that is of importance, but
the relative displacement between two points along the line. Such differential settlement will also give
rise to higher loads, which means that an indirect way of measuring differential (vertical or lateral)
settlement would be to measure (vertical or lateral) load magnitudes. In particular the evolution of
(average) load magnitudes over time would then be of use in identifying progressive settlement. This
approach is complicated by the fact that since settlement can occur along the entire S&C (and in
adjacent track), load magnitudes have to be measured along the entire S&C (and adjacent track). It is
further complicated by the fact that settlement is seldom purely vertical or lateral, but commonly a
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mix (including also e.g. twist) that complicates the evaluation of settlement resulting in the measured
loads. For this reason, monitoring of settlement from load measurements is complicated. However, in
special cases, such as settlement of crossings where the location (and to a somewhat lesser extent the
settlement direction) is known, this is a feasible approach as discussed in In2Rail D2.4 (2018), (In2Rail,
2018).
Prediction of future degradation
To estimate settlement from measured loads is more complicated and provides less precision than
direct measurements of the (degraded) S&C geometry. However, if settlement is to be predicted it
provides a major benefit: To predict future settlement predicted from measured settlement requires
an extrapolation of the obtained settlement data. Under steady-state conditions, this should work fine.
However, as the settlements themselves may increase load levels (often in a non-linear fashion)
steady-state conditions do not exist when settlement becomes large. Other situations when steadystate conditions cannot be presumed are e.g. under altered operational conditions or when there are
larger seasonal effects. Under such conditions, load measurements are good support for predictions
of future deterioration trends. Since they provide less precision than S&C geometry measurements,
they should preferably be used to complement direct geometry measurement in order to provide more
frequent estimations and also provide better input to predictions.
It should finally be noted though that loads cannot be directly measured but have to be obtained from
measurements of e.g. strains or accelerations. For crossings this was investigated further in In2Rail
D2.4 (2018), where measured loads (in the form of measured accelerations) are combined with
measured displacements. The use of displacements is motivated by the fact that increased settlements
of crossings will be manifested as a decreased local stiffness, thereby increasing the displacement
under load.
Plastic deformation and wear
Monitoring of current status
Plastic deformation and wear can be directly evaluated from the rail geometry evolution. In essence
wear relates to a loss of material, whereas plastic deformation relates to a redistribution of material.
The issue is however complicated by the fact that plastic flow may occur also along the S&C.
Consequently, changes in rail (or crossing) cross-sections can only give an indication on the amount of
wear versus plasticity.
Just as for settlement, there is also a possibility of evaluating the altered contact geometry due to wear
and plastic deformation from changes in contact loads. As for settlement, the case is complicated by
the fact that a general evaluation would require the contact loads to be evaluated along the entire
S&C. The case is even more complicated by the fact that a worn / plastically deformed S&C will alter
the dynamic response of a passing vehicle. This significantly complicates the evaluation of worn
geometries. However, for specific parts of the S&C such as the crossing, this is still a viable approach,
as investigated in In2Rail D2.4 (2018) for the case of crossings.
Prediction of future degradation
A knowledge of applied loads is also a prerequisite to make predictions of plastic deformation and
wear. Plastic deformation is usually assessed by calculating an effective stress and contrasting the
magnitude of the equivalent stress towards the yield limit. For repeated loading this is complicated by
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the build-up of residual stresses and by the hardening/softening of the material. Still, to quantify the
load in terms of influence of plastic deformation, a translation to the effective stress would suffice.
The most common effective stress is the von Mises stress
3
2

𝜎vM = √ 𝜎𝑖𝑗d 𝜎𝑖𝑗d

(29)

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗d is the deviatoric stress tensor, 𝜎𝑖𝑗d = 𝜎𝑖𝑗 − 𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝜎𝑘𝑘 /3 with the Kronecker delta 𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 1 ∀𝑖 =
𝑗 and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 0 ∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑗.
For rolling contact, the effective stress is a function of the applied load and the contact geometry. For
linear elastic conditions it can be derived analytically under special circumstances, see e.g.
(Timoshenko & Goodier, 1951) and (Lundberg & Sjövall, 1958). For more complicated cases, semianalytical (see e.g. (Kannel & Tavaarwerk, 1984)) or numerical methods have to be employed. When
studying plastic deformation, finite element simulations are the common method. Employing such
analysis for monitoring purposes is generally too computationally demanding and time consuming
since for all passing wheels, loads, contact position and the geometry of the components in contact
have to be detected and then processed in a finite element simulation. A potential way of limiting
these demands would be through simulations that feature vehicle dynamics simulations and simplified
finite element analyses as discussed in IN2TRACK D2.2 (2018). It should be noted that plasticity (and
wear) will affect the contact geometry, which means that the vehicle dynamics and finite element
models have to be regularly updated to reflect the operational contact geometries.
Wear is commonly predicted using the Archard wear model

Vwear = k

P× d
H

(30)

where Vwear is the volume of wear, P is the normal force, δ is the sliding distance, H is the hardness of
the softer material and k is a wear coefficient that will depend on the contacting materials, sliding
speed contact pressure, etc. For employing the Archard wear model for monitoring purposes, it can be
noted that there are no geometric parameters explicitly included in equation (30). However, both
sliding distance and the wear coefficient implicitly depends on the wheel and rail profiles, in particular
the lateral wheel geometry. In addition, the normal force will depend on the circumferential wheel
profile. Further, the applied load will also influence all of these parameters. The simulation scheme
discussed in the context of plastic deformations above is feasible also for wear simulations; see in
IN2TRACK D2.2 (2018). An approach that is more suited to monitoring purposes is the use of metamodels, as presented for wheels in (Karttunen, et al., 2014) and for rails in (Karttunen, et al., 2016). In
these two studies, the propensity for wear is quantified directly from the parameterised wheel or rail
profile using meta-models. These meta-models have been derived from extensive numerical multibody
dynamics simulations where the wear propensity has been quantified using the T–model. Here the
product of the tangential contact force (T) and the creep () are employed in a damage curve to predict
the propensity for rolling contact fatigue and wear.
It should be noted that to derive meta-models for S&C is far more complicated than for rails and
wheels. Among other things, this is due to challenges in parameterising the complex S&C contact
geometry, which is a prerequisite if a meta-model based on the S&C geometry is to be used.
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Cracking
Monitoring of current status
If we focus on monitoring of rolling contact fatigue cracking in the rail head, this is typically performed
with ultrasonic and/or eddy current testing. Here, eddy current testing is primarily targeted at surface
defects, whereas ultrasonic testing primarily targets defects more than two millimetres deep (D-rail,
2014). Both methods are carried out by test vehicles at restricted speeds and can be affected by surface
defects such as grind marks etc. For S&C, also the geometry and potentially the microstructure of some
S&C components may complicate testing. Other potential monitoring techniques include visual
inspections possibly enhanced by dye-penetrant methods, x-ray tomography techniques etc.
Cracking in the rail foot and in other components such as fastenings can in theory also be employed
by methods discussed for rolling contact fatigue. However, commonly this would be fairly resource
and time demanding if it is at all feasible. Consequently, such cracks are commonly only monitored
visually.
Prediction of future degradation
Prediction of future degradation due to surface initiated rolling contact fatigue crack initiation can set
out from a shakedown-based, or a T-based assessment. The T–model is described above. Here the
challenges related to monitoring relates to quantifying the tangential contact force and the creep.
Typically, these have to be obtained using complementary numerical modelling, cf the discussion on
wear above. Further, the damage curve has to be calibrated to be applicable to S&C conditions. As for
modelling using a shakedown approach, the FIsurf-model can be employed, see (Ekberg, et al., 2002).
Here, the FIsurf-index. It is based on the defined as
𝐹𝐼surf = 𝑓–

2𝜋𝑎𝑏
3𝑃

(31)

where f is the traction coefficient, P is the normal contact force (positive in compression), a and b are
semi-axes of the Hertzian contact patch, and k the yield limit in cyclic shear. Surface initiated rolling
contact fatigue is presumed to occur if FIsurf > 1.
The fatigue life, N, due to surface initiated rolling contact fatigue can (see (Kabo & et al., 2010) be
estimated as
𝐹𝐼surf = 1.78 ∙ (𝑁)−0.25

(32)

Subsurface initiated rolling contact fatigue can be predicted using the FIsub index, see Ekberg et al
(2002), (Ekberg, et al., 2002). It can be approximated as
𝐹

𝐹𝐼sub ≈ 4𝜋𝑎𝑏

(33)

where F is the normal contact load. Subsurface initiated rolling contact fatigue is presumed to occur if
𝐹𝐼sub > 𝜏e,red, where 𝜏e,red is the fatigue limit in shear reduced with respect to material impurities.
The fatigue life due to subsurface initiated rolling contact fatigue could be estimated as
𝐹𝐼sub = 𝐶sub ∙ (𝑁)𝑐sub

(34)

where Csub and csub are material parameters.
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Plain fatigue e.g. in the rail foot or in fastenings is according to classical fatigue theory predicted to
occur for
𝜎a,eq > 𝜎e,red

(35)

where 𝜎a,eq is the stress amplitude modified with respect to multiaxiality and static stresses, and 𝜎e,red
is the fatigue limit reduced e.g. with respect to surface roughness etc. The corresponding fatigue life
due to plain fatigue could be estimated as
𝐹𝐼sub = 𝐶f ∙ (𝑁)𝑐f

(36)

where Cf and cf are parameters that depend on the material, but also on e.g. surface roughness etc.
Alternatively, the remaining life could be estimated to be exponentially related to the crack length and
linearly related to the stress amplitude, cf textbooks on fatigue and fracture mechanics.
As seen, prediction of rolling contact fatigue involves parameters that are very difficult (or impossible)
to monitor directly. For the case of surface initiated rolling contact fatigue, Karttunen et al have carried
out extensive numerical simulations to derive metamodels that relate the geometry of a wheel
(Karttunen, et al., 2014) or a rail in (Karttunen, et al., 2016) to the resulting FIsurf magnitude. It should
here be noted that surface initiated rolling contact fatigue and wear are competing damage
mechanisms where wear can wear off surface cracks and thereby increase the rolling contact fatigue
life.
For subsurface initiated rolling contact fatigue, the vertical load magnitude tends to be the major
influencing parameter (Ekberg & et al., 2007). Consequently, as a first approach, the operational life
could be presumed to not relate to the contact geometry.
Even for the (significantly more straight-forward) case of plain fatigue, there are a number of
parameters involved that are difficult to measure and/or to quantify. In particular, stress magnitudes
will depend on the global and detailed geometry of the track structure.
Summary
How monitoring of mechanical deterioration of components outside the main track structure should
be carried out (if it is at all feasible etc.) will depend significantly on the specifics of the involved
components. As a general guideline, mechanical vibrations will have a detrimental effect, so
monitoring of these will provide a first indication of the risk of deterioration.
As for the main track structure, the current status regarding settlement, wear and plastic deformation
can be assessed using direct measurements of global and local geometry of the track and the rail
profiles. As for cracking, the first approach to assess the current status is through visual inspection to
detect any cracks. This can be enhanced by techniques such as eddy current and/or ultrasonic testing.
Predicting future degradation is more complex and generally requires numerical simulations to be
employed in addition to the monitoring actions. In particular, the rate of degradation is dependent on
a number of parameters that cannot currently be directly measured.
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7.3.3 Record of switch & crossing profiles in service
In October 2009 two VAE turnouts were installed in the INNOTRACK project in Eslöv – Sweden. Now
after 8 years in service and approximately 130MGT load, turnout cross section measurements have
been taken. Together with maintenance information provided by Trafikverket a LCC assessment has
been performed.
The details are as follows:
Installation October 2009: Sweden Eslöv 2 VAE turnouts: turnout #E454 (main line) and #E452 (railway
station).
Turnout types:
E454: EW-60E2A1-760-1:15 LH Fz(B-TR) EL; 1435, IFP
E452: EW-60E2A1-760-1:15 RH Fz(B-TR) DF; 1435, IFP
Operation conditions:
Turnout E454 mixed traffic, freight haulage, regional trains and ICE, about 16 MGT per annum and
about 120 trains per day. About half load for freight transportation. Traffic in both directions, straight
and diverging route.
Turnout E452 not frequently used and most in diverging direction
Speeds mixed traffic freight vehicle 100km/h, passenger trains 160km/h

Figure 66

Layout of Track 3 at Eslöv station

S&C demonstrator installation at “Eslöv”
Two different designed turnouts have been installed around the train station of Eslöv in 2009. One
(E454) lies at the entry into the station in the main line, the other one (E452) divides tracks no. 1 and
no. 2 and lies in the train station.
The turnout E454 has to stand mixed traffic, which means from freight haulage to regional trains to
ICE, of about 16MGT/trains p.a. About the half of this load is for freight and it is passed and reversed
very often.
Turnout E452 has been used infrequently, because of modification works at the train station. Mostly
it has been used for operations into the branch line.
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Technical specification
One installed demonstrator has been elastic (EL) and one direct fixation fastening (DF):
E454: EW 60E2A1-760-1:15 “L”FZ(B-TR)EL;1435; IFP
E 452: EW 60E2A1-760-1:15 “R”FZ(B-TR)DF;1435; IFP
Those turnouts have had the following specifications:






Tangential turnout geometry (according UIC-recommendation ORE, question D72)
Kinematic gauge optimisation (KGO / FAKOP) for improved riding comfort and reduced wear
Use of the same set of concrete bearers for different (stiff , elastic) rail support
Bearer position in the curved area of the turnout “fan shaped”, in straight area half angled
Subsequent installation of insulating joints or welding at all rail joints possible

In the following a short technical description is given:
Profiles:





Rail profile: 60E2A1 (60E2-40)
o This profile has been chosen because of the almost identical rail head contour to the
60E1 (UIC60) 1:30 profile, but a greater gauge corner radius of 3mm
Switch rail profile: 60E2A2 (Zu60E2-40)
Check rail profile: 33C1 (UIC33)

Materials:



Stock, switch, running, crossing and closure rails: R350HT (HSH)
Check rail: R320Cr (1100)

Switch Devices:





Set of flexible switches: it consists of two finished stock rails, two finished flexible switches,
the switch supports and the anti-creep device
KGO/FAKOP: This system was invented to reduce the contact forces of a railway vehicle. An
asymmetric widening of the gauge in the transition area makes the wheel steer in the right
direction, which avoids hard flange contact and reduces lateral forces and the wear of the
components
Roller system for switch devices “PIROLL”: This roller system for switches developed by VAE
makes lubricating and cleaning of the slide plates needless. The rollers are integrated in the
slide plates, so there is no impairment of tamping activities. Because of the consistent partition
of the roller units, a uniform lifting and a smooth setting operation of the switches is possible

Crossings:


Common monoblock crossing “EHZ CENTRO Mn13”: The central part is cast in one block of
high-manganese steel with an excellent wear resistance because of the work-hardening
process. It is interchangeable and thermite weldable into the track

Plates and fastening material:



Rail fastening: Superstructure “PANDROL FAST-Clip” (Spring Clip)
Stock rail supports: Inner stock rail fastening “i-FAST”
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Check rails: Web-Type check-rail chair on the check-rail chair plate

Set of concrete bearers:



Continuous pre-stressed concrete bearers (B) with bolt and nut – FAST-Clip fastening
Locking device: integrated in hollow steel bearers with covers and supports for JEA73 point
machines

Figure 67

VAE demonstrator-turnout

Figure 68
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Figure 67 VAE demonstrator-crossing

PIROLL roller system and different fastening material
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Geometry measurements at Eslöv
The 2d cross-section measurement system “Nextsense Calipri” was used to take measurements in the
switch panel and the crossing panel. Some details of the measurement process are described as
follows:Observe material deformation and wear of rails and crossings.
Marking [1] of appreciated cross-sections (Longitudinal
reference: Tip of crossing nose, orthogonal to the half
diverging angle, tip of switch rail)
White colouring [2] of bright surfaces to limit reflections
and maintain accurate results. (typically developer spray,
PT-testing or chalk spray)
Positioning of the guide plate [3] with the sensor head [4]
in the crossing or free positioning for measurement of
rails. Gauge width / guard width remain unmeasured!
Moving of the sensor head [1] to capture the whole cross
-section
The already captured parts of the cross-section are displayed
on the tablet computer [2], displayed with green lines.
Three laser lines [3] (middle line is the result position, the
other two are used for tilt compensation) indicate the crosssection.
Measurement principle: Laser triangulation
Switch panel geometry assessment
Geometry measurements of the switch panel were taken for
voestalpine VAE turnouts E452 and E454. All switch rails and
stock rails were measured independently, using the Nextsense Calipri measurement system. Sections
were taken at numerous positions of the machined switch rail at a nominal switch rail width 0 mm,
5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm, 35 mm, 40 mm, 50 mm and 54 mm. The alignment of
the measured sections is based on nominal rail profiles 60E2 and 60E2A2. An illustration of the
referenced surfaces for the alignment process is shown in Figure 69.

Figure 69
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Switch panel measurements and alignment
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To be able to align the different measured sections correctly the web of stock rail and switch sections
are taken (green line, no change during operation and time) as a reference for all sections. Therefore,
it is guaranteed to have the same height level when assembling the cross sections.
Because of the fact that there are no reference measurements of 2009 available, the possible geometry
assessments are based on designed geometry, respectively nominal railway profiles. The following
assessments are now performed:




Height material loss due to wear (or grinding of stock rails)
Gauge corner material loss of switch rails
Height material loss of switch rails

Stock rail height material loss – compared to nominal rail profiles
The results of stock rail height degradation are shown in the following figure for the turnouts E452 and
E454. The material loss is evaluated at the measured cross-sections in vertical direction compared to
the nominal rail profile:

Figure 70

Stock rail height wear of selected turnouts in the switch panel

It can be seen (Figure 70), that there is a difference between turnouts and between left and right stock
rail. The reason for height degradation has most probably two causes: material wear due to train
loading or turnout grinding. It is also visible that there is no significant difference between material
wear at the beginning and end of the switch panel. There is also no increased material loss in the
transition area, where wheels have to change from the stock rail to the switch rail (facing direction) or
vice versa (trailing direction). The average material loss for each rail from Figure 70 is summarised in
the next figure:
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Average stock rail height wear

Figure 71 shows the average stock rail height difference between measured and nominal rail profile.
Despite the fact that the absolute numbers are different for each turnout, there is also a difference
between curved and straight stock rail visible.
Switch rail gauge corner material loss
The gauge corner wear of switch rails was done for voestalpine VAE turnouts E452 and E454 based on
designed switch rail profiles as reference for certain positions. The results of gauge corner wear are
shown in the following figure:

Figure 72

Switch rail gauge corner wear

It is very noticeable that there is almost no measureable gauge corner wear between designed and
measured switch rail profiles. It has to be mentioned here (and it is also shown in the figure) that the
allowed machining tolerances for switch rails in terms of height and gauge corner width are ±0.5 mm
for these turnouts and the measured values are in the same range as the machining tolerance. One
reason for the significant low gauge corner wear might be the KGO design (kinematic gauge
optimization) of the switch panel, where proper gauge widening supports wheelsets steering through
the turnout (Ossberger, 2005).
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Switch rail height material loss
The same assessment as before for the gauge corner material loss on switch rails is now shown for
height material loss on switch rails in the following figure:

Figure 73

Switch rail height material loss

In contrast to gauge corner wear, the switch rail height wear assessment shows material loss up to
2.3 mm at the higher loaded turnout E454 on the straight rail. The peak value is located around
3000 mm after the tip of the switch rail where switch rail width (gauge corner to gauge corner) is
~20 mm.
Additional remarks
It is noticeable that switch rail cross-sections on all turnouts showed some material flow at the
machined surface towards the stock rail. At the same time there was no material flow visible on the
stock rail close to the gauge corner.

Figure 74
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Material flow at stock rail / switch rail cross-section
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The reason behind that effect might be the location of wheel/rail contact. In terms of switch rail
contact the loading is closer to the machined corner. Deburring is recommended to avoid any damage
or crack initiation at these locations.
Crossing panel geometry assessment
Geometry measurements of cast manganese steel crossings were done for turnouts E452 and E454.
Cross-section measurements were performed orthogonal to the half diverging angle of the crossing
and aligned to the tip of the crossing-nose, which means the Calipri equipment was aligned at the half
angle of the crossing angle, to take the same section as done at the design phase of crossings for
correct comparison. Cross-sections were measured from 20 mm, 50 mm in 50 mm steps up to 800 mm
and additionally at 1000 mm after the tip of the crossing-nose and -100 mm, -200 mm, -300 mm, 400 mm and at narrowest flange-way location prior to the crossing-nose. Reorientation of crosssection measurements for cast crossings can be done easily by aligning profiles to the top-of-rail
surface and using as horizontal orientation the groove in 30 to 40 mm depth. The following figure
shows the superposition of all cross-sectional measurements of one crossing:

Figure 75

Cross-section measurements

Crossing of turnout E452
Again, the crossing nose height and vertical wheel position trajectories for ORE-S1002 wheel moving
in the straight route, centre axis of track are shown in the following:

Geometrical
transition point

Figure 76
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E452 crossing height and wheel position trajectories
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The assessment shows good wheel transition geometry. There is almost no bulge in the crossing-nose
trajectory (right figure, right curve, Figure 76) visible. Additionally, the design crossing-nose height
(Figure 76, left) is added with a black line. It can be seen that in an area of small crossing-nose there is
already a height difference of up to 2 mm – nevertheless the transition angle and geometrical
transition point are good. Some figures, showing the standard wheel, moving in the straight route
through the crossing 50 mm, 250 mm and 400 mm after the tip of the crossing nose are shown in the
following:

Figure 77

E452 crossing geometry rigid contact with ORE-S1002

The crossing-nose shape shows a good adaption to the wheel profile which will result in a relatively
big contact patch and less contact pressure for same loads.
Crossing of turnout E454
Again, the crossing nose height and vertical wheel position trajectories for ORE-S1002 wheel moving
in the straight route, centre axis of the track are shown in the following:

Geometrical
transition point

Figure 78

E454 crossing height and wheel position trajectories

The evaluations of crossing W454 show different results compared to E452. First, the crossing nose
height (Figure 78, left) shows some significant deviations from linearity which are most probably the
result of loading (two bulges are visible) or grinding after build-up welding. The vertical wheel position
trajectories show a severe bulge in the transition area (around 350 mm after the crossing-nose tip).
Increased dynamic forces during the transition are expected if the geometry is in such a condition. In
this case transition geometry grinding, build-up welding or crossing replacement is recommended. The
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corresponding cross-sections with rigid wheel-rail contact are shown for positions 50 mm, 250 mm and
400 mm after the tip of the crossing-nose in the following:

Figure 79

E452 crossing geometry rigid contact with ORE-S1002

Additionally the crossing-nose showed some plastic material flow and deburring is necessary to avoid
crack initiation. A crossing-nose detail figure (300 mm after the tip) is shown in the following:

Material plasticity,
deburring required

Figure 80

Burr at crossing E454

Conclusion on crossing measurements
Crossing of turnout E454 showed bad transition geometry and maintenance action is required.
Crossing of turnout E452 showed good transition geometry and a good adapted shape.
LCC assessment of cross section measurements and maintenance
The current results of the inspection of the demonstrator installation site (see Switch panel geometry
assessment and Crossing panel geometry assessment) as well as the maintenance records of the
demonstrator turnouts of Trafikverket are taken into account for the LCC calculation performed in
section 7.3.4.
Consequently the input data for the INNOTRACK demonstrator LCC calculations are based on field
experience (8 years of experience) and expert prognosis derived from profile measurements.
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7.3.4 Life Cycle Cost (LCC) calculation
For performing LCC calculations input data from Railway Authorities is required in terms of
maintenance cost, maintenance intervals, delay costs, etc.
The following table depicts a group of data sets collected from network operators, as suggested by
VAE. It should be noted that the actual data to be collected needs to be mutually defined between
partners and is furthermore subject to data availability at the network operator. The table has the
following structure:
No.
Identification number of the required data set
Data set:
name of the data set
Description:
describes the data set
Format:
describes the format of the data set
an – alpha numeric input
c–
coding according to defined list
d–
date and/or time
n–
numeric
No. Data set
General data
1
Place of installation
2
Stress parameters
3
System ID
4
Description of system
Reliability
5
Date of installation
6
Date of failure occurrence
7
Failure detection
8

Type of failure

9
10

Provision
Failure cause

11
Remarks
Availability (incl. 5 and 6)
12
Date of failure report
13
Start of maintenance work
14
End of maintenance work
For LCC (incl. 5, 6, 13, 14)
15
Duration of maintenance
16
Required maintenance
personnel
17
Required
spare parts/material
18
Cost rate of personnel
19
Cost of spare parts/material
20
Operation obstacles cost
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Description

Format

designation of line
e.g. tonnage, speed, number of readjustments
definite system identification
construction, radius, elevation etc.

c
n
an
an

better: date of putting into service
date of occurrence or failure detection
type of failure detection (e.g. signalling system,
inspection)
according to defined failure list (dependent on
operator)
after failure occurrence according to scope of works
e.g. material failure, malfunction, maloperation,
vandalism, etc.
any additional supporting information

d
d
c/an

report transfer to maintenance team
for determination of technical availability
for determination of technical availability

d
d
d

c/an
c/an
c/an
an

n
n/an
according to spare part list

n/an

in case if available
in case if available
in case if available (minutes of delay, rail
replacement transport etc.)

n
n
n
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In terms of switches and crossings in the INNOTRACK project a LCC-calculation was performed by
Trafikverket based on Trafikverket´s LCC model. The calculation is based on the same nominal S&C
compared to the innovative solution installed as a demonstrator in the INNOTRACK project. The
estimation is based on an S&C of the type UIC60-760-1:15 (standard S&C for Trafikverket) or similar.
The input data were based on statistics from Trafikverket (Sweden), DB (Germany) and SNCF (France).
The traffic data loading condition and related RAM (reliability, availability, maintainability) figures vary
both within one country and between different countries depending on which track section is studied.
The given figures are average figures as they represent a mixture of experience from several countries
and track conditions.
Calculation Data
Table 14

Input data for LCC calculations INNOTRACK

LCC-Input
General Data
Traffic data
Technical Life Time
Maintenance Activities
Failure rate
Preventive maintenance
Mean time to repair (MTTR) for corrective
maintenance
Mean time to repair (MTTR) for
preventive maintenance
Mean Waiting Time (MWT) for corrective
maintenance
Mean Logistic Delay Time (MLDT) for
preventive maintenance
Replacement of crossing
Replacement of half set of switches
Tamping interval
Grinding interval
Cost data
Investment material cost
Investment installation cost
Maintenance cost per activity
Net present calculation
Discount rate
Inflation rate
Calculation period

1) INNOTRACK SP3, (Innotrack, 2008)
Trafikverket data (2009)
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Value

Source

20
500

MGT/year (Million Gross Tonnes/year)
MGT (25 years)

1
2

1.5
20
0.5

Failure/year
Maintenance actions/year
h

1
1
1

1

h

1

1

h

1

1

h

1

MGT
MGT
MGT
MGT

3
3
3
3

240
160
120
80
5
2
25

€
€
€
%
%
Years (See Technical Life Time)

2) Literature: (Zwanenburg, 2008),

1

3)
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Table 15

Changes of input data due to INNOTRACK invention

Invention

Investment

TLT*

Design and
material

+6%

+20%

Corrective
Maintenance
-30%

Train
delays

Preventive
Maintenance

-30%

-30%

Operation

Inspection

0%

0%

*Technical lifetime (TLT)
LCC Input Life Cycle Data
For modelling the LCC case, the assumptions in Table 14 are made.
Input regarding design and material
Material tests and development of new designs were evaluated in the INNOTRACK project. In
addition current results of the inspection of the demonstrator installation site (see clause 5.3.4.10) as
well as the maintenance records of the demonstrator turnouts are taken into account for the
calculations.
Consequently the input data for the INNOTRACK demonstrator LCC calculations are based on field
experience (8 years of experience) and expert prognosis based on profile measurement data.
Prognosis: Increase of technical life time of turnout system & components (crossing, half set of
switches) by minimum 20%
Prognosis: Increase of preventive maintenance interval (grinding, tamping etc.) by ~30%
LCC comparison
Life Cycle of Standard S&C resp. Innovative S&C at Trafikverket
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The “life cycle” number represents the year in service. That means for example in the first year both
turnouts are ground / deburred twice. The standard turnout has to be ground / deburred again twice
after 8 years in service; instead the innovative turnout only after 15 years. These figures represent
the improvement of the enhanced turnout design, respectively for all other different data.
The anonymous cost data used for the calculation are based on data from a European Railway
Infrastructure Manager. The costs for investment include S&C system and costs for installation.

Figure 81

GA 730841

LCC results (overall costs) of standard and innovative S&C system
(INNOTRACK demonstrator)
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LCC results (overall costs) of standard and innovative S&C system
(INNOTRACK demonstrator)

Output from the LCC model
In general a LCC-model is a supportive tool to find cost drivers. Cost drivers can be identified in either
subsystems or maintenance actions. The conclusion so far is that there are at least some definite areas
that can be addressed to lower the LCC of S&C;








To increase the technical life time (TLT) (at least > 500 MGT)
The switch and stock rail assembly has high cost arising from replacement and periodical
preventive maintenance, as well as from failures, in particular caused by the ALD. Investment
in technical innovative solutions results in optimisation of total LCC
The replacement of crossings and half set of switches should not be more than one during
the Technical Life Time
The maintenance interval for grinding and tamping (considered as a periodical preventive
maintenance cost) should be analysed in more detail to see if the intervals could be
optimised
The costs of inspection are rather high and could be lowered by the use of monitoring
systems

The LCC prognosis performed by Trafikverket in the INNOTRACK project resulted in a LCC reduction of
14,9% when using innovative S&C (as installed as a demonstrator in the INNOTRACK project).
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The LCC calculation performed by voestalpine VAE (see Figure 81 and Figure 82) shows results as
follows:
LCC (overall cost) reduction by 13,4%
Capital Value (1 S&C) ~ € 26.000.Internal Rate of Return (IRR) ~ 17%
Internal rate of return (IRR) is a metric used in capital budgeting to estimate the profitability of
potential investments. Internal rate of return is a discount rate that makes the net present value
(NPV) of all cash flows from a particular project equal to zero. IRR calculations rely on the same
formula as NPV does.
To evaluate the above figures the performance and cost / investment of the turnout (S&C) would
have to be observed during the time calculated.

7.4 Existing failure mode controls
7.4.1 Mapping failure data to identified failure modes
The main objective of this section is to map the failure modes described in Section 7.1 to systems and
maintenance practices that can contribute to their detection.
In2Rail outputs
In2Rail Deliverable D2.3 “Embedded & Integrated Sensors: Systems Design Hierarchy Report”
discussed the important S&C physical phenomena, with associated Quantity of Interest (QI), that can
be monitored through sensors, whatever their type. The deliverable does not focus on matching QI to
failure mode nor to usual maintenance practices. This is the aim of this section.
Means of detectability
Evidently, the detection function is a primary means of detectability. Moreover, while the ALD motor
is an essential component in the actuation subsystem of S&C, it can also be a convenient means of
detectability. Indeed, the power consumption curve with respect to time during a switch movement is
data relatively simple to acquire but quite complex to analyse. To extract value from it, the
Infrastructure Manager (IM) must be able to link the features of the curve to actual facts happening
during operation. These facts can be part of normal operation, precursor of failure or actual failure.
Since these links depend strongly on the IM (features of interest, tolerance, reliability of the detection)
we choose here to map the possibility to establish such a link to detect a given failure mode rather
than to identify the exact feature needed to detect a given FM.
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Most of the IM practices of surveillance rely on information collected by external means applied to the
S&C, such as walking inspection and cab riding, as follows:
Walking inspection by track maintenance operators
As part of the surveillance process S&C is regularly inspected by an inspector walking through the S&C
with a checklist of features to inspect. Some are quantitative (measurement with tolerance) while
others are more qualitative (visual check) and rely on maintainer expertise.
Cab riding by track maintenance operators
During a cab ride a competent operator could observe obvious problems within S&C and can better
feel vibration and shocks during the train passage on the S&C. Linking the vibration/shock intensity to
a specific failure mode relies strongly on operator expertise and must be validated by another way (i.e.
walking inspection). However, an abnormal vibration/shock is a way to detect sign of a failure related
to the train-track interaction.
Inspection train with automatic measurement based on imaging systems
Since the value delivered by this kind of system is not in the image itself but in the analysis, it is
complicated to evaluate independently of the measurement system the QI, and thus the FM, that can
be monitored. Moreover, depending of the final user (IM), tolerance and validation of the data can be
different from one IM to another. We then choose to match the visibility of a FM on an image rather
than the automatic detection of it.
In plain line track the track circuit can be confidently used to detect a broken rail as a failure mode.
The situation is more complex in the case of S&C. In France, mapping a failure of the track circuit to a
broken element is not trivial and strongly depends on the S&C: type, installation, condition, installation
of the circuit itself. It is thus impossible to affirm that any circuit of any S&C can be used to properly
detect a given FM. Consequently, the track circuit has been excluded from the present analysis.
Table 16 maps the presented means of detection to the prioritised failure mode identified in section
7.5.
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Mapping of prioritised failure modes to selected means of detection

In train surveillance

Measurement train
(image based)

x

x

x

Cracks in cast crossings from defects or
damage

x

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through
machined length of switch rail

x

Deformation of crossing nose and wear of
wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(fabricated & part fabricated)

x

Stock rail and switch rail both sideworn

x

Tri-metal weld defect

x

x

x

x

Loose/missing bolt (fixed stretcher bar)

x

Cast crossing defects due to squats,
wheelburns, batter, flaking/shelling, metal
breaking out of wheel transfer area

Loose/missing lock nuts (adjustable
stretcher bar)

Detection

Deformation of crossing nose and wear of
wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(Cast)

ALD

Foot surveillance

Failure Mode

x

x

x

x

x

Crossing check rail worn out

x

Switch rail damage

x

Defective arc weld repair

x

GA 730841
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7.4.2 Detection of S&C failure modes within an operating environment
Scope
This section presents an overview of the main failure modes of S&C presented in earlier sections of
this document and proceeds to look at the methods to detect these failures within the context of an
operational railway environment.
For this, current detection capabilities provided by maintenance practices are evaluated.
This section will not cover the rail surface degradation and rail deterioration process.
Turnout design covers a wide range of layouts, from a single turnout to a double slip moveable point
crossing; all those types can be covered by a generic failure mode description that can thus be adapted
to the particular turnout design or specification.
This document covers the generic failure mode for a single S&C layout.
The operating conditions are not covered by this document since they can increase or decrease the
speed of deterioration of the component but not the type of failure.
The geometry and tolerances related to installation and maintenance conditions are not covered by
this section since they can increase or decrease the speed of deterioration of the component but not
the type of failure.
Methodology
A functional model is described for a typical S&C operated in a network. This allows establishing the
main and secondary function and their relationship.
A structural model is described for a single S&C, typically representing a ballasted turnout.
The structural model allows the possible failure mode of the main components of the system to be
established. From the functional model and the structural model, a map can be established relating
the failure mode to the function. From this map, the correlation with current maintenance practices
can establish the capability to detect a failure.
Quantitative evaluation is not included in this study since data from maintenance is not included in
this section. Nevertheless, an evaluation of the efficiency of the maintenance to detect a failure is
given.
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Functional model
The functional model presents the main (Fp) and secondary (Fc) functions of a typical S&C layout:

Fp2

Fp4

Fc1

Fc2

Fp1
Fc3

Fp3

The S&C is affected by factors such as:








The track: usually welded to the adjacent plain line track
The wheels: wheels and axles
The environment: temperature and related consequences, rain, subgrade movement
The regulation: norms, standards, specification
The organisation: for the transit, maintenance, intrusion
The track bed or subgrade: to support the track
Relationships between the above main functions can be established

Main Functions
Fp1

Loads “LOAD”
Transfer the loads from the wheel to the sub-structure

Fp2

“IN Transit”

Switching “GUIDE”
Allow transit of the vehicle one track to another

GA 730841
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“switching”

Allow selection of the vehicle one track to another
Fp4

Electrical continuity “POWER”
Allow current circulation & signalling

“IN Transit”

“switching”
“IN Transit”

Secondary Function
Fc1

Environment





Fc2

Climate: rain, temperature, earth movement, etc.
Corrosion
Maintenance : Aggression, shocks, erosion (during working phases)
Vibration: noise, ground vibration, rail vibration, etc.
Regulation




Fc3

Law
Standards, specifications and norms
Organisation & Financing
Signalling



Insulation of the signalling equipment

Structural model
The structural model describes the main structure and components of the S&C.
The model is established using:




A general description; giving the main definition and use of the S&C
The main parts of the S&C; usually 3 parts: the switch, closure and crossing panels
Interfaces; in particular with the driving and control systems

EN 13232 ‘Railway applications - Track - Switches and crossings - Part 1: Definitions provides a basis
to describe the S&C, as follows:
General description:








Rail inclination
Geometry and properties
Rail profile
Fastening system
Integration in long welded rails
Wheel and bogies types
Type of traffic (speed, frequency)
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Switch panel:






Stock rail profile and grade
Switch blade profile and grade
Plates and fasteners
Switching
Bearers

Closure panel:






Rail profile and grade
Plates and fasteners
Insulating joints
Bearers

Crossing panel:





Crossing (frog) type and properties
Plates and fasteners
Bearers

Interface:




Heating system
Driving and control system
Welding

Function and structure can be thus linked.Structure and function of the S&C
Table 17 presents the main links between the structure and function of the S&C. For instance, this
shows where Load Transfer (Fp1) will have an effect on the structure of components such as the rails,
bearers, pads etc. but not directly on the drive system.
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Main links between structure and function of S&C
Fp1

Fp2

Fp3

Fp4

Fc1

Fc2

Fc3

COMPONENT

Note
Loads Guide Select Power Environment Regulation Signal

Rail

X

X

X

X

Geometry

X

X

Profile and
grade

X

LWR

X

Switch blade

X

X

Stock rail

X

X

Stoppers

X

X
X

X

X

lateral
loads

X

Plates & chairs

X

X

Fastening
systems
Welds

X

X

X

X

Crossing

X

X

Crossing welds

X

X

Insulation

X

Insulating joints

X

Elastic pads

X

Fasteners

X

X

Bearers

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LWR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Driving system

X

X

X

X

Control system

X

X

X

X

Shunting

X

X

From the above table and complementary to the FMEA developed in Section 7.1.1 which considered
each failure mode independently, a fault tree analysis can be performed to understand the
interconnected relationship and a list of critical components worked out. It should be noted that the
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following includes components common to both S&C and plain line track for completeness, although
these were excluded from the FMEA when considering individual failure modes.
Critical components
The list of main critical components is presented below.
Table 18

List of main critical components
Component
Switch

Crossing

Sub component

Quantity

Stock rail

2

Switch blade

2

Crossing

1

Welds

4

Rails
Screws

3
Link to the bearers

All

Hold of the rail

All

Plates and chairs

Slide plates and baseplates

All

Insulating joints

Intermediate panel

2

All

All

Switch panel

All

Fastening

Insulating bushes
stoppers
Welds
Elastic pads

All
All

Driving system

Switch

Control system

Switch

All

Failure modes, detection means and corrective actions.
A maintenance plan can be established to cover the critical issues that can appear on the main critical
components, as shown in Table 19 (Turnout system) and Table 20 (ALD system).
In both tables the critical component is clearly identified with the expected origin of the failure of that
component specified (for example switch or stock rail wear or deformation). The actual physical effect
of this failure for each component has then been noted (e.g. crossing wear will lead to increased
impacts/shocks on the track).
In most cases the detection means is still currently visual inspection and/or measurement.
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Following detection of the failure an action plan must be developed to prevent or correct the failure
during maintenance. As can be seen this will predominantly take the form of grinding to restore the
switch or crossing to its designed profile or tightening of bolted connections to the prescribed torque
settings.
Table 19

Turnout system

Component Origin of the
failure
Switch
blade

Wear

Effect

Burs
- Dimension

Grinding
Tightening

Visual inspection
Measure
ALD power
consumption

Grinding
Tightening

Visual inspection
Measure

Grinding
Tightening

Visual inspection

Tightening

Tightening
Clearance

Visual inspection

Change part

Deformation

Wear

Squareness
Opening
Applying
Fastening
Burs
- Dimension

Deformation
- Gauge

Crossing
(Frog)

Wear

Stoppers

Wear

Deformation

Action

Visual inspection
Measure
ALD power
consumption

- Gauge

Stock rails

Detection means

Squareness
Opening
Applying
Fastening
Burs
Shocks
Gauge
Check rail position
Tightening
Clearance

Deformation
Plates

Wear
Breakage

Insulating
bushes

Deformation

Insulation
Tightening, position

Measure
Visual inspection

Tightening
Change part

Welds

Wear

- Burs

Measure
Visual inspection

Repair

Deformation

- Wear

Wear

- Burs

Measure
Visual inspection

Repair

Insulating
joints
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Component Origin of the
failure
Deformation

Effect

Detection means

Action

- Wear

Breakage
Bearers

Deformation

Levelling
Stability

Measure
Visual inspection

Change part

Elastic pads Deformation

Stiffness

Visual inspection
Measure

Change part

Rails

Wear
Surface defects

Visual inspection
Measure

Grinding

Stability
Lateral movement

Visual inspection

Tightening
Change part

Breakage

Wear
Deformation

Screws

Breakage
Unscrewed

Table 20

ALD system

Component Origin of the
failure
Driving
system

Wear

Control
system

Effect

Detection means

Action

Incorrect movement

Visual inspection
ALD power
consumption

Grinding
Tightening

Corrosion

Incorrect position

Visual inspection
Measure

Grinding
Tightening

Deformation

Loss of control

Visual inspection
ALD power
consumption

Change part

Deformation

Improper
position
Bars, axis,
cranks and
rodding

Wear
Deformation

Incorrect position

As expected, all failure modes listed above can be detected but most of them only by the historic
means of human visual inspection. The industrial performance of such detection, and thus the safety
level, rely then mainly on the preventive maintenance paradigm. In order to both increase the
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efficiency of such maintenance and progressively switch to the predictive maintenance paradigm, the
infrastructure manager should seek to generalise remote data acquisition and progress in their crossed
analysis.
In terms of data, new approaches could be developed at reasonable cost as core monitoring practices.
Continuous monitoring of the track circuit is presently done to maintain the circuit itself but can be
used to indirectly monitor the S&C. Indeed, any variation in the track insulation will have an impact on
the track circuit tension with or without train load. The challenge is then to link the tension signal
feature to physical degradation of the S&C or to external cause (e.g. intruder, humidity, etc.). A more
straightforward approach monitors the detection status against time beyond the binary detection that
is needed for operation. Without full failure of the detection function, slight variation in the continuous
detection variable can be linked to a precursor of a failure mode. Finally, shock and vibration can be
recorded by measurement train during each passage over the S&C.
Each of these data sources constitutes rich information by itself for a few S&C sub-systems at a time.
Cross-analysing all these data in a system scale monitoring approach will be the key to an efficient
failure detection and thus to better safety level.

7.5 S&C FMECA
The FMEA template described in Section 7.1.1 was used to develop the European FMECA framework
by carrying out further analysis at workshops attended by subject matter experts from within the
IN2TRACK consortium. This analysis was completed by the infrastructure managers individually, as
they were the source of historic failure data for their respective networks. Initially, it was the intention
to carry out a quantitative analysis to rank the items and failure modes, in order to prioritise the areas
for further research. However, a qualitative approach was then adopted because the availability of
data for some failure modes across all networks was limited and this could have skewed the results.
The FMECA was developed by estimating the severity of the potential effects of the failure modes and
the likelihood of their occurrence, in order to assign a failure criticality score to each failure mode,
using the parameters in Table 21 and Table 22 and, where: Criticality = (Frequency / Likelihood) x
Severity.
Table 21

Severity evaluation criteria

Rank
1

Does not cause service affecting delays

2

Service affecting delays
Extended service affecting delay
Minor safety risk (protected wrong side failure)
Minor staff injury
Wrong side failure or potential for slow speed
derailment or collision
Serious staff injury

3

4
5
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Occurrence evaluation criteria

Rank

Frequency / Likelihood

1

< 10 per annum nationally

2

10<freq<100 per annum nationally

3

100<freq<1,000 per annum nationally

4

1,000<freq<10,000 per annum nationally

5

>10,000 per annum nationally

The severity evaluation criteria used combined safety and reliability in its severity scoring, as both were
considered drivers for gaining improvements through design. These built upon the examples given in
(CEN, 2006) EN 60812:2006 'Analysis techniques for system reliability - procedure for failure mode and
effects analysis (FMEA), CEN (2006), tailoring the scoring for individual operating systems. The mean
values were then used to determine the scores for each failure mode.
The results are shown in the criticality matrix in Figure 83, which has a range of criticality from 1
(lowest) to 25 (highest). The total number of failure modes in each criticality range is given in Figure
84. It was found that the highest criticality score was 13. The most critical failure mode was found to
be 1A24 ‘deformation of the crossing nose and wear of the wing rail due to wheel impact/contact in
cast crossings’. There were found to be seven failure modes with a high severity score, although the
criticality was lower due to a low frequency / likelihood score (2 or less). Details of the high severity
failure modes are given in Table 23. Twelve failure modes were found to have a criticality score of 8 or
higher, as shown in Table 24. The full FMECA is shown in Annexe A and images of each failure mode
are included in Annex B.
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Criticality matrix
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Number of failure modes criticality category
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Highest severity failure modes
Severity
[Mean]

Component

FM No.

Switch (forged transition
and weld) and stock rails

1A16

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through machined
length of switch rail

4.7

1B1

Loose/missing bolt (fixed stretcher bar)

4.5

1A2

Debris in crossing flangeway

5.0

1B3

Cracked/broken stretcher bar, bracket or gooseneck
(fixed stretcher bar)

4.5

1A15

Rail defect through the machined length of the
switch blade

4.7

1B2

Loose/missing lock nuts (fixed stretcher bar)

4.5

1B6

Loose/missing fastenings (tubular stretcher bar)

4.5

Stretcher bars
Crossing (frog) unit
Stretcher bars
Switch (forged transition
and weld) and stock rails
Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars

Table 24
Component

Highest criticality failure modes
FM No.

Crossing (frog) unit

1A24

Crossing (frog) unit
Switch (forged transition
and weld) and stock rails

1A26

Crossing (frog) unit

1A25

Switch (forged transition
and weld) and stock rails
Crossing (frog) unit
Stretcher bars

Failure Mode

1A16

Criticality
[Mean]

Failure Mode
Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail
due to wheel impact/contact (Cast)
Cracks in cast crossings from defects or damage
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through machined
length of switch rail
Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail
due to wheel impact/contact (fabricated and part
fabricated)

13.0
12.0
9.7
9.3

1A19

Stock rail and switch rail both sideworn

8.7

1A27
1B1

8.7
8.5

Crossing (frog) unit

1A29

Stretcher bars
Check rails
Switch (forged transition
and weld) and stock rails
Switch (forged transition
and weld) and stock rails
Closure rails
Crossing (frog) unit

1B4
1A30

Tri-metal weld defect
Loose/missing bolt (fixed stretcher bar)
Cast crossing defects due to squats, wheelburns,
batter, flaking/shelling, metal breaking out of wheel
transfer area
Loose/missing bolt (adjustable stretcher bar)
Crossing check rail worn out

1A22

Switch rail damage

8.0

1A17

Defective arc weld repair

8.0

8.5
8.3
8.3

Comparing the top twelve failure modes based upon criticality (Table 24 and the top seven failure
modes based upon severity alone (Table 23), there are only two failure modes in common; namely,
1A16 “Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through machined length of switch rail” and 1B1 “Loose/missing
bolt (fixed stretcher bar)”. This highlights the importance of considering the frequency / likelihood of
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the failure modes occurring when prioritising the failure modes and components for future research
and development. Removing or reducing the effects of failure modes with the highest criticality should
provide the maximum benefit. In addition to minimising the risk of a serious incident, eliminating these
failure modes may offer a potential reduction in inspection and maintenance requirements.
All but two of the highest criticality failure modes were common to all three infrastructure
maintenance partners; with only 1B1 “Loose/missing bolt (fixed stretcher bar)” and 1A29 “Cast
crossing defects due to squats, wheelburns, batter, flaking/shelling, metal breaking out of wheel
transfer area” affecting only two networks. The top failures are almost exclusively on the crossing
units, switch rails and stretchers bars which clearly prioritise these components for improvement.
The crossing unit failure modes are generic, grouping multiple failures together i.e. wheel / rail
interface defects and deformation due to wheel impact / contact, and may not correctly identify the
root cause(s). However, these are likely to be similar and relate to materials; design of components or
specific layouts; and track support. The stretcher bar failures are focused on security of fastenings. The
switch failures are related to wear and damage, causing a risk of derailment due to flange climb and
rolling contact fatigue i.e. wheel rail / interface defects. This suggests that, similarly to failure modes
associated with crossings, future development should focus on materials and design. This is further
discussed in Chapter 9.
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8 Contrast S&C damage catalogue with plain line track
damage catalogue
8.1 General considerations
There exists a number of rail damage catalogues as discussed in Section 5.1 and also in IN2TRACK
Deliverable D3.1. The “unofficial standard” document is the UIC Leaflet 712 “Rail defects” (UIC712,
2002). As indicated in the title, this leaflet (which is currently in preparation for a new revision) only
deals with rail damage, mainly in the form of wear and fatigue cracking. In the context of switches &
crossings, this means that failures related to driving and locking devices, support structures etc. are
excluded. In addition to the rail defect catalogues, there typically exist (national) regulations related
to damage of other components. As these components are less standardised (and less prone to
reoccurring damage) than rails, it is more cumbersome to create detailed standardised damage
catalogues for such details.
The restriction of the UIC Leaflet (and other similar guidelines) to rail defects also implies that
geometry deviations that do not relate to excessive wear are excluded. There are however standards
for track geometry that also consider switches and crossings (see e.g. (CEN, 2017) although the
regulations provide a fair amount of flexibility in limit values for switches and crossings owing to the
complex geometry of these components.
The complex geometry and (locally) small curve radii of S&C will result in somewhat different damage
patterns than for plain line. In particular contact areas may be small and forces high at transition zones
in the S&C. Further, especially crossings may feature different materials than what is commonly used
on plain line. This will of course be reflected in the character of occurring damage.
That being said, typically rail damage can be divided into wear, surface initiated rolling contact fatigue,
subsurface initiated rolling contact fatigue, thermal damage and plain fatigue. Welds have an
additional influence and may promote all of the mentioned damage mechanisms. Further, corrosion
and mechanical damage to the rail surface (scratches) may influence plain fatigue resistance.

8.2 Comparing UIC and “Capacity4Rail” damage catalogues
The UIC rail defect catalogue ( (UIC712, 2002) focuses on rails. In principle much of the content is valid
also for rail damage in S&C. However, as noted in section 8.1, there are differences in the loading
situation for rails in plain line track as compared to rail in S&C.
As noted in the UIC Leaflet, it contains definitions of rail defects, recommendations, locations of the
defects, and a general coding system for rail defects. A uniform adaptation of this coding system is
crucial if damage statistics are to be comparable across railway networks. For this (and other) reasons
it was concluded in section 5.1 that the UIC Leaflet should be employed in IN2TRACK. To facilitate a
correct identification of defects, the UIC Leaflet contains photographs and descriptions of
characteristics and appearance, how the defect can be detected, and general recommendations.
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To summarise, the primary aim of the UIC Leaflet is to provide a consistent and well-defined
characterization scheme for rail defects. In addition, the Leaflet contains fairly brief descriptions of
root causes for the different types of damage. The on-going revision of the Leaflet expands this aspect
to some extent. The Leaflet also contains practical instructions on how the different types of damage
can be detected and some recommendations on mitigating and preventive actions.
In contrast, the Capacity4Rail failure catalogue (Capacity4Rail, 2014) focuses solely on S&C. This
includes rail defects, but the scope is expanded e.g. to specific forms of damage that occur in the
crossing. In addition to rail defects, also damage to check rails, plates, fastenings, bearers, driving and
locking devices, and ballast are considered.
Regarding the overlapping topic of rail damage, there are forms of damage that has a one-to-one
relation to defects in the UIC Leaflet. Examples are the Capacity4Rail defect “1.1.1 Spalling of stock
rail”, which is equivalent to the UIC defect “2221 Shelling of the running surface”. Another example is
the Capacity4Rail defect “1.2.3 Headchecks”, which is essentially equivalent to the UIC defect “2223
Head checking / Fissuring / Scaling at the gauge corner”. Unfortunately, there is no reference in the
Capacity4Rail catalogue to the corresponding defect in the UIC Leaflet. This is unfortunate since this
adds to the risk of confusion in damage reporting and decreased possibilities of correct evaluations of
damage statistics. This is less of an issue in the case where the catalogues use the same nomenclature
(e.g. “1.2.4 Squats” vs “227 Squat / Cracking and local depression of the running surface”; “1.2.10 Short
pitch corrugation” vs “2201 Short-pitch corrugation” etc), but also in these cases it would be beneficial
to have also the UIC code to ensure that reporting is consistent.
It should here be emphasized that most of the failures listed in the Capacity4Rail catalogue do not have
a one-to-one correspondence. One reason is the fact that the Capacity4Rail classification generally is
more focused on the underlying cause. As an example, one could compare the Capacity4Rail failure
“1.1.3 Soft spots in the running surface to the UIC defect “224 Local batter of running surface” but it
could also result in “2204 Abnormal vertical wear” and perhaps “223 Crushing”.
Another reason for the lack of one-to-one correspondence between the two catalogues is that the
Capacity4Rail catalogue includes a number of S&C specific “rail” defects, such as “1.4.8 Plastic
deformation of the crossing nose”. In this case the damage is a special case of a more general type of
damage that exists in the UIC failure catalogue (“123 Crushing” [at the rail end]). There are also defects
that are entirely S&C specific, e.g. “1.4.4 Casting defect leading to cracking” (even though the defect
has similarities to thermit welding defects).
The Capacity4Rail failure catalogue also includes failures that are not defect related. One example is
“1.1.4 Non-compliance of narrowest flangeway (residual switch opening)”, which is a geometric fault
and also a fault that does not exist on plain line.
The failure catalogue considers fastenings (e.g. 1.1.5 Incorrect lateral attachment of switch rail”, “1.7.1
Break / loosening of fastening elements) and topics such as broken bolts, screws and fishplates (“1.7.2
Broken bolts / screws” and “1.7.3 Cracked / broken fishplates”. In contrast, the UIC defect catalogue
does not consider fastenings and only considers the actual damage to the rail in the vicinity of bolts,
screws and fishplates (e.g. “135 Star-cracking of fishbolt holes”).
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The bearing part of the Capacity4Rail failure catalogue is essentially restricted to damaged/broken or
misaligned sleepers. The categorisation does not go into more detail although there are a number of
potential causes for the different faults.
The Capacity4Rail categorisation of failures of driving and locking devices is limited to breakage of
stretcher bar joints. Further, ballast failures are only assessed indirectly through occasions of large
variations in track positions.

8.3 S&C FMECA damage comparisons
8.3.1 Introduction
Below, the different forms of damage identified in the FMECA are compared to the rail defect
catalogue of the UIC Leaflet (2002) (UIC712, 2002). This is done in order to ensure consistency and
establish interrelationships. Note that (as discussed) it is not straight-forward to compare S&C faults
with categorisations made for rail defects. Note also that the aim of a rail defect catalogue and the
classification of failure modes included in the FMECA are not the same. This will be further discussed
in section 8.3.2. However, if the S&C damage corresponds to a rail defect, comparisons and the use of
similar nomenclature will be very useful in identifying and mitigating root causes.
Also note that further categorisation of rail damage may be found in International Heavy Haul
Association (IHHA, 2015)), (E.E., 2011) and (Stone, 2004). Also note that UIC Leaflet (2002) is being
updated, which means referring codes may change in the future.
To put the FMECA in context, the UIC defect catalogue (UIC712, 2002) and the Capacity4Rail failure
mode catalogue (Capacity4Rail, 2014a) both focus on the different failure modes with the aim of
providing stringent definitions of different forms of damage. Both catalogues also discuss potential
root causes and to some extent effects (and mitigating actions). However, this is not a key aspect of
the catalogues.
The current report builds on these two catalogues. In some areas it expands further into root causes.
It also includes an FMEC-analysis that expands the characterization of damage formation into the area
of assessing effects and criticality of different modes of failure.

Figure 85
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8.3.2 Comparisons of FMECA failure modes to rail defects in UIC Leaflet 712
The different failure modes identified in the FMECA relate to the rail defects in the UIC Leaflet 712
(UIC712, 2002) as follows:
Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
Similar in character to the UIC 712 defect 123: Crushing and 124: Local batter of the running surface,
but occurs at the crossing and not at a common rail end. The description in the FMECA also relates to
secondary damage, which is not discussed in the UIC Leaflet. Note also that the FMECA divides this
fault between (part) fabricated and cast crossings, whereas the UIC Leaflet focuses on the type of the
fault in general.
Loose/missing bolt
This is not explicitly mentioned in the UIC Leaflet, which instead covers a potential consequence of the
loose/missing bolt in fault 135: Star-cracking of fishbolt holes. The reason that loose bolts due to poor
fastening are not included is that in the UIC terminology these are not rail defects. Note that the FMECA
divides this failure mode depending on the position of the bolt.
Debris in crossing/switch flangeway
Not included in the UIC 712 since it is not a rail defect. Note that the FMECA divides this failure mode
depending on the position of the debris.
Loose/missing lock nuts
Not included in the UIC Leaflet since it is not a rail defect. Note that the FMECA divides this into several
failure modes depending on the location of the lock nuts.
Cracks in cast crossings from defects or damage
This is a type of defect that relates to a multitude of defects in the UIC 712. Depending on the root
cause and appearance, it can involve almost any defect listed, including foot cracks and cracks related
to welding. If the FMECA is to be employed for preventive work or statistical use, this failure mode
should be divided into a number of root causes as it currently is too broad for that purpose.
Cracked/broken stretcher bar, bracket or gooseneck
This is a failure related to fatigue / fracture of a component other than the rail. Consequently, it is not
covered by the UIC 712. Note that the FMECA divides this failure mode depending on whether the
stretcher bar is adjustable or not.
Stock rail and switch rail both sideworn
Mainly relates to the UIC code 2203: Lateral wear.
Tri-metal weld defect
Not included in the UIC 712, since there are no weld connection to manganese rails. However, the
defect can be compared to weld defects of rails that are collected in chapter 4 of the UIC 712.
Rail defects as a result of arc weld repair
Relates to the UIC 712 defect 431 and 432 which cover electric arc welding induced transverse cracking
of the profile and horizontal cracking of the web, respectively.
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Switch roller system – rollers seize
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Snow compacts around switches and ALD
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Crossing check rail worn out
Not directly covered by the UIC 712 but could be considered a special case of the UIC code 2203: Lateral
wear.
Wear/damage to newly installed cast crossing
The description in the FMECA mainly relates to the UIC 712 defect 123: Crushing and 124: Local batter
of the running surface (see also the first FMECA item). However, the title is extremely wide and
essentially covers most of the defects in the UIC 712. If the FMECA is to be employed for preventive
work or statistical use, the title should be made much more specific.
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through machined length of switch rail
Depending on the nature of the RCF, this could relate to most of the defects under heading 222:
Shelling in the UIC 712. If the FMECA is to be employed for preventive work or statistical use, this
failure mode should be divided into a number of more distinct failure modes as is the UIC 712.
Sideworn stock rail associated with little used switch
Not directly covered by the UIC 712 but relates to the UIC code 2203: Lateral wear.
Cast crossing defects due to squats, wheelburns, batter, flaking/shelling, metal breaking out of wheel
transfer area
Depending on the characteristics, most of the defects in the UIC 712 could fit this failure mode. If the
FMECA is to be employed for preventive work or statistical use, this failure mode should be divided
into a number of more distinct failure modes as is the UIC 712. Note also that it could be hard to
distinguish between this failure mode and the “Deformation of crossing nose and wear of wing rail due
to wheel impact/contact”, “Cracks in cast crossings from defects or damage” and “Wear/damage to
newly installed cast crossing”.
Rail defect through the machined length of the switch blade
As for the failure mode “Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through machined length of switch rail“, this
could relate to most of the defects under heading 222: Shelling in the UIC 712 depending on the nature
of the damage. However, since the failure mode is specified as “rail defect”, it also includes e.g. wheel
burns and corrugation (although the description gives at hand that this was probably not intended by
the authors). If the FMECA is to be employed for preventive work or statistical use, this failure mode
should be divided into a number of more distinct failure modes as is the UIC 712.
Lipping on switch and or stock rail
Mainly relates to the UIC code 223: Crushing and 224: Local batter of running surface depending on
the extent of the plastic deformation along the rail.
Switch rail with a sharp gauge corner profile
Could be considered a special case of the UIC code 2203: Lateral wear.
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Timber /concrete / steel bearer fails
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Contaminated / broken/ineffective slide plates
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Phosphor bronze insert pins lift up and block switch
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Switch rail damage
This could relate to most of the defects in the UIC 712 depending on the nature of the damage.
However, the description seems to focus on plastic lipping, which makes it somewhat difficult to
distinguish from the failure mode “Lipping on switch and or stock rail”. If the FMECA is to be employed
for preventive work or statistical use, this failure mode should be much more specifically defined and
perhaps be divided into a number of more distinct failure modes as is the UIC 712.
Ballast degradation under switches
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Worn gauge stop
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Loose glued housings on concrete bearers
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Timber bearer unable to support ALD equipment
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Loose shroud on modular concrete layout
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
Stock rail headwear associated with a less head worn switch rail
Could be considered a (very) special case of UIC 712 code 2204: Abnormal vertical wear.
Warped/twisted (crippled) bearer
Not a rail defect and thereby not included in the UIC 712.
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9 Identification of prioritised areas for improvement
This chapter identifies the prioritised areas for improvement of S&C, determined by establishing the
failure modes capable of being eliminated or minimised through enhanced design using the FMECA
process detailed in Chapter 7. This provides a focus for future research, with the aim of eliminating the
failure modes through design and / or use of innovative materials and, for management of remaining
failure modes, moving towards prediction and prevention of S&C failures, as opposed to current ‘find
and fix’ methodologies.

9.1 Prioritised areas for improvement
9.1.1 High criticality failure modes
The FMECA process identified twelve failure modes with a criticality score of eight or higher, which
relate to five components; namely, the crossing (frog), switch and stock rails, stretcher bars, check rails
and closure rails. The failure modes are depicted in the S&C failure mode catalogue in Annex B. The
highest criticality failure modes (scoring over 9) relate to crossing defects and deformation, and switch
rail RCF, as shown in Table 25.
Table 25

Highest criticality failure modes

Component

Failure Mode

Crossing (frog) unit

Deformation of crossing nose and wear
of wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(Cast)

Crossing (frog) unit

Cracks in cast crossings from defects or
damage

Switch

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through
machined length of switch rail

Crossing (frog) unit

Deformation of crossing nose and wear
of wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(fabricated & part fabricated)

Two of the most critical failure modes (scoring over 8) were also high severity failures, relating to
switch rail RCF and security of stretcher bar fastenings, as shown in Table 26. It has been shown in
Section 7.4 that, of the highest criticality failure modes, six rely on detection using foot surveillance
alone e.g. by visual / manual measurement or ultrasonic means, as shown in Table 27. All but two of
these failure modes relate to damage caused by plastic deformation, wear or crack initiation and
growth due to RCF. The others relate to rail and weld defects.
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High criticality and severity failure modes

Component

Failure Mode

Switch

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through
machined length of switch rail

Stretcher bar

Loose/missing bolt (fixed stretcher bar
)

Table 27

High criticality failure modes reliant on foot surveillance detection methods
alone

Component

Failure Mode

Switch

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through
machined length of switch rail

Switch and stock rails

Stock rail and switch rail both sideworn

Crossing (frog) unit

Cast crossing defects due to squats,
wheelburns, batter, flaking/shelling,
metal breaking out of wheel transfer
area

Check rails

Crossing check rail worn out

Switch

Switch rail damage

Stock rails, closure rails, crossing

Defective arc weld repair

Failure associated with security of stretcher bar fastenings is shown to have three detection methods
to identify a potential fault. However, all the above failure modes are prioritised areas for
improvement, as the highest criticality and high criticality reliant on manual means of detection alone
and / or high severity present the greatest safety risk. Also, as inspection proved to be a significant
cost affecting the Life Cycle Cost of the asset in Section 7.3.4, elimination of these failure modes offers
a reduction in whole life cost, together with the potential for reduced maintenance requirements.
As discussed in Section 7.2.1, S&C failures are generally reported as superstructure faults, although
poor support conditions may often be an underlying cause. Although ballast degradation under
switches had a relatively low FMECA criticality score (of 4.5), it has been shown that the dynamic load
effects within the wheel transition area of S&C can lead to sub-structure degradation, with resulting
dynamic displacements and subsequent increased loading and ultimately component failure.
Therefore, this is also considered a prioritised area for improvement.
The areas presenting the greatest opportunity for improvement through further research are
discussed below.
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9.1.2 Wheel transfer areas
Figure 86 highlights the wheel transfer areas at the switch and at the crossing.

Figure 86

Turnout and wheel transfer areas

The following load conditions appear in these areas:
• Switch area: from switch rail to stock rail or vice versa
• Crossing area: from wing rail to point or vice versa. As a specific design, swing nose
crossings are in place at speeds above 200km/h and other special applications to reduce the
loading and slip in the wheel transfer area
High dynamic loads are experienced in these areas. On one hand, slip occurs due to the different
rolling radii; on the other hand, in addition to slip, impacts appear (especially in the crossing area).

Figure 87

Wheel transition on a rigid crossing point (Ossberger, et al., 2015)

Also, the condition of the wheels has a strong influence on the loading conditions: worn wheels are
transferred to the point later than a new wheel. In addition, the wheel drops and no smooth transition
is given (see Figure 88). Therefore, crossing damage can be accelerated; this is especially critical in
heavy haul conditions. In the trailing direction wing rail damage may take place.
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Figure 88
Comparison of overrunning conditions between a new wheel (upper line) and
a hollow wheel (bottom line)
The biggest challenge for the engineer is to find the best compromise for the overrunning conditions
within the wide variation of different wheel profiles within the established limits of the Railways.

9.1.3 Crossing damage mechanisms

Figure 89

Measured variation of wheel profiles

It has been shown that there are three predominant damage mechanisms at turnout crossings: plastic
deformation, wear and rolling contact fatigue.

Figure 90
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Damage on crossings will not only be detrimental for the crossing itself; also the sub-structure is
affected due to higher dynamic loading, which can lead amongst others to ballast degradation.

9.1.4 Optimised turnout stiffness
During the INNOTRACK project (Ekberg & Paulson, 2010) it was proven that elastic bearing reduces
contact forces in a railway turnout. Figure 91 describes a new concept of tailored elasticity which, by
variation of pad material or pad stiffness, the stiffness over the turnout can be equalised over its
length.
Also the use of under sleep pads show that degradation of ballast can be minimised.

Figure 91

Optimised turnout Stiffness [Source Getzner]

Focussing on system stiffness and geometry, turnouts are an irregularity in the track, which can
result in various degrees of vertical rail deflection within different areas, even if other boundary
conditions remain unchanged.
Variations in stiffness along the switch panel and crossing panel areas result in discontinuity of the
superstructure system. The constantly changing load-bearing surface area of the bearers in the
ballast superstructure has also a strong influence. The difference in load distribution within the
turnout is a three-dimensional problem which can be analysed using numerical calculation methods.
By installing additional elastic elements with defined stiffness it is possible to improve the load
distributing effect of the supported rails. At the same time, the load-bearing characteristics of the
track frame can be optimised. One cost-effective way to approach this goal is to use Under Sleeper
Pads (USP) in track and Under Bearer Pads (UBP) in turnouts with varying degrees of stiffness. USP
and UBP are a cost-effective method to subsequently increase the elasticity of the superstructure
and reduce degradation of the ballast. They are installed between bearer and ballast and are
available in a continuous range of modulus levels from approximately 0.02 N/mm³ to stiffer than
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0.30 N/mm³ (determination of bedding modulus as per DBS 918 145 on a prescribed load plate with
ballast profile).
With ballasted track, elastic USP and UBP not only allow for a longer rail bending line, which reduces
loads on the ballast, they also help to prevent contact abrasion as the top layer of the ballast can
become embedded within the pads. Hard contact points between the bottom of the sleeper and the
ballast are alleviated and the rail track behaviour is more homogeneous. The pads also help to
prevent sudden settling of sleepers or bearers due to cavitation (Müller-Boruttau, Kleinert, 2001).
By optimizing the configuration of UBP with varying degrees of stiffness, support differences can be
compensated. The following Figure 92 shows a comparison with an improved configuration of
stiffness using various types of UBP.

Figure 92

Stiffness optimisation. Comparison of rail deflection patterns with optimized
solution using different UBP types along the turnout (Getzner 2007)

The first curve shows as an example of the deflection curve without any additional UBPs (no UBP).
The rail deflection of 0.8 mm in the regular track results exclusively from the set bedding modulus of
ballast and subgrade of 0.2 N/mm³. If the vertical deformation is increased by the uniform
installation of additional UBPs, the resulting bedding modulus of roughly 0.10 N/mm³ leads to an
increase in deflection to 1.3 mm before and after the turnout (one UBP type), but with this approach
the main irregularities along the turnout are still present. In the optimized solution the differences in
vertical rail deflection can be smoothed out by the installation of various UBP (different UBP types).
This allows for a more homogeneous pattern of deflection to be achieved.
However, the use of defined elastic elements such as Under Sleeper Pads (USP and UBP) improves
the elasticity of the track and turnout superstructure with low investment costs. At the same time
the ballast, which is a latent source of track instability, is stabilized, as individual ballast stones are
embedded in the surface layer of the USP and UBP. Loads on the superstructure are reduced by a
more homogeneous bedding of the sleepers and track stability is improved.
Moreover, in turnouts, the geometrically determined differences in stiffness can be smoothed out.
To achieve this target, UBP with various degrees of stiffness can be used, placed in a way that the
entire construction features improved load-bearing conditions. Track irregularities caused by
turnouts can thus be mitigated and vibrations can be reduced.
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Using a turnout model based on numerical calculation methods, it is possible to analyse the loadbearing behaviour of the construction. As data can be varied for different parameters, it is possible to
analyse a very wide range of geometric boundary conditions and stiffness conditions. The challenge
involved is to take the non-linear bedding properties into consideration.

9.1.5 Switch damage mechanisms
Switch rails have no impact damage; side wear is the typical damage as well as fatigue. A typical failure
is breaking off switch tips due to rolling contact fatigue. It has been shown that this mainly can be
prevented by either more intense maintenance works (i.e. grinding) or by using a harder rail grade,
typically R350HT, instead of R260. Alternatively, due to improved design features, optimised
overrunning condition (Fakop, TOZ) (see 7.3.3 of this document) and appropriate wheel maintenance
can prevent this mode of failure.

Figure 93

a) Switch tip break-out (Capacity4Rail, 2014b) b) Cross section through a
cracking switch top

Monitoring and assessment of the switch rail profile is required, particularly in the stock rail / switch
rail wheel transfer area, where the angle of the switch rail face and friction coefficient are key
derailment hazards that require careful management. Also, if breakout occurs, the length and depth
of the breakout is a derailment hazard, (UIC712, 2002).
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9.1.6 Joints
Although rail joints other than the tri-metal weld within a cast crossing were not considered within
the FMECA, as they are not S&C specific components, they can also be considered as a ‘hot spot’.
This covers all kinds of joints: fish-plated, thermite welded and flash butt welded.

Figure 94

Fish-plated construction joint

These joints behave differently depending on the joining technology, whether fishplated or welded.
Even welded joints need care as they have a heat affected zone. This heat affected zone can be
optimised by process development, but a heat affected zone with a certain hardness drop will be
present.

9.1.7 Areas for future research
The following areas are considered S&C ‘hot spots’, which offer scope for improvement in terms of
increased RAMS performance and reduction in Life Cycle Cost:





Crossing – wheel transition area (wing rail to crossing nose)
Switch – wheel transfer area (stock rail to switch rail)
Joints – fish plated joints and welds within S&C unit
Track support – ballast degradation due to wheel impact forces

In particular, investigation into the following shall be considered:





Elimination of failures relating to rail deformation, wear and RCF, including monitoring and
assessment of the switch rail profile
Optimised support stiffness / track elasticity
Monitoring and self-adjusting capability

These will be considered further in deliverables D2.2 and D2.3, focussing on whole system modelling,
enhanced design, manufacturing and materials, monitoring and control.
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10 Conclusions
It was found that the main areas for potential improvement of S&C relate to the elimination or
minimisation of failures caused by rail deformation, wear and RCF; optimisation of switch rail profile;
greater understanding of the effects of S&C support conditions; and enhancement of whole system
monitoring, to reduce the requirement for visual and manual measurement to monitor and control
remaining failure modes. It was considered that improvement in these areas offers the largest benefit
in terms of improved RAMS performance and LCC. Existing knowledge gained from partner
organisations within the IN2TRACK consortium and previous research and development projects has
been presented and analysed, to develop a deeper understanding of root causes, linking these to
operational consequences and providing a means of identification and prediction of component
degradation rates.
Previous studies carried out into factors affecting derailment risk have shown that this is
predominantly associated with a combination of poor vehicle and track condition. However, reference
to applicable Swedish maintenance standards in Section 7.1 of this report suggests that an appropriate
margin against derailment is provided by the mandated maintenance regime.
The main cause of S&C failure was found to be a loss of function to support and guide trains with the
published axle load, line speed and EMGTPA, due to plastic deformation, wear and crack initiation and
growth due to RCF; the major damage mechanism involved in S&C failure being RCF. This causes safety
and economical risks, resulting in spalling and potential rail breaks.
It has been shown that selection of higher grade steels for use in S&C offers better wear resistance
than standard R260 steel, leading to improved service life, although material and manufacturing costs
are higher. In particular, analysis of the use of R350HT rail for switch blades presented in Section 6.4
has demonstrated twice the service life compared to equivalent use of R260 rail, although moderate
RCF has been experienced.
The use of bainitic steel in S&C presented in Section 6.6 has demonstrated improved wear resistance
when compared with R260 rail, with a corresponding reduction in RCF. However, during field trials, the
use of B360 in a curved switch blade experienced a discrete flaking defect, which is further investigated
in IN2TRACK deliverable D3.1.
It has been found that S&C failures are generally reported as superstructure faults. However, studies
in Section 7.2 of this report suggest that poor support conditions may be an underlying cause. It has
been shown that high dynamic loads in the wheel transfer areas of the switch and crossing unit result
in a complex loading pattern. Loss of substructure support causes higher dynamic displacements
which, in turn, results in deterioration of the S&C components, higher dynamic loads and further
ballast degradation. Further research is required to better understand the mechanics of S&C
substructure interaction and the wheel impact mechanisms in which forces are transferred through
the component assembly to the ballast to address this. In addition, the use of modular bearers for S&C
construction is highlighted as a significant failure mode, having implications for maintenance and inservice performance. Research into S&C bearer optimisation is included in IN2TRACK deliverable D2.2.
The findings of long-term field trials of two innovative turnouts installed in the INNOTRACK project
are presented in Section 7.3. Innovative features included higher grade steel, amended rail profile,
kinematic gauge optimisation and embedded roller slide plate system. Measurement following eight
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years in service found that the most heavily loaded turnout experienced several of the failure modes
identified as critical in the existing S&C designs. Material wear was experienced on the stock rail;
although a reduction in switch rail gauge corner material loss was noted, when compared to that
generally experienced in conventional turnouts. There was evidence of material flow at the
machined surface, possibly due to wheel / rail contact position. The crossing nose showed significant
deviation from linearity, bulging in the transition area and plastic material flow.
The most critical S&C failure modes were identified using a FMECA approach. However, it was noted
that some rail defect failure modes were generic and rail failures common to both S&C and plain line
had been excluded from the analysis. If the FMECA is to be used for preventative or statistical analysis,
it will need to be expanded to include individual rail defects in line with those described in the UIC Rail
Failure Catalogue UIC 712 R, (UIC712, 2002). Also, the S&C Failure Mode Catalogue in Annex B could
be used as a standalone reference document, although if it were used for this purpose, it may benefit
from grouping failure modes by component, rather than criticality and referencing the applicable UIC
712R defect codes.
A data analysis and modelling methodology is presented, which is used to establish failure or
degradation time distributions for S&C components. Three methods are used; namely, Weibull
Analysis, Poisson Processes model and Non-homogeneous Poisson Process. It is considered that these
could be used to predict the remaining service life of S&C components, in order to prioritise renewal
of existing components. However, further research is required to validate this, using a more
comprehensive component failure data set.
An LCC calculation is presented based on work carried out in the INNOTRACK project. It was found that
the LCC model provided a useful method to identify potential areas to reduce the LCC of S&C. Most
notably, these include preventative maintenance of existing layouts and development of innovative
solutions for replacement. It was shown that an innovative S&C demonstrator installed in the
INNOTRACK project predicted a LCC reduction of 15%. Further analysis of the planned frequency of
maintenance interventions such as grinding and tamping is required to optimise the maintenance
interval. As inspection proved to be a significant cost affecting the LCC, further research is required
into more cost effective methods. This is discussed further in IN2TRACK deliverable D2.3.
Means of detectability of failure modes was investigated in Section 7.4. It was found that six of the
most critical failure modes relied on detection using foot surveillance alone e.g. inspection by visual /
manual measurement or ultrasonic means. A fault tree analysis was performed to understand the
interconnected relationship of the failure modes identified in the FMEA. The analysis supported the
assessment that the main failure modes related to wear, deformation and breakage, for which visual
inspection and measurement are the primary means of detection. It was proposed that ALD power
consumption could be used as a means of detecting switch blade and stock rail wear. This is further
discussed in IN2TRACK deliverable D2.3.
Previous research into monitoring and prediction of deterioration rates was reviewed. It was found
that mechanical vibration provides the first indication of the risk of deterioration. Settlement, wear
and plastic deformation can be assessed using direct measurement of track geometry and rail profile.
S&C rail defects are generally monitored via a combination of visual inspection and non-destructive
testing, such as ultrasonic inspection and eddy current measurement. Predicting degradation is more
complex, requiring numerical simulation, preferably combined with physical measurement. This is
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further discussed in IN2TRACK deliverable D2.2, where a whole system modelling approach is
developed.
Safety and reliability rely on preventative maintenance, identified through effective monitoring and
inspection. Clearly, LCC and RAMS performance can be improved through removal of the critical failure
modes by redesign, together with improved remote monitoring and deterioration prediction. These
are investigated further in IN2TRACK deliverables D2.2 and D2.3.
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12 Annexes
12.1 Annex A: S&C Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)
Capacity4Rail
Damage Catalogue
Description4

NR Anaylsis
Scope

Panel

Component

1.4.5 Transverse
crack on the crossing
nose

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

1.4.4 Casting defect
leading to cracking

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

1.2.3 Head checks

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

1.4.5 Transverse
crack on the crossing
nose

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

Function

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Functional Failure

FM No.

Failure Mode

Frequency/
Likelihood
[NR]

Severity [NR]

Criticality
[NR]

Frequency /
Likelihood
[SNCF]

Severity
[SNCF]

Criticality
[SNCF]

Frequency/
Likelihood
[TRV]

Severity
[TRV]

Criticality
[TRV]

Frequency/
Likelihood
[Mean]

Severity
[Mean]

Criticality
[Mean]

Data based
on 2 partners
only

Ranking

4

3

12

4

3

12

3

5

15

3.7

3.7

13.0

N

1

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A24

Deformation of crossing nose and wear of
wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(Cast)

Vertical loading from train wheels inevitably wear/impact the nose of the crossing and wing rails. This
deforms the nose and wears the wing rails which increases the vertical loading of subsequent wheels.
This may cause one or more of the following: broken bolts/huck pins; dip angles/voiding; cracked/broken
component; excessive noise; and bearer indentation. The crossing will continue to deteriorate to the
point that a derailment is possible with the associated risk of injury/death.

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A26

Cracks in cast crossings from defects or
damage

Inherent defects or stress raisers can cause small cracks in cast crossings. Under loading these will
propagate and will ultimately lead to a broken crossing. This may lead to a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death.

3

3

9

4

3

12

3

5

15

3.3

3.7

12.0

N

2

3

5

15

1

4

4

2

5

10

2.0

4.7

9.7

N

3

2

3

6

4

3

12

2

5

10

2.7

3.7

9.3

N

4

3

4

12

1

4

4

2

5

10

2.0

4.3

8.7

N

5

2

3

6

4

3

12

2

4

8

2.7

3.3

8.7

N

6

Stretcher bar bolts may work loose over time due to load and vibration. One loose bolt will not result in a
loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose the stretcher bar assembly may fail,
functionality of the switch operation will not be affected. The failure will create additional stresses in
adjacent stretcher bars and the POE, which will accelerate subsequent failures. It will take multiple
missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position
and is free to foul the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train, leading to a derailment
with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail is not held and therefore not detected in its
correct position, a signalled route will be prevented from being set over the points. The closed switch will
be held in the closed position by the POE lock so is unlikely to move.
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Defects can be caused by damaged or slipping wheels. As the rail fatigues the defect will grow. The
defects can ultimately lead to a broken rail. May be detected by a track circuit failure. As more trains
pass over the failure, it is more likely that resulting rough riding will be reported , but this cannot be
guaranteed. In the extreme, the broken rail will lead to a derailment with the associated risk of
injury/death.

3

3

9

Stretcher bar bolts may work loose over time due to load and vibration. One loose bolt will not result in a
loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose the stretcher bar assembly may fail,
functionality of the switch operation will not be affected. The failure will create additional stresses in
adjacent stretcher bars and the POE, which will accelerate subsequent failures. It will take multiple
missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position
and is free to foul the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train leading to a derailment
with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail is not held and therefore not detected in its
correct position, a signalled route will be prevented from being set over the points. The closed switch will
be held in the closed position by the POE lock so is unlikely to move.
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3
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Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A16

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) through
machined length of switch rail

RCF causes cracks to appear on the rail head. Cracks grow until the rail fails (may shatter) and causes
a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. Where areas of excessive RCF growth exist it may
be worth considering design changes such as removing lubrication, re canting and installation of
premium rail to reduce maintenance costs and risk.

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A25

Deformation of crossing nose and wear of
wing rail due to wheel impact/contact
(fabricated & part fabricated)

Vertical loading from train wheels inevitably wear/impact the nose of the crossing and wing rails. This
deforms the nose and wears the wing rails which increases the vertical loading of subsequent wheels.
Due to the softness of the material the nose is more susceptible to bending and significant deformation
than a cast mono block. This will cause one or more of the following: broken bolts/huck pins; dip
angles/voiding; cracked/broken components; excessive noise; and bearer indentation. The crossing will
continue to deteriorate to the point that a derailment is possible with the associated risk of injury/death.

1.2.13 Abrasive wear

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A19

Stock rail and switch rail both sideworn

1.4.7 Spalled weld
deposit

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A27

Tri-metal weld defect

1.7.1 Break /
loosening of fastening
elements

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Stretcher bars

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA
(Clamplock)

1B1

Loose/missing bolt (fixed stretcher bar)

1.2.4 Squats; 1.2.9
Wheel burn; 1.2.2
Shelling

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A29

Cast crossing defects due to squats,
wheelburns, batter, flaking/shelling, metal
breaking out of wheel transfer area

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA
(Clamplock)

1B4

Loose/missing bolt (adjustable stretcher
bar)

1.7.1 Break /
loosening of fastening
elements

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Stretcher bars

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

1.5.1 Excessive wear
on check rails

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Check rails

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A30

Crossing check rail worn out

1.1.2 Lipping

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A22

Switch rail damage

1.4.7 Spalled weld
deposit

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails
Closure rails
Crossing (frog) unit

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A17

Defective arc weld repair

1.1.1 Spalling of
stock rail

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A18

None

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Points operating equipment (POE)
Stretcher bars

To continue to operate in
all local weather seasonal
variations

Unable to operate in winter
conditions

2C1

None

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Stretcher bars

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA
(Clamplock)

1B7

1.1.2 Lipping

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A21

1.6.1 Contamination /
excessive wear of
slide plates / sliding
inserts or roller
systems

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A2

1.4.5 Transverse
crack on the crossing
nose

Permanent
way (Track)

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A28

1.9.1 Breakage of
stretcher bar joint

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Stretcher bars

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA
(Clamplock)

1B3

1.8.1 Rotten / broken
timber bearers

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A9

1.1.1 Spalling of
stock rail

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A20

1.8.1 Rotten / broken
timber bearers

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A5

1.6.1 Contamination /
excessive wear of
slide plates / inserts
or roller systems

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A3

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains

Effects

Both the stock and switch rail may wear simultaneously. This can occur naturally when the through
route is curved and the turnout is heavily used (for example in a similar flexure turnout). It is unlikely to
occur where the through route is straight. It can also occur when a damaged switch rail is left in service
and traffic “smoothes out” the damage. The sidewear induces a sudden change of flange contact angle
over the first part of the switch rail, where in facing movements the wheelsets are steered by the switch
rail. This can be seen by the markings left by the wheel flanges as they begin to climb the switch rail
before slipping back. Eventually the wheel flange climb will result in a derailment with the associated risk
of injury/death. Also occurs where grinding of the switch blade has been carried out to change sidewear
angle or to remove damage.
The stainless steel insert is cast before being flash welded to the manganese and the normal grade
steel. Fatigue can propagate inherent defects within the weld, which went undetected during the
manufacturing process. The ultrasonic testing of steel inserts is not possible. Failure usually occurs at
the fusion face, the resulting break will be unsupported and may result in a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death.

Check rails wear over time. This has the potential for the check to move under load with the risk of train
wheels striking the crossing nose or running the wrong side of the nose. An unchecked wheel will move
towards the nose, causing a scar/ramp which can lead to derailment with the associated risk of
injury/death.
Switch rail damage may occur because lipping of the switch rail and/or stock rail has prevented the snug
fit of the mating faces of the two components. This lipping provides a pivot about which the flange force
can develop leverage to break off the top part of the blade. Alternatively the switch blade can be damaged
by the passage of trains and obstructions when points are operated. The resultant damaged switch rail
can then provide a sharp corner and ledge upon which a flange can climb resulting in a derailment with
the associated risk of injury/death.
Arc welding can create defects which later lead to rail failure which could lead to a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death.

Differential traffic can cause the stock rail to wear faster than the switch rail resulting in the switch
standing up above the sidewear scar. Flange contact can then deform the tip of the switch rail into the
sidewear on the stock rail. This reduces the contact angle between switch rail and flange to a point
Sideworn stock rail associated with little
where flange climb is likely; and may provide a ledge along which a wheel flange can run, resulting in a
used switch
derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. The problem is more likely to occur at sites where
facing train movements through the diverging path of the turnout are less than half those on the through
line.
Snow and ice can build up around the drive rods, stretcher bars, foot of the rail and in the flangeways. As
points are swung this will turn in to ice and prevent operation of the switches. Point heaters can be
Snow compacts around switches and POE
installed although they can fail or become overwhelmed. This failure is exacerbated by ballast close to
the rail foot and rodding. This may result in loss of detection and delays.
Over time deflection of the stretcher bar will result in fatigue, cracks may develop in the stretcher bar,
bracket or gooseneck. Gauge will not be immediately affected but over time the repeated deflection may
lead to a complete break of the stretcher bar assembly, functionality of the switch operation will not be
affected. The failure will create additional stresses in adjacent stretcher bars and the POE, which will
Cracked/fractured/broken stretcher bar or accelerate subsequent failures. It will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open
switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position and is free to foul the flangeway. This may occur
bracket (adjustable stretcher bar)
during the passage of a train leading to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open
switch rail is not held and therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled route will be prevented
from being set over the points. The closed switch will be held in the closed position by the POE lock so
is unlikely to move.
With the passage of trains lipping forms on the switch and stock rail, this may prevent the switch from
fully closing giving a loss of points detection. Over time the lipping can break out under the passage of
traffic damaging the switch blade. This may result in derailment risk with the associated risk of
Lipping on switch and or stock rail
injury/death. Lipping can also lead to hirozontal cracks propagating under the edge of the lipping leading
to transverse defects in the head of the rail and a broken rail if not managed.

Debris in crossing flangeway

Debris in the crossing flangeway may provide a ramp upon which train wheels ride up resulting in
derailment with associated risk of injury/death.

Vertical loading from train wheels inevitably wear/impact the nose of the crossing and wing rails. Until
work hardened newly installed cast crossing are at an increased risk. This deforms the nose and wears
the wing rails which increases the vertical loading of subsequent wheels. This may cause one or more of
the following: broken bolts/huck pins; dip angles/voiding; cracked/broken component; excessive noise;
and bearer indentation. The crossing will continue to deteriorate to the point that a derailment is possible
with the associated risk of injury/death.
Over time deflection of the stretcher bar will result in fatigue, cracks may develop in the stretcher bar,
bracket or gooseneck. Gauge will not be immediately affected but over time the repeated deflection may
lead to a complete break of the stretcher bar assembly, functionality of the switch operation will not be
affected. The failure will create additional stresses in adjacent stretcher bars and the POE, which will
Cracked/broken stretcher bar, bracket or accelerate subsequent failures. It will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open
switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position and is free to foul the flangeway. This may occur
gooseneck (fixed stretcher bar)
during the passage of a train leading to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open
switch rail is not held and therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled route will be prevented
from being set over the points. The closed switch will be held in the closed position by the POE lock so
is unlikely to move.
Timbers may be installed warped or twisted or may become deformed as a result of maintenance
activities or voiding. This may result in cant or cross level errors which cannot be corrected by lifting and
Warped/twisted (crippled) bearer
packing. Chairs/baseplates may not sit correctly on the timber or may support the rail on one side of the
chair/baseplate only. Rough rides reports may be received.
The stock rail may wear or be ground, reducing the height of the stock rail relative to the switch rail. As
Stock rail headwear associated with a less this height relationship reduces, the risk of incorrect flange contact on the switch rail increases. This will
reduce the impact angle of the wheel on the rails and can result in a flange climb derailment with the
head worn switch rail
associated risk of injury/death.
Over time a timber bearer will degrade, rotting and splitting. As it degrades it will allow movement of the
baseplates, the S&C will move out of gauge, increasing the likelihood of failure of other assets such as
Timber bearer fails
stretcher bars. Eventually it may result in a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.
Potentially a points failure could occur prior to derailment, but this is not guaranteed.
Wear/damage to newly installed cast
crossing

Debris in the switch flangeway

Debris and litter in switch opening can cause the switch not to complete its travel. Points will time out
and detection will not be obtained, the signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if
detection cannot be gained; alternatively it may result in a derailment.
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes
Capacity4Rail
Damage Catalogue
Description4

NR Anaylsis
Scope

Panel

Component

1.8.1 Rotten / broken
timber bearers

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

1.1.1 Spalling of
stock rail

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

1.8.1 Rotten / broken
timber bearers

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

1.6.1 Contamination /
excessive wear of
slide plates / inserts
or roller systems

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

1.2.2 Shelling

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

Function

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Functional Failure

FM No.

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A9

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A20

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A5

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A3

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A23

1.6.1 Contamination /
excessive wear of
slide plates / sliding
inserts or roller
systems

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Slide plates

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A12

1.6.2 Break of plates
/ check rail chair

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Base plates / inclined wedges

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A10

Switch (forged transition and weld) and stock rails

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

Stretcher bars

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA
(Clamplock)

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA
(Clamplock)

1B6

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A8

1.4.4 Casting defect
leading to cracking

1.7.1 Break /
loosening of fastening
elements

Permanent
way (Track)

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Switch

1.7.1 Break /
loosening of fastening
elements

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Stretcher bars

1.7.1 Break /
loosening of fastening
elements

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

None

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Ballast

1.6.1 Contamination /
excessive wear of
slide plates / sliding
inserts or roller
systems

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Slide plates

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA
To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

1A15

1B2

Frequency/
Likelihood
[TRV]

Severity
[TRV]

Criticality
[TRV]

Frequency/
Likelihood
[Mean]

Severity
[Mean]

Criticality
[Mean]

Data based
on 2 partners
only

Ranking
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Debris and litter in switch opening can cause the switch not to complete its travel. Points will time out
and detection will not be obtained, the signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if
detection cannot be gained; alternatively it may result in a derailment.
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Switches can wear to develop a pronounced edge or faceted surface at the gauge corner. This may cut
Switch rail with a sharp gauge corner profile into the surface of a wheel flange, enabling the flange to climb the switch rail. This can result in
derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.
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Loose/missing lock nuts (fixed stretcher
bar)

Stretcher bar bolts installed incorrectly or subjected to excessive vibration may work loose over time.
One loose bolt will not result in a loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose
the stretcher bar assembly may fail, functionality of the switch operation will not be affected. The failure
will create additional stresses in adjacent stretcher bars and the POE, which will accelerate subsequent
failures. It will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open switch rail is no longer held
in its correct open position and is free to foul the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train
leading to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail is not held and
therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled route will be prevented from being set over the
points. The closed switch will be held in the closed position by the POE lock so is unlikely to move.
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Loose/missing fastenings (tubular
stretcher bar)

Stretcher bar bolts installed incorrectly or subjected to excessive vibration may work loose over time.
One loose bolt will not result in a loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose
the stretcher bar assembly may fail, functionality of the switch operation will not be affected. The failure
will create additional stresses in adjacent stretcher bars and the POE, which will accelerate subsequent
failures. It will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open switch rail is no longer held
in its correct open position and is free to foul the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train
leading to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail is not held and
therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled route will be prevented from being set over the
points. The closed switch will be held in the closed position by the POE lock so is unlikely to move.
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Failure Mode

Effects

Timbers may be installed warped or twisted or may become deformed as a result of maintenance
activities or voiding. This may result in cant or cross level errors which cannot be corrected by lifting and
Warped/twisted (crippled) bearer
packing. Chairs/baseplates may not sit correctly on the timber or may support the rail on one side of the
chair/baseplate only. Rough rides reports may be received.
The stock rail may wear or be ground, reducing the height of the stock rail relative to the switch rail. As
Stock rail headwear associated with a less this height relationship reduces, the risk of incorrect flange contact on the switch rail increases. This will
head worn switch rail
reduce the impact angle of the wheel on the rails and can result in a flange climb derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death.
Over time a timber bearer will degrade, rotting and splitting. As it degrades it will allow movement of the
baseplates, the S&C will move out of gauge, increasing the likelihood of failure of other assets such as
Timber bearer fails
stretcher bars. Eventually it may result in a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.
Potentially a points failure could occur prior to derailment, but this is not guaranteed.
Debris in the switch flangeway

The roller system is a sealed unit but after a period in service the end caps come away and the lubricant
sets, causing the rollers to seize. This will increase the friction between the switch and the slide
Switch roller system - rollers seize
preventing the switch from completing it's travel. The points will time out and detection will not be
obtained, the signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if detection cannot be
gained.
Under repeat loading or due to mechanical damage baseplates can be broken or become ineffective. The
sliding surface will no longer be level and can result in the switch blade becoming retarded. This may
Broken/ineffective (slide) baseplates within
prevent the switch from completing it's travel. The points will time out and detection will not be obtained,
moveable length
the signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if detection cannot be gained.
Baseplates normally fail from underside so cannot be detected.
The rail manufacturing process occasionally leaves defects in the rail. Defects can also be caused by
damaged or slipping wheels. As the rail fatigues the defect will propagate, as the rail section is greatly
reduced within the planed length of the switch the defect will lead to a broken rail much more quickly
Rail defect through the machined length of than in the full rail head section. Derailment with the associated risk of injury/death, is much more likely
the switch blade
as the rail is not constrained within chairs or baseplates and may break away, and be unable to support
trains switching from one track to another. There is an additional risk that the broken rail will foul wheels
running over the through route and may interfere with signalling equipment. Ultrasonic inspection of the
switch rail is not possible once the width of the running surface is less than ~10mm.

The shroud on modular S&C can become loose. Over time the S&C will move out of gauge and
Loose shroud on modular concrete layout increases the likelihood of failure of other components. This may result in a loss of points detection or if
multiple bearers fail, eventually a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.

Frequency/
Likelihood
[NR]

Severity [NR]

Criticality
[NR]

3

3

2

Frequency /
Likelihood
[SNCF]

Severity
[SNCF]

Criticality
[SNCF]

2

3

6

1

3

3

1.5

3.0

4.5

Y
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3

2

6

1

3

3

2.0

2.5

4.5

Y
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3

2

6

3.0

1.5

4.5

Y
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1

4

4

1.0

4.3

4.3

N
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Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A1

Ballast degradation under switches

Ballast memory or ballast degrading due to contamination, may result in voiding and wet beds. Over time
this may cause switch components to deteriorate and eventually fail. Points may fail to complete their
movement resulting in delays to trains. Twist may occur leading to derailment, with the associated risk
of injury/death.

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A14

Contaminated slide plates

Dust/dirt will stick to the lubricated surface of a slide plate. This may result in increased levels of friction
that prevent the switch from completing it's travel. The points will time out and detection will not be
obtained, the signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if detection cannot be
gained.

3

1

3

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA
(Clamplock)

1B5

Loose/missing lock nuts (adjustable
stretcher bar)

Stretcher bar bolts installed incorrectly or subjected to excessive vibration may work loose over time.
One loose bolt will not result in a loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose
the stretcher bar assembly may fail, functionality of the switch operation will not be affected. The failure
will create additional stresses in adjacent stretcher bars and the POE, which will accelerate subsequent
failures. It will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open switch rail is no longer held
in its correct open position and is free to foul the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train
leading to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail is not held and
therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled route will be prevented from being set over the
points. The closed switch will be held in the closed position by the POE lock so is unlikely to move.

1

4

4

Unable to support ancillary
equipment

11A1

Timber bearer unable to support POE
equipment

Over time wooden bearers will gradually deteriorate, cracking and/or splitting. POE securing screws,
positioned close to bearer ends, will usually fail first, permitting play in POE operation. This can lead to
erratic operation of the points, followed by failure. Delays to trains will be incurred while repairs are made
(S&T inspections will often detect this failure before the points fail completely).

2

3

6

1

2

2

1.5

2.5

4.0

Y

34

Over time a gauge stop will wear and it's resistance to high lateral loads will reduce. Eventually this will
result in lateral movement of chairs/baseplates. This may allow the stock rail to move and the gauge to
spread and/or the switch blade to stand off the stock rail. This may lead to a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death. As a gauge stop is fitted the lack of lateral restraint may not be
immediately evident.

1

4

4

1

3

3

1.0

3.5

3.5

Y
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Over time the pins holding down a phosphor bronze insert may work loose, this may cause the pin to lift
up and block the movement of the switch. This will increase the friction between the switch and the slide,
which may cause the switch not to complete its travel. Alternatively the pins fall away but an increase in
friction can also lead to a loss of detection. Points will time out and detection will not be obtained, the
signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if detection cannot be gained.

1

3

3

1.5

2.5

3.5

Y
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1

3

3

1

3

3

1.0

3.0

3.0

Y
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1

2

2

1

2

2

1.0

2.0

2.0

Y
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1.7.1 Break /
loosening of fastening
elements

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Stretcher bars

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

1.8.1 Rotten / broken
timber bearers

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

To support ancillary
equipment including
signalling equipment or
contact systems equipment

None

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A11

Worn gauge stop

1.6.3 Slide plate
insert (pin) failure

Permanent
way (Track)

Switch

Slide plates

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A13

Phosphor bronze insert pins lift up and
block switch

1.8.2 Cracked /
broken concrete
bearers

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A4

1.7.1 Break /
loosening of fastening
elements

Permanent
way (Track)

All

Bearers (concrete/timber/steel hollow/composite)

To support and guide trains
with the published axle
load, line speed and
EMGTPA

Unable to support and guide
trains with the published axle
load, line speed and EMGTPA

1A7

Concrete bearers can fail for the following reasons: poor manufacturing quality, mechanical impact
damage, centre bound. Each of these will expose the reinforcement and cause it to corrode and "blow"
the concrete. Alternatively, it may cause the baseplates to loosen and move. The S&C will move out of
gauge, this presents a risk of derailment and increases the likelihood of failure of other assets such as
stretcher bars. This could result in a points failure and/or a derailment with the associated risk of
injury/death.
Over time glue surrounding the housings may deteriorate allowing them to loosed and move resulting in a
loss of gauge. One failed housing on it's own will have negligible effects but when many successive
Loose glued housings on concrete bearers
housings have failed, enough gauge spread can occur to cause a derailment with the associated risk of
injury/death.
Concrete Bearer fails

1

2

5

2

5

4

Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

12.2 Annex B: S&C Failure Mode Catalogue
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Crossing

Component

Failure Mode

Crossing (frog) unit

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects

1A24: Deformation of
crossing nose and wear of
wing rail due to wheel
impact/contact (Cast) [S&C]

Vertical loading from train wheels inevitably wear/impact the nose of the
crossing and wing rails. This deforms the nose and wears the wing rails
which increases the vertical loading of subsequent wheels. This may cause
one or more of the following: broken bolts/huck pins; dip angles/voiding;
cracked/broken component; excessive noise; and bearer indentation. The
crossing will continue to deteriorate to the point that a derailment is
possible with the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.4.5 Transverse crack on the crossing nose
1
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

Failure Mode

Effects
Inherent defects or stress raisers can cause small cracks in cast
1A26: Cracks in cast crossings
crossings. Under loading these will propagate and will ultimately lead
Crossing
Crossing (frog) unit
from defects or damage
to a broken crossing. This may lead to a derailment with the associated
[S&C]
risk of injury/death.
Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.4.4 Casting defect leading to cracking
Capacity4Rail Damage
2
FM Priority
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Failure Mode

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

RCF causes cracks to appear on the rail head. Cracks grow until the rail
1A16: Rolling Contact Fatigue fails (may shatter) and causes a derailment with the associated risk of
(RCF) through machined
injury/death. Where areas of excessive RCF growth exist it may be
length of switch rail [S&C]
worth considering design changes such as removing lubrication, re
canting and installation of premium rail to reduce maintenance costs
and risk.

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.2.3 Head checks
3
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Crossing

Component

Crossing (frog) unit

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A25: Deformation of
crossing nose and wear of
wing rail due to wheel
impact/contact (fabricated
& part fabricated) [S&C]

Effects
Vertical loading from train wheels inevitably wear/impact the nose of the
crossing and wing rails. This deforms the nose and wears the wing rails
which increases the vertical loading of subsequent wheels. Due to the
softness of the material the nose is more susceptible to bending and
significant deformation than a cast mono block. This will cause one or
more of the following: broken bolts/huck pins; dip angles/voiding;
cracked/broken components; excessive noise; and bearer indentation. The
crossing will continue to deteriorate to the point that a derailment is
possible with the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.4.5 Transverse crack on the crossing nose
4
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects
Both the stock and switch rail may wear simultaneously. This can occur
naturally when the through route is curved and the turnout is heavily
used (for example in a similar flexure turnout). It is unlikely to occur
where the through route is straight. It can also occur when a damaged
switch rail is left in service and traffic “smoothes out” the damage. The
sidewear induces a sudden change of flange contact angle over the first
part of the switch rail, where in facing movements the wheelsets are
steered by the switch rail. This can be seen by the markings left by the
wheel flanges as they begin to climb the switch rail before slipping back.
Eventually the wheel flange climb will result in a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death. Also occurs where grinding of the switch
blade has been carried out to change sidewear angle or to remove
damage.

1A19: Stock rail and switch
rail both sideworn [S&C]

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.2.13 Abrasive wear
5
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Crossing

Component

Failure Mode

Crossing (frog) unit

The stainless steel insert is cast before being flash welded to the
manganese and the normal grade steel. Fatigue can propagate inherent
1A27: Tri-metal weld defect defects within the weld, which went undetected during the
manufacturing process. The ultrasonic testing of steel inserts is not
[S&C]
possible. Failure usually occurs at the fusion face, the resulting break will
be unsupported and may result in a derailment with the associated risk of
injury/death.

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.4.7 Spalled weld deposit
6
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Failure Mode

Stretcher bars

Stretcher bar bolts may work loose over time due to load and vibration.
One loose bolt will not result in a loss of gauge between the switch rails
but as more bolts work loose the stretcher bar assembly may fail,
functionality of the switch operation will not be affected. The failure will
create additional stresses in adjacent stretcher bars and the ALD, which
will accelerate subsequent failures. It will take multiple
1B1: Loose/missing bolt (fixed missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open switch rail is no longer
stretcher bar) [S&C]
held in its correct open position and is free to foul the flangeway. This
may occur during the passage of a train, leading to a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail is not held and
therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled route will be
prevented from being set over the points. The closed switch will be held
in the closed position by the ALD lock so is unlikely to move.

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.7.1 Break / loosening of fastening elements
7
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Crossing

Component

Failure Mode

Crossing (frog) unit

1A29: Cast crossing
defects due to squats,
wheelburns, batter,
flaking/shelling, metal
breaking out of wheel
transfer area [S&C]

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects
Defects can be caused by damaged or slipping wheels. As the rail
fatigues the defect will grow. The defects can ultimately lead to a broken
rail. May be detected by a track circuit failure. As more trains pass over
the failure, it is more likely that resulting rough riding will be reported ,
but this cannot be guaranteed. In the extreme, the broken rail will lead
to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.2.4 Squats; 1.2.9 Wheel burn; 1.2.2 Shelling
8
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Stretcher bars

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1B4: Loose/missing bolt
(adjustable stretcher bar)
[S&C]

Effects
Stretcher bar bolts may work loose over time due to load and vibration.
One loose bolt will not result in a loss of gauge between the switch rails
but as more bolts work loose the stretcher bar assembly may fail,
functionality of the switch operation will not be affected. The failure will
create additional stresses in adjacent stretcher bars and the ALD, which
will accelerate subsequent failures. It will take multiple
missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open switch rail is no longer
held in its correct open position and is free to foul the flangeway. This
may occur during the passage of a train leading to a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail is not held and
therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled route will be
prevented from being set over the points. The closed switch will be held
in the closed position by the ALD lock so is unlikely to move.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.7.1 Break / loosening of fastening elements
9
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Crossing

Component

Check rails

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A30: Crossing check rail
worn out [S&C]

Effects
Check rails wear over time. This has the potential for the check to move
under load with the risk of train wheels striking the crossing nose or
running the wrong side of the nose. An unchecked wheel will move
towards the nose, causing a scar/ramp which can lead to derailment with
the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.5.1 Excessive wear on check rails
10
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects
Switch rail damage may occur because lipping of the switch rail and/or
stock rail has prevented the snug fit of the mating faces of the two
components. This lipping provides a pivot about which the flange force
can develop leverage to break off the top part of the blade. Alternatively
the switch blade can be damaged by the passage of trains and
obstructions when points are operated. The resultant damaged switch
rail can then provide a sharp corner and ledge upon which a flange can
climb resulting in a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.

1A22: Switch rail damage
[S&C]

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.1.2 Lipping
11
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

All

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
1A17: Defective arc weld
and stock rails Closure
repair [All]
rails Crossing (frog)
unit

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects

Arc welding can create defects which later lead to rail failure which could
lead to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.4.7 Spalled weld deposit
12
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects
Differential traffic can cause the stock rail to wear faster than the switch
rail resulting in the switch standing up above the sidewear scar. Flange
contact can then deform the tip of the switch rail into the sidewear on
the stock rail. This reduces the contact angle between switch rail and
flange to a point where flange climb is likely; and may provide a ledge
along which a wheel flange can run, resulting in a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death. The problem is more likely to occur at
sites where facing train movements through the diverging path of the
turnout are less than half those on the through line.

1A18: Sideworn stock rail
associated with little used
switch [S&C]

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.1.1 Spalling of stock rail
13
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Stretcher bars
(ALD)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects

Snow and ice can build up around the drive rods, stretcher bars, foot of
the rail and in the flangeways. As points are swung this will turn in to ice
2C1: Snow compacts around
and prevent operation of the switches. Point heaters can be installed
switches and ALD [S&C]
although they can fail or become overwhelmed. This failure is
exacerbated by ballast close to the rail foot and rodding. This may result
in loss of detection and delays.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
None
14
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Stretcher bars

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects
Over time deflection of the stretcher bar will result in fatigue, cracks may
develop in the stretcher bar, bracket or gooseneck. Gauge will not be
immediately affected but over time the repeated deflection may lead to a
complete break of the stretcher bar assembly, functionality of the switch
operation will not be affected. The failure will create additional stresses
in adjacent stretcher bars and the ALD, which will accelerate subsequent
failures. It will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the
open switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position and is free to
foul the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train leading
to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open
switch rail is not held and therefore not detected in its correct position, a
signalled route will be prevented from being set over the points. The
closed switch will be held in the closed position by the ALD lock so is
unlikely to move.

1B7:
Cracked/fractured/broken
stretcher bar or bracket
(adjustable stretcher bar)
[S&C]

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
None
15
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects
With the passage of trains lipping forms on the switch and stock rail, this
may prevent the switch from fully closing giving a loss of points
detection. Over time the lipping can break out under the passage of
traffic damaging the switch blade. This may result in derailment risk with
the associated risk of injury/death. Lipping can also lead to horizontal
cracks propagating under the edge of the lipping leading to transverse
defects in the head of the rail and a broken rail if not managed.

1A21: Lipping on switch
and or stock rail [S&C]

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.1.2 Lipping
16
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

Failure Mode

Crossing

Crossing (frog) unit

1A2: Debris in crossing
flangeway [S&C]

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects
Debris in the crossing flangeway may provide a ramp upon which train
wheels ride up resulting in derailment with associated risk of
injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.6.1 Contamination / excessive wear of slide plates / sliding inserts or roller systems
17
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Crossing

Component

Crossing (frog) unit

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A28: Wear/damage to
newly installed cast
crossing [S&C]

Effects
Vertical loading from train wheels inevitably wear/impact the nose of the
crossing and wing rails. Until work hardened newly installed cast crossing
are at an increased risk. This deforms the nose and wears the wing rails
which increases the vertical loading of subsequent wheels. This may
cause one or more of the following: broken bolts/huck pins; dip
angles/voiding; cracked/broken component; excessive noise; and bearer
indentation. The crossing will continue to deteriorate to the point that a
derailment is possible with the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.4.5 Transverse crack on the crossing nose
18
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Stretcher bars

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1B3: Cracked/broken
stretcher bar, bracket or
gooseneck (fixed stretcher
bar) [S&C]

Effects
Over time deflection of the stretcher bar will result in fatigue, cracks may
develop in the stretcher bar, bracket or gooseneck. Gauge will not be
immediately affected but over time the repeated deflection may lead to a
complete break of the stretcher bar assembly, functionality of the switch
operation will not be affected. The failure will create additional stresses
in adjacent stretcher bars and the ALD, which will accelerate subsequent
failures. It will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the
open switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position and is free to
foul the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train leading
to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open
switch rail is not held and therefore not detected in its correct position, a
signalled route will be prevented from being set over the points. The
closed switch will be held in the closed position by the ALD lock so is
unlikely to move.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.9.1 Breakage of stretcher bar joint
19
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

All

Component
Bearers (concrete/
timber/
steel hollow/
composite)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A9: Warped/twisted
(crippled) bearer [S&C]

Effects
Timbers may be installed warped or twisted or may become deformed as
a result of maintenance activities or voiding. This may result in cant or
cross level errors which cannot be corrected by lifting and packing.
Chairs/baseplates may not sit correctly on the timber or may support the
rail on one side of the chair/baseplate only. Rough rides reports may be
received.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.8.1 Rotten / broken timber bearers
20
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

Switch

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode
1A20: Stock rail headwear
associated with a less head
worn switch rail [S&C]

Effects
The stock rail may wear or be ground, reducing the height of the stock
rail relative to the switch rail. As this height relationship reduces, the risk
of incorrect flange contact on the switch rail increases. This will reduce
the impact angle of the wheel on the rails and can result in a flange climb
derailment with the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.1.1 Spalling of stock rail
21
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

All

Component
Bearers (concrete/
timber/
steel hollow/
composite)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A5: Timber bearer fails
[S&C]

Effects
Over time a timber bearer will degrade, rotting and splitting. As it
degrades it will allow movement of the baseplates, the S&C will move out
of gauge, increasing the likelihood of failure of other assets such as
stretcher bars. Eventually it may result in a derailment with the associated
risk of injury/death. Potentially a points failure could occur prior to
derailment, but this is not guaranteed.

1.8.1 Rotten / broken timber bearers
22
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

Failure Mode

Switch

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

1A3: Debris in the switch
flangeway [S&C]

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects
Debris and litter in switch opening can cause the switch not to complete
its travel. Points will time out and detection will not be obtained, the
signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if
detection cannot be gained; alternatively it may result in a derailment.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.6.1 Contamination / excessive wear of slide plates / inserts or roller systems
23
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

Failure Mode

Switch

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

1A23: Switch rail with a
sharp gauge corner profile
[S&C]

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects
Switches can wear to develop a pronounced edge or faceted surface at
the gauge corner. This may cut into the surface of a wheel flange,
enabling the flange to climb the switch rail. This can result in derailment
with the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.2.2 Shelling
24
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Slide plates

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A12: Switch roller system
- rollers seize [S&C]

Effects
The roller system is a sealed unit but after a period in service the end caps
come away and the lubricant sets, causing the rollers to seize. This will
increase the friction between the switch and the slide preventing the
switch from completing it's travel. The points will time out and detection
will not be obtained, the signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays
may be incurred if detection cannot be gained.
(Second image shows roller slide plate, which has been greased: this can
lead to a seized roller as they were not designed to be lubricated.)

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.6.1 Contamination / excessive wear of slide plates / sliding inserts or roller systems
25
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Base plates /
inclined wedges

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A10: Broken/ineffective
(slide) baseplates within
moveable length [S&C]

Effects
Under repeat loading or due to mechanical damage baseplates can be
broken or become ineffective. The sliding surface will no longer be level
and can result in the switch blade becoming retarded. This may prevent
the switch from completing it's travel. The points will time out and
detection will not be obtained, the signaller will attempt to get detection.
Delays may be incurred if detection cannot be gained. Baseplates normally
fail from underside so cannot be detected.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.6.2 Break of plates / check rail chair
26
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Failure Mode

Switch (forged
transition and weld)
and stock rails

The rail manufacturing process occasionally leaves defects in the rail.
Defects can also be caused by damaged or slipping wheels. As the rail
fatigues the defect will propagate, as the rail section is greatly reduced
within the machined length of the switch the defect will lead to a broken
rail much more quickly than in the full rail head section. Derailment with
1A15: Rail defect through the the associated risk of injury/death, is much more likely as the rail is not
machined length of the
constrained within chairs or baseplates and may break away, and be
switch blade [S&C]
unable to support trains switching from one track to another. There is an
additional risk that the broken rail will foul wheels running over the
through route and may interfere with signalling equipment. Ultrasonic
inspection of the switch rail is not possible once the width of the running
surface is less than ~10mm.

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Effects

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.4.4 Casting defect leading to cracking
27
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Stretcher bars

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1B6: Loose/missing lock
nuts (fixed stretcher bar)
[S&C]

Effects
Stretcher bar bolts installed incorrectly or subjected to excessive
vibration may work loose over time. One loose bolt will not result in a
loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose the
stretcher bar assembly may fail, functionality of the switch operation will
not be affected. The failure will create additional stresses in adjacent
stretcher bars and the ALD, which will accelerate subsequent failures. It
will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open
switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position and is free to foul
the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train leading to a
derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail
is not held and therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled
route will be prevented from being set over the points. The closed switch
will be held in the closed position by the ALD lock so is unlikely to move.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.7.1 Break / loosening of fastening elements
28
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Stretcher bars

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects

Stretcher bar bolts installed incorrectly or subjected to excessive
vibration may work loose over time. One loose bolt will not result in a
loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose the
stretcher bar assembly may fail, functionality of the switch operation will
not be affected. The failure will create additional stresses in adjacent
stretcher bars and the ALD, which will accelerate subsequent failures. It
1B2: Loose/missing
will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open
fastenings (tubular stretcher switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position and is free to foul
bar) [S&C]
the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train leading to a
derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail
is not held and therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled
route will be prevented from being set over the points. The closed switch
will be held in the closed position by the ALD lock so is unlikely to move.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.7.1 Break / loosening of fastening elements
29
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

All

Bearers (concrete/
timber/
steel hollow/
composite)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode
1A8: Loose shroud on
modular concrete layout
[S&C]

Effects
The shroud on modular S&C can become loose. Over time the S&C will
move out of gauge and increases the likelihood of failure of other
components. This may result in a loss of points detection or if multiple
bearers fail, eventually a derailment with the associated risk of
injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.7.1 Break / loosening of fastening elements
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Ballast

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects
Ballast memory or ballast degrading due to contamination, may result in
voiding and wet beds. Over time this may cause switch components to
deteriorate and eventually fail. Points may fail to complete their
movement resulting in delays to trains. Twist may occur leading to
derailment, with the associated risk of injury/death.

1A1: Ballast degradation
under switches [S&C]

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
None
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Slide plates

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A14: Contaminated slide
plates [S&C]

Effects
Dust/dirt will stick to the lubricated surface of a slide plate. This may
result in increased levels of friction that prevent the switch from
completing it's travel. The points will time out and detection will not be
obtained, the signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be
incurred if detection cannot be gained.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.6.1 Contamination / excessive wear of slide plates / sliding inserts or roller systems
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Stretcher bars

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects

Stretcher bar bolts installed incorrectly or subjected to excessive
vibration may work loose over time. One loose bolt will not result in a
loss of gauge between the switch rails but as more bolts work loose the
stretcher bar assembly may fail, functionality of the switch operation will
not be affected. The failure will create additional stresses in adjacent
stretcher bars and the ALD, which will accelerate subsequent failures. It
1B5: Loose/missing lock nuts will take multiple missing/ineffective stretcher bars before the open
(adjustable stretcher bar)
switch rail is no longer held in its correct open position and is free to foul
[S&C]
the flangeway. This may occur during the passage of a train leading to a
derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. If the open switch rail
is not held and therefore not detected in its correct position, a signalled
route will be prevented from being set over the points. The closed switch
will be held in the closed position by the ALD lock so is unlikely to move.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.7.1 Break / loosening of fastening elements
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

All

Component
Bearers (concrete/
timber/
steel hollow/
composite)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

11A1: Timber bearer
unable to support ALD
equipment [S&C]

Effects
Over time wooden bearers will gradually deteriorate, cracking and/or
splitting. ALD securing screws, positioned close to bearer ends, will
usually fail first, permitting play in ALD operation. This can lead to
erratic operation of the points, followed by failure. Delays to trains will
be incurred while repairs are made (S&T inspections will often detect
this failure before the points fail completely).

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.8.1 Rotten / broken timber bearers
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Bearers (concrete/
timber/
steel hollow/
composite)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Effects
Over time a gauge stop will wear and it's resistance to high lateral loads
will reduce. Eventually this will result in lateral movement of
chairs/baseplates. This may allow the stock rail to move and the gauge
to spread and/or the switch blade to stand off the stock rail. This may
lead to a derailment with the associated risk of injury/death. As a gauge
stop is fitted the lack of lateral restraint may not be immediately evident.

1A11: Worn gauge stop
[S&C]

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
None
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Switch

Component

Slide plates

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A13: Phosphor bronze
insert pins lift up and block
switch [S&C]

Effects
Over time the pins holding down a phosphor bronze insert may work
loose, this may cause the pin to lift up and block the movement of the
switch. This will increase the friction between the switch and the slide,
which may cause the switch not to complete its travel. Alternatively the
pins fall away but an increase in friction can also lead to a loss of
detection. Points will time out and detection will not be obtained, the
signaller will attempt to get detection. Delays may be incurred if
detection cannot be gained.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.6.3 Slide plate insert (pin) failure
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

All

Component

Bearers (concrete/
timber/
steel hollow/
composite)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

1A4: Concrete Bearer fails
[S&C]

Effects
Concrete bearers can fail for the following reasons: poor manufacturing
quality, mechanical impact damage, centre bound. Each of these will
expose the reinforcement and cause it to corrode and "blow" the
concrete. Alternatively, it may cause the baseplates to loosen and move.
The S&C will move out of gauge, this presents a risk of derailment and
increases the likelihood of failure of other assets such as stretcher bars.
This could result in a points failure and/or a derailment with the
associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.8.2 Cracked / broken concrete bearers
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Switches and Crossings Failure Modes

Panel

Component

All

Bearers (concrete/
timber/
steel hollow/
composite)

Capacity4Rail Damage
FM Priority

Failure Mode

Loose glued housings on
concrete bearers [S&C]

Effects
Over time glue surrounding the housings may deteriorate allowing them
to loosed and move resulting in a loss of gauge. One failed housing on
it's own will have negligible effects but when many successive housings
have failed, enough gauge spread can occur to cause a derailment with
the associated risk of injury/death.

Failure Mode Critically Analysis Result
1.7.1 Break / loosening of fastening elements
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